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Royal Dragon Husband - Chapter 501 Cruise 

Ship 

Ten minutes later, Wen and Huang Jonny rushed over together. 

"You have broken through it?" Finn glanced at Wen in surprise. 

Compared to half a month ago, Wen's internal power breath was more 

condensed at this time. 

"Yes, Master Chen. I broke through, and I have entered the late stage of 

Obscure Period." Wen smiled. He stayed in the middle stage of the 

Obscure Period for eight years, and now he has finally passed this hurdle. 

"Good job." 

Finn nodded in satisfaction. Wen was strong. In the early years, there 

were many gangs in Malaysia. When it was chaotic, Wen had to fight 

with others almost every day. Such people like him couldn't lack practical 

experience. 

Now he has broken through to the late stage of the Obscure Period. 

Even if he was just a beginner, he could compare with those veterans. 

"I will leave for a few days, and I will leave Maura to you," Finn said, at 

the late stage of Obscure Period, it could be enough to protect Maura. A 

Martial Artist of this level could fight with a tactical assassination squad 

of average quality. Even if he couldn't block bullets with bare hands, he 

was still capable. 

"Master Chen, don't worry. I will protect her. They could hurt her unless 

they killed me." Wen patted his chest and solemnly assured. Maura was 
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important to Finn without saying. Finn entrusted such an important thing 

to him out of trust, so he would never disappoint Finn. 

"Little boy, you may rest assured. Wen was good at protecting others. 

When you come back from the fight, your wife will wait for you at home 

safely. "Jonny said lazily. 

Finn smiled: "Then I will stop being wordy, let's go to Chu's Mansion." 

Half an hour later, Finn came to Chu's Mansion again. 

This time, Chu's Mansion was much deserted compared to three days 

ago. 

Except for a few luxury cars, there was almost no one in front of the 

door. 

"Master Chen," It was Chastity who stood at the door to greet Finn. 

After a few days, Chastity was much more beautiful. 

After walking towards Finn with a smile, Chastity turned her gaze to 

Jonny: "Finn, this elder is..." 

Hearing the word "elder", Jonny became embarrassed. 

"You can call him Jonny." Finn smiled and said, he did not intend to tell 

her the true identity of Jonny, Jonny was his ace at the crucial moment. 

"Jonny..." Chastity resisted the impulse to laugh, glanced at Jonny, and 

said: "I'll call him Lord Huang." 

"Nice to meet you, Lord Huang," 
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"Nice to meet you, too," Jonny replied with a dark face. 

"Master Chen, is Lord Huang going with you too?" Chastity asked with a 

smile. She was smart enough to know the intention of why Finn brought 

Jonny here. Jonny was by no means as simple as it seemed on the 

surface; he was very likely to be a martial artist. 

"Yes, he said he wants to see the level of martial artist of Country J. You 

can just give him an identity casually," Finn said, since Jonny was his ace, 

then, Jonny couldn't go there directly. He needed to disguise Jonny. 

"No problem." Chastity smiled sweetly, and immediately looked at Jonny, 

and said: "Lord Huang, if someone asks about you later, you can say you 

are the Chu family's butler." 

"Okay." Jonny nodded. The identity of the butler was indeed convincing, 

and most people would not doubt it. 

"Then Lord Huang, Master Chen, let's go quickly. The cruise ship will 

leave soon." Chastity raised his wrist, glanced at the time, and said. 

Although ML Island was on the high seas, it was not far from country C's 

waters. 

A few years ago, the officials of Country C had opened a sea route 

between Country C and ML Island. 

This time, they will follow this sea route. 

After they arrived at the seaside ferry, it was already 7 o'clock in the 

evening. 

Although it was dark now, the ferry on the coast was brightly lit. 
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Finn glanced at the pier where the ship was boarding and found that 

there were hundreds of people there, mostly wearing large sunglasses, 

carrying travel bags, and dressing as tourists. 

These tourists were queuing up at the pier to check-in, waiting to board 

the cruise ship. 

"These people are all martial artists?" Finn couldn't help but ask. 

Although these people looked like tourists, it was hard to say that they 

did not dress up like this. 

"No." Chastity shook her head and said with a smile: "Master Chen, these 

people are all tourists. They all travel to ML Island. They have the same 

destination as ours, so we follow them with the same cruise ship." 

"Well..." Finn nodded. He forgot that ML Island was a small island, 

especially for tourism. Now it was the peak time for traveling. So it was 

not surprising that many people go there to travel. 

"Master Chen, let's go this way. We don't need to check-in." 

Chastity smiled and said. With the Chu family's financial resources and 

relationships, she should already book VIP tickets for them, so they 

didn't need to queue. 

After arriving at the other side of the pier, Finn saw the whole picture of 

the cruise ship. 

It was a large cruise ship with a length of more than 180 meters and a 

width of more than 40 meters. 

The ship had five floors from top to bottom, each of which was about 

three meters high. 
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At this moment, the lower three decks of the cruise ship were full of 

people. 

The lights were bright, and it was bustling with noise and excitement. 

"Miss Chu, please come with me." 

Soon, a staff member in uniform walked over and brought Chastity into 

the particular passage for VIPs. 

After boarding, Chastity went straight to the top of the cruise ship. 

Compared with the lower floors, the top layer was more luxurious. 

There were only a dozen cabins here, but each cabin was exquisite, which 

was the standard of a five-star hotel's presidential suite. 

In addition to the luxurious cabins, the top floor had an excellent view. 

Standing here, you could look at the sea in the distance and the people 

on the decks below. 

Invisible, a sense of superiority emerged spontaneously. 

"Master Chen, Lord Huang, you can wait here for a few minutes. I will go 

down to pick up my eldest brother and others." Chastity smiled. 

"Okay." 

Finn nodded. 

After Chastity left, Jonny narrowed his eyes and looked at Finn: "She is 

coming on to you?" 
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"No, it's all in your head." Finn overlooked at the distant sea bleakly. 

"Ha, ha," Jonny smiled and stopped talking. 

At this time, several figures appeared in the VIP passage where Finn and 

Chastity entered. 

The head was a man in his thirties with a firm face. 

Royal Dragon Husband - Chapter 475 

Mount Dragon and Tiger, Travis 

This man with a firm face was Rick. 

Following him were young talents hired by the Chu family for this martial 

arts gambling battle and Chen Family's bodyguards. 

"Master Chu, who is Finn you mentioned before, which sect is he from? 

Why haven't I heard of him before?" 

On the way, behind Rick, a young man in frock suddenly spoke. 

It seemed that Rick had known this young man would ask this question, 

and he smiled and said: "Finn is not from any sect, he is alone." 

"Alone?" 

Hearing what Rick said, that youth and others beside him frowned. 

The Chu family let an unknown martial artist join them in a gambling 

fight? 
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"Master Chu, most of those martial artists have never accepted the 

orthodox martial arts inheritance. Under the same stage, their strength is 

much weaker than those who come from sects..." 

While the young man in frock was talking, a crisp voice rang in his ears: 

"Rick, why are you so late?" 

This voice with a little peevish tone immediately attracted the youth. 

There was a fragrance, and then, a pretty face without any make-up, but 

still looked like a fairy in the painting, caught the eyes of that young 

man. 

There was a sparkle of excitement in his eyes. Is she Chastity? How could 

she be much more beautiful than photos? 

"Something happened on the road, so we are late for a while." 

Rick smiled and explained, and he asked: "Where is Finn? Has he arrived 

there?" 

"Yes, Master Chen has already arrived." Chastity grinned. 

"Great." Rick nodded slightly and was about to introduce the three 

youths' identities in frocks to Chastity, but before he started, that youth 

smiled and said: "You are Miss Chu, right?" 

Chastity glanced at him and felt surprised. He had never seen this youth 

before. How did this youth know her name? 

Although she was surprised, Chastity didn't show it on her face. 

She nodded gently and said, "I am Chastity. You are..." 
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"I am Travis, from the Mount Dragon and Tiger!" 

The young man smiled and told her his name. 

Mount Dragon and Tiger! 

Hearing this name, Chastity was surprised in her heart. This young man 

looked ordinary, but she did not expect that he was from Mount Dragon 

and Tiger, the holy land of Taoism. 

"It turned out to be a Taoist master. I am sorry that I did not recognize 

you before. Please forgive me." After getting her breath back, Chastity 

smiled. People from Mount Dragon and Tiger liked to be called Taoist 

masters. 

This young man in front of her was one of the most influential figures in 

Mount Dragon and Tiger, so it should be polite to call him Taoist master. 

"Miss Chu, you are so welcome. It's reasonable that you don't know me. 

After all, I have been practicing in Mount Dragon and Tiger all year-

round, and I haven't been to the secular world several times." Travis said, 

and his tone was quite proud. 

But when Chastity heard this, she was even more puzzled. Since he didn't 

come to the secular world for several times, then, how did Travis know 

her? 

It seemed that Travis had perceived Chastity's confusion, so he smiled 

again and said, "Miss Chu, you are curious how I know your name, right?" 

"Well, yes." Chastity smiled and nodded. 
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Travis shook his head and smiled without explaining. He took out the 

latest iPhone from his pocket and typed in Chastity's name. 

Suddenly, a lot of photos and information came out, the queen singer, 

the female star, the national goddess, and so on. 

Chastity's face reddened, she did not expect that Travis knew her in this 

way. 

"Miss Chu, although I am a cultivator, I am not a nerd who does not go 

out and only knows how to practice. I also surf the Internet and get some 

information about the outside world through the Internet." Travis smiled. 

"To tell the truth, I am also a fan of you. I like your songs very much." 

"Thank you," Chastity bowed slightly. Travis was different from the 

martial artists from sects she had imagined. 

She thought that martial artists from sects were mostly martial idiots 

obsessed with cultivation, but Travis showed her the other side of martial 

artists. 

A few minutes later, they boarded the top deck. 

Finn and Jonny were talking on the ship's bow. 

At this moment, Rick's voice sounded behind him: "Finn!" 

"Rich!" 

Finn turned around and smiled slightly. 
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"I'm sorry, Finn, I made you wait for a long time." Rick strode to Finn, but 

Travis and the other two youths did not move. They stood and looked at 

Finn with eagle eyes. 

"It is okay, Rick. I just arrived." Finn first smiled at Rick and then looked at 

Travis: "They are ..." 

"They... They are the masters invited by our Chu family. Tomorrow, they 

will join you on stage and participate in gambling." 

"This is the eldest disciple of Chan, the master of Hsing-I Sect, Chase." 

"This is the second disciple of Charles, from the Eight Diagrams Sect, 

Cedric." 

"This……" 

When it was Travis's turn, before Rick could speak, Travis took the 

initiative to stand up: "I am from the Mount Dragon and Tiger, Travis." 

"My master is Sheldon," 

Speaking of Sheldon, Travis looked more proud. 

But after Finn heard this name, he was dumbfounded for a moment. 

Sheldon? 

This young man in front of him was a disciple of Sheldon? 

"Do you know my master?" Travis frowned. It seemed that he knew Finn 

was stunned. 
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"No, I don't." Finn shook his head subconsciously, and then he added: 

"But I have heard of Taoist master." 

Travis nodded slightly: "It turns out that you have heard my master's 

name." 

"He is famous in the martial arts world. So you should have heard of his 

name." 

Finn smiled slightly. In the field of martial arts, Sheldon was illustrious. 

But it had nothing to do with Travis in front of him. 

"I heard from Rick before that you are not from any sect?" Travis looked 

at Finn again. Finn's background was his biggest concern. 

Rick said he didn't have any sect? 

Finn frowned slightly and immediately figured it out. Rick said this was to 

conceal that he was from Chen's Family. 

"Yes, I am." 

Finn nodded lightly. Since Rick had made up a lie for him, he just needed 

to follow it. 

Hearing Finn admitted it, Travis frowned suddenly: "What stage are you 

in now?" 

Royal Dragon Husband - Chapter 503 

Fellow Apprentices Travis 

"Early stage of the Obscure Period." 
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Finn frowned and said calmly. 

In the martial arts world, it wasn't polite to ask others about the realm of 

their martial arts. 

Travis came from an influential sect, Mount Dragon and Tiger, and it was 

a common-sense for him. 

Travis knew it was rude and impolite, but he still asked; It could only 

explain that he had an opinion on Finn! 

As for the exact reason, Finn could probably guess so; It was because of 

his self-taught Martial Artist identity. 

In the martial arts world, the position of a self-taught Martial Artist was 

not that high. 

Most of the self-taught Martial Artists were the imperfections of Martial 

Artists who learned from the real sect. 

They didn't have inborn cultivation talent and enough training resources. 

All they had was a heart with the effort that yearned for martial arts. 

But the effort wasn't enough. 

Talent, resources, guidance was also needed. 

Once you had these things, you could be more potent than others and 

promoted to a higher level. 

But if you didn't have these things, you could only be at the bottom in 

the martial arts world. 
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Self-taught Martial Artist was at the bottom line in the martial arts world. 

Self-taught Martial Artists were despised by the official organization and 

the Martial Artists who came from the sect. 

Self-taught Martial Artist was the character that no one liked. 

From the fact that Travis dared to ask Finn about the realm of martial 

arts, we could see how low the position was of the self-taught Martial 

Artist in the martial arts world. 

"Early stage of the Obscure Period?" 

Travis's tone was a little suspicious. "Are you really in the early stage of 

the Obscure Period?" 

"Absolutely true." Finn lied but didn't show a trace. His real state was not 

the early stage of the Obscure Period; he was already in the first stage of 

the Transformed Period. 

As for the early stage of the Obscure Period, he just made it up casually. 

But even if it was made up by Finn casually, it was enough to surprise 

Travis. 

"It's not bad a self-taught Martial Artist to be able reach the early stage 

of the Obscure Period at this age." After Travis realized that he had 

forgotten himself a bit, he returned to normal quickly. 

However, it should not be easy for Finn to reach the early stage of the 

Obscure Period at this age. 

Technically, only a monster could do so! 
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After all, a genius like him could barely reach the middle stage of the 

Obscure Period at the age of 25, even with clan resources and sect 

master's guidance. 

Now he was nearly thirty years old and still the middle stage of the 

Obscure Period. 

However, he might not be able to break through the threshold of the 

middle stage of the Obscure Period within five years; even he was one of 

a rare genius in Mount Dragon and tiger. 

If Finn was in an environment like his, it was demanding to guarantee 

that Finn would not do better than him. 

At this time, Travis could not help but withdraw his contempt for Finn. 

Although Finn's martial arts realm was lower than him, his talent was still 

worthy of recognition. In the future, Finn might have the chance to break 

through to the realm of Martial Arts Master. 

If Finn could break through the realm of martial arts master one day。 

Travis's expression changed slightly and looked at Finn again with well-

meant. 

"Do your best at tomorrow's battle. Just surrender if you're not able to 

defeat the opponent. Don't feel shame on surrendering, it will only hurt 

yourself badly." 

Surrender? 

Finn had an unusual expression on his face and wondered was Travis 

concerned about himself? 
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Why did his attitude change so quickly? 

Although Finn was surprised, he didn't show it on his face; He said with a 

smile, "Thank you for the advice, Brother Travis. Once I realize I can't win 

against the opponent, I will surrender." 

"Well. I'm glad that you have such an awareness." Travis nodded slightly, 

and Finn's attitude made him very satisfied. He felt that Finn was worth 

teaching. 

"Brother Finn. Let me be honest. The key to winning tomorrow's 

gambling battle is on the genius of The Sword Sect and me. The Martial 

artist in the early stage of the Obscure Period like you are used for drain 

their physical energy." 

"The more you expend the physical energy of those County J's warriors, 

the greater the probability that I and the genius of The Sword Sect will 

win." 

"So, the Martial Artists in the early stage of the Obscure Period included 

you, are going to consume the physical energy of those County J's 

warriors as much as possible tomorrow, so as to increase the chances of 

winning for me and The Sword Sect's genius." 

Travis's look was a bit arrogant. Although his words were very 

straightforward and even harsh, they were real. 

Among the ten Martial Artists invited by the City Z chamber of 

Commerce, the only one who could get his eye on was Cary of the Sword 

Sect. 

Except for Cary, the rest of Martial Artists were in the early stage of the 

Obscure Period. 
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Although there was only one level difference between the early and 

middle stages of the Obscure Period, It was an enormous gap to Martial 

Artist. 

It was the difference between ordinary genius and ultimate genius. 

Those who could reach the middle stage of the Obscure Period before 

30 years old were the ultimate genius! 

It was a fact beyond all doubt! 

"No worries, Travis. I'll try my best to consume their physical energy at 

tomorrow's battle." Finn said seriously; It was apparent that Travis said all 

these to show that he's the main character. 

Finn had to respect Travis naturally. 

"Great." Travis's face was full of satisfaction; Finn, the self-taught Martial 

Artist, knew how to behave well in a delicate situation than he expected. 

At first, Travis planned to cow Finn into submission and realized the gap 

between himself and him. 

Now it seemed that it was not necessary. 

Finn had realized the gap between himself and him. 

Rick heard the whole conversation between Travis and Finn, but he didn't 

refute or say anything. He just watched Travis perform all the time with a 

gloomy face. Rick was very curious about what expression would Travis 

have when he got to know the real cultivation of this "Self-taught" 

Martial Artist was already the last stage of the Obscure Period. 
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After Travis left, Chastity couldn't help looking at Finn and asked, "Finn. 

Are you really just in the first stage of the Obscure period?" 

Although she didn't know much about the martial artist, she had an 

understanding of the realm and level of Martial Artist. 

According to the analysis of Chu's Family, the real state of Finn was likely 

to be the late stage of the Obscure period, not the early stage. 

If Finn were only a Martial Artist in the early stage of the Obscure period, 

Chu's Family would not have used Finn as their ultimate weapon. 

Outsiders all thought that Travis was the ultimate weapon of Chu's 

Family, but only the top officials of the Chu's Family knew that Finn was 

the biggest ultimate weapon prepared by them for this battle! 

"You will know tomorrow." 

Finn smiled; People would know whether he was in the early or last stage 

of the Obscure period tomorrow. 

There was no point in saying that now. 

The surrounding area finally became quiet after he sent away Chastity. 

However, Finn did not return to the cabin. He saw a familiar figure by the 

pier when he boarded the cruise ship. Now he wanted to make sure that 

he had seen it wrong or not. 

After walking around, Finn went down to the fourth deck from the top 

deck. 
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Compared with the top deck, the view of the fourth deck was 

significantly reduced. 

However, on the fourth deck, more people were shuttling back and forth 

than on the top deck. 

There were lovely staffs with fruit trays on their hand, handsome sailors 

in uniform, and, of course, more tourists in casual wear. 

Royal Dragon Husband - Chapter 504 

Lecher 

"Hi there. Are you here playing alone? "As Finn searched the crowd for 

the figure, a delicate voice rang out beside his ear. 

Finn subconsciously turned around and found a woman was in front of 

her. 

The woman dressed was very sexy; She wore Midriff-baring tops and a 

sky blue shorts, which was extremely short. There was nothing else on 

her except them. 

Under the light of a lamp, the woman's snow-white skin was 

conspicuous; two long and straight legs were eye-catching. 

Although the woman's body was sexy and hot, Finn just glanced at it and 

lost interest. 

The woman saw that Finn was about to turn and left without saying a 

word; she grabbed Finn in a hurry and said, "Sir. May I have your name? 

My name is Sharon." 
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"It's a long night, it's so bored to play alone on the cruise ship... What 

about let me accompany you tonight." 

The woman said in a charming voice while sticking her delicate body to 

Finn's body. Even the two of her soft boobs began to rub Finn's body 

naturally or half unconsciously. 

In this regard, Finn's response was simple and crude. 

"Get the hell out." 

With that, Finn pushed the sexy woman away. 

After the sexy woman was pushed and staggered by Finn, she instantly 

got angry; She saw many eyes around were on her, so she made a quick 

decision in mind immediately after clenching her teeth. 

She screamed, "Help! Please catch the lecher!" 

Lecher? 

As soon as the word "Lecher" came out, the crowd immediately became 

agitated, and many people gathered around. 

"Beauty, what's the matter? Do you need any help?" 

The sexy women's hot figure attracted a few hot-blooded young men. 

"Yes! Help me to catch that lecher!" 

The sexy woman clenched her teeth and pointed to Finn with full of 

anger. 
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Lecher? 

Several hot-blooded youths took a look at Finn, and then they all came 

to him and surrounded him in the middle. 

"Get out of the way." Finn frowned and looked at them. 

"Get out of the way?" A youth with a hip-hop cap and Earrings sneered, 

"If you don't explain things clearly to clarify the situation, don't plan to 

leave here today!" 

"Yes. Don't plan to leave here today if you don't explain everything 

clearly!" 

"What do I need to explain?" Finn took a look at the youth with Earrings 

calmly. 

"That lady told us you're a lecher......" 

"So you believe everything she said?" Finn interrupted coldly without 

waiting for the youth to finish speaking. 

The youth with Earrings turned angry from embarrassment for being 

criticized, "The lady is so adorable. Why would she lie?" 

"Adorable?" Finn sneered, "So the adorable people never lie?" 

"You..." The youth with Earrings didn't know how to refute at the 

moment. 

"You're a lecher!" 
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The sexy woman came up at this time, she looked at Finn coldly, "You 

took advantage of my inattention and touched my butt just now." 

Finn said calmly, "Where's the evidence?" 

"No evidence!" 

"How can there be evidence for such a thing?" Sharon was furious and 

asked in reply with a sharp voice. 

This expression of her immediately made many initially neutral onlookers 

begin to change their minds. 

"The little girl is right. How can there be evidence of such a thing? How 

could she know that young man was a lecher at first." 

"That's right. I also think this young man is a lecher. You can see from his 

dress that he is not a a decent person." 

Finn listened to the comments of many onlookers; He had to say that the 

sexy woman was pretty smart. The trick that she used was 

straightforward: to use the pressure of public opinion to blame him as a 

lecher. 

And often, at this time, no evidence was the most significant evidence! 

When Sharon saw many people standing on her side, she couldn't help 

but felt proud. 

She didn't intend to do so. 

Her original intention was to seduce Finn. 
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She wanted to seduce Finn because he came down from the top deck of 

the cruise ship. 

There were only a dozen tickets for the cruise ship's top deck, it only sold 

to VIP customer, and each of them cost 30000 yuan at least. 

Those who could afford VIP tickets worth 30000 yuan must be wealthy 

people. 

How could she not seduce such a rich and wealthy man who came alone 

from the cruise ship's top deck? 

Sharon had a great plan, but she didn't expect Finn to be so insensitive; 

Finn pushed the sexy creature like her away in the face of seduction. 

"Here's two options I give you." 

"Option one, call the police." 

"Option two, settle this out of court." 

"Tell me, which one?" 

Sharon looked at Finn coldly; She was sure that Finn would choose the 

second option. After all, Finn was a rich man in the luxury cabin on the 

top deck. For such a rich and wealthy person, reputation was often more 

important than money. 

If Finn chose to settle this matter out of court, she could blackmail a 

large amount of money from him. 

Even if Finn chose to call the police, she wouldn't lose anything. 
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"He chose neither." 

Just as Sharon was thinking about how to blackmail Finn, a cold and 

unusual voice sounded in the field. 

Chastity appeared in public like an iceberg queen. 

The whole scene was quiet for a moment. 

Everyone's eyes widened with full of incredible. 

The famous Chastity was also on this cruise ship! 

Not only were many tourists surprised, but Sharon was also stunned. 

Chastity! 

It's Chastity, the "National Goddess"! 

Sharon was so surprised that she was on the same cruise ship with the 

"National Goddess" Chasity. 

It was too late for Sharon to think about why Chastity appeared on the 

cruise ship. What she needed to think about was the meaning of the 

sentence that Chasity just said. 

'He chose neither.' 

Did Chastity mean Finn? 

Did Chastity know Finn? 
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Just as Sharon thought about what it meant, Chastity had already walked 

up to her without any expression. Chastity looked at Sharon coldly: "Did 

you just say Brother Finn is a lecher?" 

Brother Finn!? 

Sharon was shocked again when she heard the way that Chasity called 

Finn. 

Exactly! 

Chastity knew Finn, and they were in a close relationship! 

Although Sharon was very tense, now she could only be brave enough to 

admit, "Yes... He touched my butt just now." 

Chastity was no surprise and showed no expression even she heard 

Sharon said so because she did not believe in Sharon from the 

beginning. 

First of all, she didn't think Finn was such a person. 

Second, even if Finn were such an impolite person, Sharon wouldn't be 

his target. 

"Do you have any evidence?" Although she was sure that Sharon was 

slandering Finn, she didn't show much emotion too obvious. 

"No... I don't." Sharon shook her head a little nervously and began to feel 

uneasy. 

"You have no evidence?" Chastity suddenly sneered. 
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Royal Dragon Husband - Chapter 505 Check 

The Monitor System 

"No. I have no evidence, but he did touch me." Sharon insisted on 

slandering Finn; She had no way out so far and could only get a chance 

to survive by blaming Finn. 

So what even if you're a superstar? Did superstars have the privilege not 

to be reasonable? 

"Are you sure about that?" Chastity's adorable face turned more 

unfriendly. 

"Yes!" Sharon clenched her teeth and said. 

"OK." Chastity nodded gently, and then she turned her eyes to the old 

man in a tuxedo behind her, "Uncle, go and check the monitor system!" 

"Get the monitor system's video recording for this deck out!" 

"Got it. Miss." The older adult in the tuxedo bowed slightly and then 

turned away. 

After that, Sharon's expression suddenly changed dramatically, and 

wondered was there a monitor system on the cruise ship? 

"Wait!" 

Before the older adult in the tuxedo went far away, Sharon suddenly 

spoke. 
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She couldn't let the older adult check the monitor system; If the older 

adult pulled out the monitor system's video recording and showed it to 

the public, her would be very humiliating! 

It was not a big deal to be humiliating. The more important thing was 

Chastity, and Finn wouldn't let her off. 

"Miss Chastity. I may have got it wrong." When Sharon found that 

Chastity was looking at her coldly, she could not restrain to speak out 

the truth. 

"You got it wrong?" Chastity couldn't help smiling. 

"Yes. That gentleman didn't touch my butt. He might just... touch me 

accidentally." Sharon compelled herself to said so. 

"Did he just accidentally touch you?" Chastity's face was full of sarcasm. 

Even when it came to this point, Sharon was still going to quibble. 

"Yes... That's it." 

"Uncle, go and pull out the video recording. It seems someone is not 

willing to tell the truth still." Chastity said calmly. 

"No!" Sharon was immediately flustered when she saw Chastity was so 

decisive. 

"Please wait! I'll tell the truth!" 

"That gentleman didn't touch me. I took the initiative to seduce him." 

Sharon yelled out in haste. 

She the initiative to seduce him!? 
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The things that Sharon said immediately caused an uproar in the crowd. 

Many people showed a scornful expression. 

The few youths who just stood at Sharon's side felt extremely ashamed. 

They wanted to dig a crack and disappear into a hole. 

"So you failed your seduction and put the blame on the victim?" 

Chastity sneered at Sharon. 

"Yes." Sharon admitted she had lied, and her face turned crimson with 

anger. 

Chastity nodded slightly and immediately looked at the tourists' crowd, 

"did you guys hear that?" 

"Yes." Some tourists responded, and some of them lowered their heads 

involuntarily after looking at Chasity's eyes. 

"I'm glad to hear that." Chastity nodded gently, then looked back at 

Sharon and smiled faintly, "Let me tell you something. There's no 

monitor system on this cruise ship." 

No monitor system!? 

Was Chastity deceiving her just now!? 

Sharon's eyes widened, and she became furious. 

Many onlookers were open-mouthed and startled. 

Chastity didn't care about the reaction of Sharon and the onlookers. 
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Chasity just came to Finn with a smile, "Brother Finn. Why are you down 

here?" 

"I'm looking for someone here." Finn said with a smile. 

"Looking for someone?" Chastity regarded him and asked thoughtfully, 

"Can I help you?" 

"No. It's too late now, maybe I made a mistake. Just go back first." Finn 

shook his head and said with a smile. 

The reason why he had the idea of looking for someone was just his 

whim. 

It didn't matter if he could find it or not. 

"OK. I'll go back and have a rest." Chastity nodded her head and turned 

around. When she was leaving halfway there, she suddenly turned back 

and said with a lovely smile, "Brother Finn. Have a rest earlier as well." 

Finn dumbfounded for a while, then he nodded with a smile and said, 

"OK." 

As Sharon watched Chastity leave, she was relieved. But the way she 

looked at Finn was filled with resentment. 

If Finn had not rejected her in the first place, she would not have been so 

disgraced. 

It was all because of Finn! 

Sharon left after she took a look at Finn with hatred and memorized his 

appearance. 
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As to that, Finn didn't pay much attention to the hateful look from 

Sharon. 

After a few more glances at the crowd on the deck to make sure there 

was no familiar figure, Finn returned to the top deck. 

By this time, Two dark figures sat opposite each other in one of the third 

deck cabins. 

The light in the cabin was dim; no one could see these two dark figures' 

specific appearance. People could only vaguely know that they were two 

middle-aged men. 

After a period of silence, the middle-aged man who sat in the left 

suddenly spoke hoarsely, "Are you sure it's him?" 

"I'm sure. Mr. Taye has sent someone to City Y and confirmed that he is 

indeed the illegitimate son of Chen's Family. The disciple of Lord Katana 

Saint was killed by him." The middle-aged man on the right spoke in a 

deep voice. "What is his realm now?" Asked the man who had a hoarse 

voice. 

"It's likely to be the last stage of the Obscure Period." 

"The last stage of the Obscure Period!?" The man who had the hoarse 

voice was amazed. 

"Yes, it's real." The middle-aged man on the right side nodded and said, 

"This time he will represent the Chu's Family to participate in the battle." 

"What did Mr. Taye say?" The man who had the hoarse voice sighed. 

"Look for an opportunity, kill him!" 
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"Kill him? How? Even the disciple of Load Katana Saint couldn't defeat 

him..." The man who had the hoarse voice frowned and said. 

"There are many ways to kill people. You don't have to fight him." 

"You mean..." 

"Think about it yourself. You have a chance to get close to him." The 

middle-aged man looked at the man who had the hoarse voice, "This 

battle is very important to Mr. Taye. He doesn't want any accident in the 

result of the battle. You'd better not let him down." 

The man who had the hoarse voice took a deep breath, "Can I get out of 

it after killing him?" 

"Yes." 

"Once you kill him, Mr. Taye will find a way to get you out of the 

Warriors' League." Said the middle-aged man. 

"What about my family? Can Mr. Taye ensure their safety?" 

"Yes. Mr. Taye can emigrate them to Country J after that." 

"OK. I will kill him!" 

A quiet evening passed. 

The next morning, Finn got up early. After washing up, Finn left the cabin 

and went to the restaurant. 

A restaurant was only open to the luxury cabin customers on the top 

deck; the restaurant area was not large, only about 50 square meters. 
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When Finn entered the restaurant, he found that Rick and Travis had 

already sat down there. 

Chastity was also next to them. 

Today Chastity was wearing white sportswear and a pair of pink sports 

shoes; she also had tied a simple ponytail, which gave her a clean and 

tidy sense of youth. 

"Brother Finn. This way." 

When she saw Finn came in, she waved and showed a smile on her pretty 

face. 

Royal Dragon Husband - Chapter 506 

Flatterer 

Finn smiled slightly and came to the table. 

Seeing that Rick and Travis were also there, Finn smiled and said hello: 

"Rick, Travis, morning." 

"Morning," Rick responded with a smile. 

Travis glanced at Finn and said with a smile: "Finn, did you sleep well last 

night?" 

"Not bad." 

Finn replied that the cabin he slept in last night was the top luxury cabin 

of the cruise ship, so he didn't feel the intense turbulence and slept 

peacefully and comfortably. 
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"Well, that's good." Travis nodded slightly. 

He immediately glanced at Finn and said: "The cruise ship will probably 

arrive on the island tonight, and the gambling will begin tomorrow." 

"During this period, you have to save your energy and prepare for 

tomorrow's gambling fight." 

Finn smiled faintly and was about to nod, and Chase beside Travis smiled 

and said: "Travis, the rest is not important for Finn, but you have to 

recharge your energy." 

"For tomorrow's gambling fight, that genius of The Sword Sect and you 

are the protagonists, and we are just the foils for you. So, tomorrow's 

fight mainly depends on the performance of that genius and you. If you 

perform well, we would probably win." 

Chase's tone was somewhat flattering. His remarks made it clear that he 

was flattering Travis and also belittled Finn. 

Cedric smiled without saying a word. He was not surprised that Chase 

would say so. 

He knew Chase well, he was weak, but he was a brown-noser who was 

good at observation. 

Although he was the first disciple of the Hsing-I Sect sect, Chase's 

strength could not even rank to the top three among the many disciples 

of Hsing-I Sect. 

However, this time Hsing-I Sect sent him to represent them to participate 

in the gambling battle. 
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It must have something to do with Chase's ability to flatter others. 

Within the Hsing-I Sect, Chase was the one who can please the owner of 

the Hsing-I Sect the most. 

Now, Chase was ready to flatter Travis again. 

Moreover, it had to say that Chase really knew how to please Travis. 

He saw that Travis was interested in Chastity, and Chastity liked Finn, that 

no-sect martial artist. 

As a man, Chase understood how upset Travis was. 

Although Travis was unhappy, as the chief of Mount Dragon and Tiger, 

Travis still had to maintain his demeanor and couldn't express his 

unhappiness, and he couldn't bother himself arguing with an unknown 

martial artist. 

Therefore, Chase did it for him. 

As a brown-noser, Chase had thoroughly known how to flatter others, so 

he knew how to make Travis feel more comfortable. 

It was essential to tout Travis. While touting Travis, it was also necessary 

to belittle Finn. 

Only by disparaging Finn could Chastity see the gap between Finn and 

Travis. 

In this way, Chastity would re-examine her mate choice. 

Such a brown-noser could kill three birds with one stone! 
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"Hahaha," Travis laughed, his face was red, and he was happy with 

Chase's flattery. 

Although he felt comfortable in his heart, Travis still reminded modesty: 

"Chase, you shouldn't say that. Although tomorrow's gambling fight 

mainly depends on that genius of The Sword Sect and me, you are also 

powerful..." 

Travis looked at Finn again and said with a smile: 

"Especially Finn, you are the only no-sect martial artist among all the 

participators in the gambling battle. No-sect martial artists' prestige 

depends on you. " 

"If you play well and defeat one or two martial artists from Country J, 

many martial artists like you will be famous." 

"If you couldn't perform well..." Travis paused and then smiled again: "It 

doesn't matter if you can't perform well, martial artists from sects are 

always better than you. Even if you lose, others won't say anything about 

you. Therefore, Finn, you should not have too much pressure." 

"Travis, don't worry. Stress rarely appeared in my life." 

"Travis... I'm afraid that you will get too much pressure since this battle is 

about the honor of martial arts between the two countries. I hope that 

you can recharge your energy and give full play to your strength 

tomorrow." Finn smiled lightly. 

"Thank you for your reminder. However, martial artists in Country J 

cannot allow me to use all my strengths. I only need to use 70% of my 

strength to defeat them." 
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"Seven percent of my strength is enough to beat them!" Travis said in a 

proud tone. He was the first disciple of Mount Dragon and Tiger, the 

holy land of Taoism. 

For all the younger generations of the field of martial arts in Country C, 

he could be ranked among the top ten. 

If it weren't for Chastity this time, he wouldn't have come to represent 

the Chu family to participate in a gambling fight. It would be a waste for 

him to fight with the martial artists from Country J. 

"Hahaha, you are invincible." Chase flattered him again. 

Finn shook his head and stopped talking. 

Because of Sheldon, Taoist master of Mount Dragon and Tiger, he had a 

good impression of Travis. 

But now, 

He had no good feelings anymore. 

Before the gambling battle started, Travis was so arrogant, and he didn't 

pay attention to the martial artists from Country J at all. 

When the battle began, he would face Country J's martial artists with this 

mentality. It was a probability that he would lose. 

Seeing Finn's dissatisfaction, Rick hurriedly reminded: "Travis, self-

confidence is a good thing, but you must not underestimate the enemy. 

For this battle, the Qianshui Chamber of Commerce may invite the 

disciples of Katana Saint and people from the Hidden People's 
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Association. Their strength is much better than that of ordinary Country 

J's martial artists. " 

Hearing the disciples of Hidden People's Association and Katana Saint, 

Travis's pupils were dilated subconsciously. However, he still said 

indifferently: "Rick, the disciple of Katana Saint and The Hidden People's 

Association's people are great, but we, Mount Dragon and Tiger, are 

powerful either." 

"I have been up to the mountain to practice martial arts with my master 

since I was a child, and I have known everything my master taught me in 

my heart. Even if I meet the disciples of the Katana Saint, I am not afraid 

of them." 

"I hope so." Rick nodded on the surface, but he sighed in his heart. If the 

disciples of Hidden People's Association and Katana Saint are so easy to 

deal with, then the City Z's Chamber of Commerce will not be so 

troublesome to invite people from everywhere this time. 

Seeing that Rick seemed to be a little worried, Chase smiled again: 

"Rick, don't worry, Travis ranks at first in Mount Dragon and Tiger. 

Among his peers, there are no more than two people who have the same 

level as him to martial arts cultivation. Travis will win tomorrow, and the 

victory of the gambling battle will belong to your Chamber of Commerce 

in City Z." 
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Apprentice 
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"Haha, Chase, don't flatter me. Among the ten martial artists who will be 

on stage this time, besides me, there is also a genius of The Sword Sect, 

and you can't underestimate his strength." Travis laughed. 

"You are right. I cannot underestimate that genius. But I think you are 

not inferior to that genius." Chase laughed. Of course, that genius from 

The Sword Sect was much better than Travis, but he couldn't say that. He 

needed to flatter Travis. 

"You are flattering me. Although I am an intellectual martial artist, I am 

still a little inferior to that genius." Travis changed his face, no matter 

how conceited he was, he still knew himself well in his heart. The genius 

of The Sword Sect was the king among the younger generation of 

Country C in the martial arts world. Compared with him, he was nothing. 

Ignoring Travis, Finn walked aside, filled a bowl of porridge, served a 

plate of desserts, and started eating breakfast. 

After eating breakfast, Finn returned to the cabin. 

After calmed his mind, Finn began to practice. 

It has been half a year since he had broken through to the Transformed 

Period. 

In the past six months, almost every day and night, he would consolidate 

his internal power. 

No pains, no gains. After six months of continuous practice, Finn's 

internal power was much more refined than it was when he first entered 

the Transformed Period six months ago. 

Now, he could precisely control the internal power and release it. 
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To release the internal power was the symbol of a warrior in the 

Transformed Period! 

A warrior in Transformed Period's internal power was no less potent than 

a bullet shot from a pistol. 

It could also be said that a warrior in the Transformed Period has 

officially left the category of human beings. 

Crackling! 

After a morning of cultivating, Finn opened his eyes and stood up, his 

muscles and bones continually making noise, sounded like thunder. 

Whoosh! 

Immediately, Finn jumped off the bed. 

Bang! 

The next moment, Finn closed the pores, twisted his body, turned his 

internal power into strength, concentrated on the fist, and smashed it 

out like a cannon. 

This punch was silent and looked slow, but it was so fast that no one 

could see it! 

With Finn smashed his fist, an invisible internal power exploded from 

Finn's fist. 

Bang! 
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The internal power passed the glass of the room without any suspense, 

and hit the iron rod outside the cabin! 

After a crisp sound, on the iron rod outside the cabin, there was a dent 

on it, and it was about half a finger deep! 

Deliberate in counsel, prompt in action! 

It was the power of a warrior in the Transformed Period! 

In the evening, the cruise ship finally arrived at ML Island. 

At the same time, a knock on the door of Finn sounded. Accompanied by 

this knock was Chastity's voice: "Master Chen, we are here." 

"Arrived?" 

Finn whispered before opening his eyes. 

After getting off the bed and opening the door for Chastity, he found 

that Chastity was standing outside the door. 

After seeing Finn, a smile lit up her face. She smiled and said, "Finn, in 

five minutes, the cruise ship will arrive ashore. We have to leave. " 

"Okay, I'll clean up now." 

Finn smiled faintly. He estimated that the cruise ship arrived late at night, 

but it arrived in the evening, four or five hours earlier than expected. 

Chastity nodded lightly: "Well, call me when you are done." 
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After returning to the cabin, Finn put the Phantom into the scabbard and 

then wrapped it with a black cloth. 

On this trip, he didn't bring many things. Except for the Phantom, he only 

had a mobile phone, so there was nothing to pack. 

Within two minutes, Finn walked out of the door: "Let's go." 

"Okay." Chastity nodded. Immediately, her eyes fell on the back of Finn. 

After seeing the Phantom wrapped in black cloth, Chastity couldn't help 

but ask: "Finn, what's on your back? A Sword?" 

"Yes, it's a sword." Finn smiled. 

Chastity's eyes lit up: "Do you know how to use a sword?" 

"A little bit." Finn couldn't help touching his nose. In fact, among the 

eighteen weapons, he was best at the sword. 

At that time, Garrett taught him the most was the swordsmanship. 

However, in the past few years in City C, he has not had the opportunity 

to use the sword. 

This time the gambling battle would allow him to pick up the 

swordsmanship again. 

Just a little? 

Hearing this answer, a shadow of a smile touched Chastity's mouth. If 

someone else said that, it must be true. But she couldn't believe in Finn's 

words. 
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"Finn, can I be your apprentice?" Chastity rolled her eyes and suddenly 

said. 

"Huh?" Finn was surprised, couldn't help but glance at Chastity, and said, 

"Why do you suddenly want to be my apprentice?" 

"I think your swordsmanship is pretty good." Chastity said solemnly. 

Finn gave a wry smile: "You haven't seen me use a sword..." 

"I'll see it soon." Chastity smiled and interrupted Finn. 

"Then wait until you see I use the sword," Finn said helplessly. He didn't 

understand why Chastity suddenly had this idea. If she wanted to learn 

how to use swords, many people from the Chu family could teach her. 

Even if the Chu family couldn't teach her, the Sword Sect also could. The 

Chu family could hire an old swordsman for Chastity and let her learn the 

most systematic swordsmanship. 

"No." Chastity shook her head with a sly grin: "I want you to be my 

master now." 

"Now..." Finn was a little embarrassed. With his strength, he was far more 

enough to be the master of Chastity, but as Garrett's last disciple, he had 

to get permission from Garrett before accepting her request. 

"Finn, don't you want to accept me as your apprentice?" Seeing Finn 

frown, Chastity suddenly showed a pitiful look. 

Finn gave a wry smile: "No… but I have to ask my master's opinion when 

accepting disciples." 
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"You need to ask your master?" Chastity stuck out her tongue. She only 

thought about how to be Finn's apprentice but ignored the clear 

difference between the apprenticeship in the martial arts and the secular 

world. 

The apprenticeships in the secular world were not so serious. They just 

needed to call the teacher master, and it was done. 

But in the field of martial arts, apprenticeship was a very grand event. 

They needed to kowtow and to swear to the patriarch etc., 

In short, because of the inheritance of martial arts, the apprenticeship in 

the field of martial arts had many tedious ceremonies. 
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Seeing Eveline Again 

Seeing Chastity looked sullen, Finn couldn't help but say: "Actually, if you 

want to learn how to use swords, you don't have to be my apprentice." 

Chastity's eyes brightened: "You mean..." 

"I can teach you some entry-level swordsmanship first. If you are 

interested in swordsmanship, I will let you see my master in the future 

and formally be my apprentice." Finn said. Garrett has accepted three 

disciples in his life, and he was the youngest one, also the last disciple. 

The senior apprentice Thorn has been around with Garrett all year round 

and didn't care about the secular world like Garrett. 
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Cooper, the second apprentice, wandered around the world, fighting 

with people all year round to improve his cultivation skills, and it was 

almost impossible to see him. 

Garrett only had Finn, who was relatively settled. 

Therefore, the task of inheriting should be done by Finn. 

"Really? Then thank you first." Chastity's pretty was happy first, and then 

solemnly thanked him. 

"It's too early to say thank you. Sword, it's not as easy to learn as you 

think. It is a hard job. If you give up halfway or fail to meet my 

requirements, I will not take you to see my master." Finn smiled. Chastity 

had talent. She has been developing in the entertainment industry these 

years and had little time to practice, but she has also come to the middle 

stage of the Obvious Period, and it seemed that there was a high 

probability that she would break through to the late-stage soon. 

The late stage of the Obvious Period was almost at the same as the 

geniuses of some sects. 

However, in martial arts, talent was not the most important thing. 

The most important thing was hard work. 

Those who were talented but didn't work hard would eventually become 

mediocre. 

"Hee, hee, don't worry. I will work hard." Chastity chuckled. She didn't 

care much about cultivation before. She was at the middle stage of the 

Obvious Period because of her family's request. 
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But after the last assassination, she changed her thoughts. 

The last assassination made her understood that strength talks. 

A person without strength was duckweed without root. They couldn't 

even have the right to decide their destinies. 

Besides, there was another reason, which was also the driving force for 

her to practice. This reason was the magnificence of the martial arts 

world. 

A series of things made her understand that this world's real appearance 

was far from being as simple as she had seen. 

In this world, there were a series of unthinkable things like walking on 

the walls and catching bullets with bare hands, etc. 

She wanted to see what the world really looked like. 

After the cruise ship arrived ashore, many tourists began to line up, 

waiting to disembark. 

And Finn and other VIPs, they didn't need to line up with ordinary 

tourists. They could take the VIP passage and disembark. 

After Finn boarded the pier, on the third deck, a middle-aged woman in 

a loose dress with red curly hair was stunned. Her eyes were filled with a 

surprise: "He is that crap. Why is he here?" 

"Eveline, what are you talking about? Who is here?" At this moment, 

Gaspar walked towards her. 
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"Gasper, I have bad eyesight. Can you tell me if that person is Finn?" The 

middle-aged woman with red curly hair pointed to Finn suspiciously. 

"Finn?!" 

Hearing his name, Gaspar was shocked at first, and then hurriedly 

glanced in the direction Eveline pointed. With just one glance, Gaspar's 

pupils suddenly narrowed. 

"It's him!" Gaspar looked terrible. If Eveline pointed at others, he might 

misread. But for Finn, he would never make a mistake. Whatever Finn 

became, he would recognize him. 

"Why is he here?" Eveline frowned. "Did Hinds tell him about our trip?" 

"I don't know." Gaspar shook his head distractedly, and then he said 

again: "Looking at him, it seems that he has bought a VIP ticket on the 

top floor. Otherwise, he won't land in the first batch." 

"VIP ticket?" Eveline's forehead knotted in a frown: "The VIP ticket is 

thirty thousand yuan each. How could he afford it?" 

"Mom, what are you talking about?" 

As soon as Eveline finished speaking, Sonya walked over. 

After seeing Sonya, Gaspar suddenly panicked in his heart, and he 

subconsciously tried to stop Eveline speaking. But Eveline had opened 

her mouth: "Sonya, guess who else is on this ship?" 

"Who?" 

"Finn." 
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"Who???" Sonya was stunned suddenly. 

"Finn," Eveline said casually. 

"Finn!" Sonya gritted her teeth, "Where is he?" 

"He is over there." Eveline pointed in the direction of Finn. At this 

moment, she was a little confused, "Sonya, what is wrong with you? It is 

just Finn, and you have seen him before. How come you react like this?" 

Sonya's changed her expression, but she didn't say anything. Eveline 

didn't know about Finn had been raped with her before. Of course, she 

didn't plan to tell her. 

"Eveline, it's nothing. She hates Finn too much. That's why she reacts like 

that." At this time, Gaspar stood out in a cold sweat to mediate. Of 

course, he knew why Sonya had such a big reaction. 

After Sonya was raped by Kaede Matsushima and Yves last time, he told 

Sonya that it was Finn who raped her. 

Now that she saw Finn again, it could be strange if Sonya did not react 

so much. 

After pulling Sonya aside, Gaspar was about to speak. But Sonya had 

clenched her teeth and said: "Gasper, I'm going to find that beast!" 

Hearing Sonya's words, Gaspar suddenly panicked, and he hurriedly said: 

"Sonya, don't be impulsive. That beast is with Miss Chu now. If you find 

him now, Miss Chu will not let you go." 

"Sonya, why do you want to look for that crap?" At this moment, Eveline 

emerged from behind them, asking with confusion. 
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Seeing Eveline coming out quietly, Gaspar was startled in a cold sweat. 

But he hurriedly agreed: "Yes, she is right. What are you doing with that 

crap? We are coming to travel. Don't bother to find that crap and find 

trouble for yourself." 

"Moreover, that crap is riding on Miss Chu's coattails. If we find trouble 

for him now, we might be ridiculed by him. 
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Sonya's Thought 

Eveline nodded and agreed: "I think what Gasper said is reasonable. That 

crap is with Miss Chu now, and he is complacent. If we go to find him, he 

might think we are flattering him." 

"A rubbish live-in son-in-law, what qualifications does he have to make 

us fawn?!" Sonya gritted her teeth, and her beautiful eyes were full of 

anger. She had never had such an experience. She couldn't revenge on 

the man who had raped her. 

"Alas, my daughter, you couldn't say that now. That dog was a rubbish 

live-in son-in-law, but now, he is a toyboy raised by Miss Chu." 

"And Miss Chu cherishes that dog now. She even bought the VIP ticket 

for him." Eveline said with some jealousy. She didn't understand why 

Chastity likes Finn, a crap with nothing, and he used to be a rubbish live-

in son-in-law. 

With Chastity's self-condition, she could find a better man. But in the 

end, she found a divorced live-in son-in-law. Eveline was wondering if a 

donkey had kicked Miss Chu's head. 
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"Fine, I won't look for him right now." Sonya took a deep breath and 

suppressed the hatred in her heart. It was indeed not a sensible act to 

look for Finn now. 

She had no evidence to prove that Finn raped her that night. 

As for the confession of Gaspar, Chastity might not believe it. Even if 

Chastity did, to save her face, she would still say that Gaspar was 

spreading rumors. 

Moreover, Finn would not sit still. If she found him now and accused him, 

maybe Finn would countercharge and claim they were planted to 

incriminate him. 

She must give the matter further thought. 

Seeing Sonya dispelled the idea of looking for Finn, Gaspar immediately 

relieved, "Eveline, let's go down." 

"Okay." Eveline nodded and then said again: "Where is your uncle?" 

"He went to buy water." 

"When he comes back, don't tell him that crap is also here." Eveline 

exhorted. With Hinds's character, if he knew that Finn was also on the 

island, he would find Finn immediately. 

"Don't worry. I won't tell him." Gaspar patted his chest and assured. He 

feared Sonya's family met Finn, so even if Eveline didn't exhort, he would 

not take the initiative to tell Hinds about it. 

On the other side, Finn and others have landed on ML Island. 
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"Master Chu, how about the other martial artists? Why didn't they take 

the cruise with us?" Chase couldn't help asking on the way. This 

gambling battle, on the City Z's Chamber of Commerce side, the four 

families have invited ten martial artists in total. In addition to the four 

from the Chu family, the other three also invited two, respectively. 

But the other six martial artists have not shown up until now. 

"The other martial artists have arrived at noon today. They came by 

Wang Family's helicopter." Rick said. 

"Where are they now?" Chase asked. 

"There is a villa area inside." Rick pointed his finger forward and said: 

"This villa area is rent from ML Island by the QS Chamber of Commerce. 

All the martial artists of the two chambers of commerce and official 

personnel of Country C and Country J, live in this villa area." 

"Country J's officials are coming?" Finn asked subconsciously. 

"Yes. It is said that the person who came is a vice president of the 

Country J's Wushu Association." Rick nodded. 

The role of the Country J's Wushu Association was generally the same as 

that of Country C's Martial Arts' League in China. Both organizations 

were to monitor domestic martial artists. 

In this gambling fight, the Country J's Wushu Association sent a vice-

chairman over, which was an indirect demonstration that the Country J's 

government attached great importance to this gambling fight. 

"Let's go in first. I think we are the last one." Rick glanced at the time and 

said. 
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A few minutes later, the group of people entered the villa area that Rick 

said. 

There was a conspicuous blue warning sign outside the villa area: 

Ordinary tourists are not allowed to enter! 

In addition to the warning sign, there were also security guards wearing 

professional uniforms standing outside the villa area. Of course, these 

security guards were not for protecting the martial artists in the villa 

area. 

They were for guarding against ordinary people. 

In today's world, although every country had its martial arts inheritance, 

most ordinary people didn't understand this martial arts inheritance 

quite well. 

For these people, the words "martial artist" was not familiar to them. 

If you tell them that there were martial artists in this world, they will roll 

their eyes at you and laugh at you. 

This situation had something to do with people's general perceptions, 

and it also had something to do with the confidential work of the 

officials of many countries. 

As for the martial artist, the officials of many countries have chosen to 

keep it as a secret. 

The reason for this was to maintain social stability. 
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If they let ordinary people know that martial artists exist not only in 

those novels, but in reality, and they could even appear by your side. No 

one could predict the consequences. 

Therefore, it was rare for countries to reach a united front in the matter 

of martial artists. 

They would never let most ordinary people know about the existence of 

the martial artist! 

These security guards were to prevent ordinary people; especially now it 

was the peak tourist season, almost everywhere on ML Island were 

tourists. If a tourist accidentally went here, saw the gambling fight, and 

took pictures, and posted them online. 

No one could afford the consequences. 

After some strict inspections, Finn and others finally entered the villa 

area. 

At this moment, a middle-aged man in a suit came over. 

When he walked in front of Rick, the middle-aged man glanced at Finn 

and others narrowly, then shifted his gaze from Finn to Rick, and said 

with a smile: "Mr. Chu, You are coming." 

Rick nodded slightly: "Where are Huson and others?" 

"Mr. Wang took the people from the Sword Sect to have fun." The 

middle-aged man looked at Rick cautiously and said. 
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"Have fun?" Rick frowned. The gambling fight was about to begin 

tomorrow. What did Huson mean by taking the people from The Sword 

Sect to have fun now? 

"Mr. Chu, it's not Mr. Wang who wants to have fun, but a lady from The 

Sword Sect who wants to go out to play. Mr. Wang couldn't refuse, so he 

took them out." It seemed that the middle-aged man was afraid that Rick 

had a misunderstanding on Huson, and he took the initiative to explain. 

"Okay, let's go in first." 

Rick said in a deep voice. Whether it was Huson or the people of The 

Sword Sect who wanted to go out, they had already left. It was 

meaningless to criticize anyone. 

"Mr. Chu, please come with me." 

The middle-aged man bowed slightly and walked ahead to lead the way. 

Royal Dragon Husband - Chapter 510 Idiot? 

After walking for a while, the group came to a single house with 

European-style decoration. There was a small garden outside the villa, 

and the main body was about three stories high. 

The middle-aged man glanced at Rick, Finn, and others, and immediately 

became embarrassed. Rick brought many people with him. 

In addition to Finn and Travis, who participated in the gambling battle, 

there were seven to eight bodyguards from the Chu family. 

It was impossible for so many people to live in this villa. 
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"Only one villa left?" Rick asked, and he had seen the embarrassment of 

the middle-aged man. 

The middle-aged man nodded and said: "I'm sorry, Mr. Chu, there is only 

one villa left. You may have to live here." 

"Live here? With so many people? How?" Before Rick opened his mouth, 

Chase said, and his tone was full of dissatisfaction. He was a noble 

martial artist, how could he live with a bunch of stinky bodyguards? 

"Can you spare another villa?" Rick frowned. People like Chase were the 

geniuses of their respective sects. They have lived a spoiled life before, 

and they were not willing to live with others in one villa. 

"Mr. Chu, this... I'm afraid I can't. There are too many people coming to 

this gambling battle. Except for the officials of the two countries, there 

are also many people from the field of martial arts who come to gawk. 

Therefore, the villas inside are already full, and this one is the only left." 

The middle-aged man said, there were 20 villas in this area, and the QS 

Chamber of Commerce rented them all. They thought that 20 villas 

would be enough for everyone who came to participate in the gambling 

battle, but they didn't expect that 20 villas were still insufficient. 

"Is there any place to live outside?" 

Rick asked, although ML Island was only a small island, its real area was 

not small. The tourist area was as large as that of some counties in 

Country C. 

Therefore, in addition to this villa area, there must be other hotels on the 

island. 
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"Yes, but..." The middle-aged man glanced at Rick with embarrassment 

and said: "The conditions outside are not good, and those places are far 

from here. Even if it's driving, it takes almost half an hour." 

"Wu, you take them to live outside, and you can come back when the 

gambling fight starts tomorrow." Rick glanced at the bodyguard behind 

him and said to the leader. Only by letting the Chu family's bodyguards 

go out could this problem be solved. 

"Yes, Mr. Chu." 

Wu nodded coldly. He had no objection to Rick's decision. 

Seeing that Wu was about to leave with other bodyguards, at this 

moment, Finn said, "Wait, I'll go with you." 

"Go with them?" Hearing Finn's words, Rick was stunned. He looked 

surprised and said: "Finn, you want to go out to live?" 

"Yes." Finn nodded slightly and smiled: "Rick, I have the habit of 

practicing at night. Living here in the villa may affect Travis and others. 

Therefore, I want to go out to live with Wu." 

Did he practice at night? 

Rick's expression changed. Why did Finn's answer sound like an excuse? 

"Well, then, you go out with Wu and the others, but tomorrow morning, 

you have to come on time." Rick wanted to say something, but he 

changed his mind. 
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Maybe Finn wanted to conceal some secrets, and living with people like 

Travis could be dangerous. Therefore, it may not be suitable to ask him 

to stay at this moment. 

"Rick, don't worry. I will come over tomorrow morning." Finn smiled 

faintly. Rick was right. His habit of practicing at night was indeed an 

excuse. 

The reason why he wanted to go out was because of the middle-aged 

man's previous words, 'Huson took others to have fun'. 

If he guessed correctly, Huson was the leader of the Wang family for this 

gambling fight. 

Finn did not know Huson, and even he had never seen Huson, but Finn 

remembered his name in the heart. 

Because Grant's broken leg was related to Huson! 

According to Hinds, when he was young, Grant and he sailed a boat in 

City Z. At that time, the Wang family controlled nearly two-thirds of the 

sea trade in City Z. 

Hinds and Grant came to City Z for the first time and were not familiar 

with this city. They didn't know that before sailing a boat in City Z, they 

must first bow to the Wang Family. 

Therefore, they offended the Wang Family. 

Later, Duke took someone to punish them, but Grant refused to admit 

his mistake. 

There was only one end for not admitting his fault, and that was death! 
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Grant didn't die because Hinds broke his leg. 

Finn did not blame Hinds, because Hinds did so to save Grant's life. 

But as for Huson, 

Finn hated him! 

Grant's leg was broken because of Huson. 

Therefore, he must ask Huson to give Grant an explanation. 

After Finn left, only a few people, including Rick and Travis, have 

remained in the villa, and it was spacious for them. 

After they lived in, Cedric and Chase unanimously knocked on the door 

of Travis. 

As soon as Chase entered the door, he sneered and said, "Travis, did you 

think that a donkey kicked Finn's brain? There is a good villa to live in, 

but he still asked to go outside with those stinky bodyguards to live in a 

small hotel? He really loses our martial artists' faces." 

Travis sat on the sofa, frowning, and did not speak. Judging from the 

current contact with Finn, he was not that kind of person. Travis was 

afraid there was some other purpose for Finn to live outside of this area. 

As Finn said, the evening practice would disturb them. 

It was okay to deceive a child, but it was impossible to cheat him! 

"Chase, do you think Finn is a fool?" At this moment, Cedric spoke 

meaningfully. 
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Chase glanced at Cedric: "Isn't he?" 

"He gave up living in the villa and went out to stay in a hotel with 

bodyguards. Is that normal?" 

Cedric smiled faintly: "As you said, he is a fool. Don't you think it is weird 

for him to appear in the Chu family?" 

"What do you mean?" Chase was confused. 

"It didn't mean anything." Cedric shook his head and said: "I just don't 

think Rick could invite a fool to join the gambling fight for the Chu 

family, and this fool is also an unknown martial artist." 

"With the knowledge of Rick, he must know that a no-sect martial artist 

is inferior to a martial artist of a sect." 

"But Rick still invited Finn, and can you tell the reason?" 

Royal Dragon Husband - Chapter 511 

Imperial Green Jade 

"You mean, Finn is weird?" Chase looked at Cedric with a weird 

expression. 

"Not sure, but I don't think he is remarkable." Cedric shook his head. 

"Master Zhang, what do you think?" Chase turned his gaze to Travis 

again. 
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He saw Travis frowned: "It doesn't make much sense to discuss these 

now. Tomorrow is about to start the gambling fight. We just need to wait 

and see Finn's true strength." 

Seeing that Travis seemed to be a little unhappy about mentioning Finn, 

Chase hurriedly agreed: "You are right, we don't need to care whether he 

is weird or not, we just need to do our business." 

At night, the ML Island was as bright as daytime. 

There were groups of tourists everywhere on the beaches of the 

coastline. 

After finding a hotel with Wu and others, Finn went to the beach alone. 

At this moment, on ML Island, there were only tourists on this beach. 

Therefore, Duke and others were most likely to appear here. 

The sand on the beach was soft, and you can even hear a crisp sound 

when you step on it. 

The oncoming salty damp sea wind could also relax your body and mind. 

Finn hasn't been so comfortable for a long time. Since leaving Chen's 

Family, he has endured humiliation and hardly had any chance to relax. 

This trip to ML Island gave him a chance to take a break. 

Unfortunately, this cozy comfort did not last long. 

After a few more steps, two groups appeared in front of Finn. 
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Among them were several familiar faces for Finn. 

Hinds, Gaspar, Sonya, Eveline, and Sharon, he met her on the cruise ship 

before. 

Finn didn't understand how Hinds's family met Sharon, but at this 

moment, his family was confronting Sharon with red ears. 

Eveline was holding a broken emerald bracelet and shouted at Sharon, 

"This broken bracelet is worth five million yuan? Are you crazy?! " 

"Why it's not worth it?" Sharon sneered at Eveline with her arms around 

her chest and said, "You such a bumpkin, Mr. Miyamoto's bracelet is a 

rare imperial green jade, and five million yuan is just the lowest price I 

estimated. If Mr. Miyamoto takes it to the auction house for auction, it 

will be more than 8 million yuan!" 

"Therefore, I asked you to pay Mr. Miyamoto five million yuan, which is 

giving you face, so don't be an ungrateful wretch!" 

Mr. Miyamoto? Why did it sound like a people from Country J? 

Finn frowned, he glanced at Sharon and immediately found that beside 

Sharon stood a middle-aged man in a kimono. 

This middle-aged man's skin was fair, he looked refined, and he looked 

like a people from Country J. 

There was a high probability that this middle-aged man was Mr. 

Miyamoto, whom Sharon said. 

But why did Eveline break this Mr. Miyamoto's bracelet? 
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"I don't believe what you said. I can also say that my bracelet is imperial 

green jade!" 

Eveline took her bracelet off her wrist and shook it arrogantly in front of 

Sharon. 

Sharon sneered, "I knew you would say that." 

"If you don't believe that Mr. Miyamoto's bracelet is imperial green jade, 

you can look at the identification document. Besides, there are so many 

people watching here. There must be people who know about it. We can 

ask them to come out to see if Mr. Miyamoto's bracelet is imperial green 

jade or not?!" 

Sharon sneered again, and she was quite confident. 

Looking at her like this, Finn couldn't help but shook his head. This so-

called Mr. Miyamoto's bracelet was indeed the imperial green jade. 

"This bracelet seems to be imperial green jade, its color is uniform, and 

through the green, there is also a blue color." 

Soon, a well-dressed passerby stood up to identify it, but before he 

could finish his words, he was roughly interrupted by Eveline: "Shut up! 

Are you one of them?!" 

"I am not..." The well-dressed passerby blushed and denied it. 

"Then why do you help her?!" Eveline sneered, "I think you are a group! 

You are hustling my money!" 
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"Bumpkin, are you determined to keep pestering?!" Sharon's face turned 

cold. She did not arrange this well-dressed passerby, and she did not 

need to do it. 

It was because Yuichi Miyamoto's bracelet was indeed imperial green 

jade. 

"Bitch, who did you say? Do you believe I will tear your mouth?!" 

Eveline blustered, and when she spoke, she moved forward. 

At this moment, Yuichi Miyamoto, who had been silent, waved his hand 

suddenly. 

Immediately, two young men in samurai uniforms walked out and coldly 

stood in front of Eveline. 

After seeing these two young men's cold expressions, Eveline showed 

some restraint: "What are you doing?! Do you want to beat me?!" 

"I warn you, I am from Country C, if you dare to beat me, Country C will 

let you bear all the consequences!" 

"Miss, people from Country C don't need to take responsibility when 

they make mistakes?" Yuichi Miyamoto said lightly. His words were 

distinct. If he were not wearing a kimono, others would think he was 

from Country C. 

"The people of Country C have to bear the responsibility when they 

make mistakes." At this moment, Hinds stood up and said in a deep 

voice. 
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He looked at Yuichi Miyamoto and said, "Mr. Miyamoto, first of all, I 

apologize for my wife's damage to your bracelet." 

"Besides, if Mr. Miyamoto's bracelet is imperial green jade, then no 

matter how much it is, I will compensate you according to the price. 

Please don't worry." 

"Compensation according to the cost?!" After hearing this, Eveline's 

expression changed drastically, and she hurriedly pulled Hinds aside. 

She lowered her voice and said: "Hinds, are you mad? If the bracelet was 

the imperial green jade, we need to pay him 5 million yuan!" 

"Five million yuan! This money is enough for us to buy a house in City Z!" 

"Did you break the bracelet?" Hinds frowned and looked at Eveline. 

"Yes, but I didn't mean it..." Eveline admitted reluctantly. 

"Whether you did it on purpose or not, now, his bracelet is broken. In 

other words, it is our fault first. Therefore, we must pay for this money." 

Hinds said in a deep voice. 

Royal Dragon Husband - Chapter 512 Yuichi 

Miyamoto 

Seeing that Hinds was so determined, Eveline only felt her heart was 

bleeding, and because she broke a bracelet, she would pay others five 

million yuan. Who could others believe it? 

"This young lady said that Mr. Miyamoto's bracelet has an identification 

document. I wonder if Mr. Miyamoto could show it to me." Hinds looked 
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at Yuichi Miyamoto again. Although he had decided to pay for Yuichi 

Miyamoto, the premise was that Yuichi Miyamoto's bracelet was 

authentic imperial green jade. 

If Yuichi Miyamoto's bracelet were not genuine but just a fake, he would 

not be taken advantage of. 

"Of course," Yuichi Miyamoto nodded, and immediately took out his 

mobile phone. Of course, he would not carry the identification document 

with him at any time. 

However, institutions that issue authentication documents have 

dedicated websites that could provide online authentication documents. 

This kind of identification document was more detailed than the original 

one. In addition to the identification information of the item itself, it also 

had its owner's identity information. 

Hinds was sophisticated. He could see that the authentication document 

issued by Yuichi Miyamoto was real. In other words, Yuichi Miyamoto's 

bracelet was a real imperial green jade. 

"What do you think, Mr. Wang?" Yuichi Miyamoto said lightly. He was 

satisfied with the attitude of Hinds. If Hinds was as unreasonable as 

Eveline, then he must use some illegal means. 

"No problem, your bracelet is undoubtedly a genuine imperial green 

jade." Hinds nodded. From the beginning, he never thought about 

pestering. 

It was because Yuichi Miyamoto looked remarkable. He could wear a 

bracelet more than five million yuan, and after the bracelet was broken, 

he still kept calm. Obviously, he didn't care about that bracelet. 
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Yuichi Miyamoto must be a big shot. 

And they dared not to battle with him. 

"Mr. Wang is an upright person, unlike your wife." Yuichi Miyamoto 

smiled and glanced at Eveline. 

Eveline was aggrieved, but she dared not say anything. 

Hinds smiled faintly: "You have my words. Since your bracelet is real, I 

will pay you for the five million yuan, but now I do not have so much 

money. Can you give me three days to collect it?" 

"Sure." Yuichi Miyamoto nodded. 

Seeing Yuichi Miyamoto's promise to pay for the money, Sharon 

suddenly became anxious: "Mr. Miyamoto, they agreed now, but what 

should we do if they run away? If they run away, we couldn't even find 

them." 

"Mr. Wang wouldn't run, he's not like that." Yuichi Miyamoto waved his 

hand and prevented Sharon. Although it was the first he met Hinds, he 

could see that Hinds was an honest and trustworthy person. Such people 

will keep their words and couldn't run away. 

Hinds glanced at Sharon lightly and said, "This lady, although five million 

yuan is not a small budget, I will not run away for five million yuan. So 

please don't worry, I will give Mr. Miyamoto the money." 

"Huh, it would be better if you are not just making an empty promise," 

Sharon muttered. She didn't care whether Hinds ran or not. The reason 

why she reminded Yuichi Miyamoto was to make a good impression on 
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him. After all, Yuichi Miyamoto was the fat cat she just found. If she could 

please him, she didn't need to work for at least one or two years. 

Without paying attention to Sharon, Hinds directly looked at Yuichi 

Miyamoto: "Mr. Miyamoto, can you leave me a contact? Three days later, 

I will give the money to you." 

"Of course." 

Yuichi Miyamoto smiled faintly, and then gave his contact information. 

The turmoil of the bracelet has past eventually. 

Sharon affectionately embraced Yuichi Miyamoto's arm and left with him. 

And Eveline looked at the direction where Sharon and Yuichi Miyamoto 

were leaving, and cursed with a sour expression: "This coquette is just a 

flunky for Country J. It's a shame of our ancestor!" 

"Eveline, don't talk nonsense. Maybe that lady is just an interpreter 

requested by Mr. Miyamoto." Hinds said helplessly. 

"Interpreter? That man could speak more fluently than us. Does he need 

an interpreter? I think that bitch just wants to use this opportunity to 

climb onto that man's bed." Eveline sneered. 

"Finn?!" 

At this moment, a surprised voice sounded. 

Gaspar's eyes widened, as if seeing a ghost, he couldn't believe what he 

saw. 
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He was just about to turn around and go back, but he realized that Finn 

was behind him when he turned around. 

"Long time no see, Mr. Li." 

Finn smiled faintly, just now he had been standing behind Gaspar, 

watching the development of the situation, and planned to stand up to 

help. But Hinds solved it quickly. 

"You... when did you show up?" 

Gaspar swallowed. The sudden appearance of Finn shocked him too 

much. The thing he feared most in the past two days was to meet Finn, 

but he didn't expect he would show up. 

"I came here when you quarreled." Finn frowned and glanced at Gaspar, 

and he felt that Gaspar looked strange at him. There were fear, guilt, and 

conscience in his eyes. 

"Finn! Why are you here?" Compared to Gaspar, Hinds looked normal, 

with surprises on his face. 

"Hinds, I went to travel with my friends, and you?" 

"I also went for travel. Sonya was in a bad mood recently. I was thinking 

about taking her out to relax. It just happened that Eveline and Gasper 

were also idle, so I asked them to come together." Hinds smiled. 

"Well, that's quite a coincidence." Finn smiled. When he boarded the 

cruise ship, he saw Gaspar. At that time, he thought he was wrong. After 

all, it was wired that Gasper was on the same cruise ship with him. 

But he didn't expect that there was something even more incredible. 
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"Yes! Ha, ha," Hinds laughed and said, "A few days ago, I was thinking 

about inviting you to have a meal at home, but Gasper said you were 

busy at the company recently, so I gave up this idea. But I didn't expect 

that we could meet here today." 

"By the way, did you have dinner? If you didn't have dinner, we would 

have dinner together. I heard people say that the seafood on this island 

is special." Hinds smiled. 

Royal Dragon Husband - Chapter 513 

Officers from Martial Arts’ League 

"No, thanks, I have already had dinner. You can go and eat." Finn smiled 

and tactfully declined the invitation of Hinds. His top priority now was to 

find Duke Wang. As for dinner with Hinds, he could eat with him at any 

time in the future. 

Seeing Finn refused, Hinds did not insist. He smiled and said, "Well, we 

will have dinner together another day." 

"Okay, let's eat later." 

Gaspar hurriedly echoed. At this moment, Sonya was making a visible 

effort to control her anger. She looked at Finn as if they had a blood 

feud. If she had dinner with Finn now, no one would predict what she 

would do. 

After Hinds's family left, Finn frowned. 

He noticed the extremely hatred look in Sonya's eyes when he looked at 

her. 
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But why Sonya hate him so much? 

He didn't remember he had done anything to her last time at Chu's 

Mansion. 

After shaking his head, Finn didn't think about it anymore and began to 

concentrate on finding Huson on the beach. 

But until after ten o'clock, Finn did not see Huson and others. 

After sighing, Finn gave up and turned back to the hotel. 

Nothing happened at night. 

Early the next morning, Finn got up, and after some washing, Finn and 

Wu and other bodyguards came to the villa area. 

The degree of guarding in the villa area today was much higher than 

yesterday. 

Yesterday, ordinary security guards were responsible for censoring, but 

today, those security guards have all been replaced by martial artists. 

These martial artists wore the uniforms of the Martial Arts' League. They 

were the Martial Arts' League's officers to maintain order here, which 

Davin said before. 

Martial Arts' League's internal staff was divided into five levels, with the 

lowest position being ordinary officers and elite officers. 

Above the elite officers were the elders, masters, and leaders. 
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Among them, the master and the master were divided into principal and 

deputy. 

Martial Arts' League was in Country C, with a total of thirty-six leagues. 

Thirty-six leagues, command all martial artists in Country C, which 

included league's martial artists and self-taught martial artists. 

No matter how much autonomy the league's martial artists have in their 

sects, as long as they were in Country C, they must obey the orders of 

the Martial Arts' League. 

At this moment, most of the people who maintain order at the villa area 

entrance were ordinary officers of the Martial Arts' League. 

Their cultivation bases were generally in the middle stage of the Obvious 

Period. 

Although it was not high, it was completely sufficient to examine the 

people to and from the villa area. 

Because Finn was a player participating in a gambling fight, he entered 

without much scrutiny. 

However, Wu and other bodyguards were checked one by one, and they 

entered after they were confirmed to belong to the Chu family. 

Shortly after Finn entered, a group of people appeared outside the villa 

area. 

If Finn were here, he would be shocked, because the group of people 

who appeared outside the villa area was the Hinds family! 
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In addition to Hinds and his family, there was also a dark-skinned 

middle-aged man dressed in the uniform of Martial Arts' League. 

At this moment, the middle-aged man was leading the way, and the 

Hinds family followed him. 

When approaching the villa area, the middle-aged man looked back at 

Hind's family and said, "You didn't bring your phone and camera, right?" 

"No, I didn't." Eveline shook her head. 

"Okay." The middle-aged man nodded, and immediately looked at Hinds 

and said: "Hinds, you are more reliable. When you entered, you have to 

stare at Eveline, Sonya, and Gasper, don't let them run around." 

"Those who participate in today's gambling battle are all the big figures 

in the field of martial arts, in addition to our martial artists from Country 

C, there are also Country J's martial artists. Some of them have strange 

temperaments. If you run around and bump into someone, they may kill 

you!" 

"Huh?" Eveline turned pale when she heard the middle-aged man's 

words. She couldn't believe his words. 

"Julian, let's forget it. Don't watch it." Eveline shrank her neck and said. 

Their family came to ML Island this time was not to travel, but to see this 

battle. 

Because of Julian's position in the Martial Arts' League, their family knew 

about martial artists' existence a long time ago. 
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A few days ago, Julian inadvertently mentioned that there would be a 

martial artist gambling fight on ML Island. At that time, Eveline became 

interested. She proposed that she wanted to watch this battle. 

After all, she had never seen a martial artist fighting. 

Facing Eveline's request, Julian had no reason to refuse. 

Although the officials of Country C wanted to keep secret about martial 

artists, it was not uncommon for those who worked in the Martial Arts' 

League. Most of their family members knew the existence of martial 

artists. 

Therefore, he could take Eveline to watch the gambling fight. 

As long as Eveline did not record or take photos and did not tell others 

about it, Martial Arts' League managers would let her in. 

Julian thought that he would bring the Eveline family in smoothly, but he 

didn't expect that Eveline was frightened by his words and flinched. 

"Eveline, he said this to scare you. Martial artists can't kill people 

casually." Hinds smiled bitterly. Eveline was courageous but was mortally 

afraid of death. 

"Hinds is right. Martial artists can't kill others casually. But the premise is 

that you don't provoke others." Julian said helplessly. His words were to 

scare Eveline, but he didn't expect Eveline would take it seriously. 

"I will not offend them, definitely not!" Eveline hurriedly made a promise. 

"Okay, let's go." 
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Julian shook his head and walked in the forefront immediately. 

After arriving at the entrance of the villa, several officers bowed slightly: 

"Mr. Peng." 

"Is there any suspicious person?" Julian glanced at them and asked, he 

was an elite officer of the City Z's league. In terms of his position, he was 

one level higher than the ordinary officers. 

"I haven't found any for the time being." An ordinary officer glanced at 

Julian and said. 

"Great." Julian nodded and immediately pointed to Eveline and Hinds 

and said: "They are my sister and brother-in-law, and my niece and her 

husband. Before coming, I had told them not to bring their phones and 

cameras, but you can check again to make sure." 

The headed ordinary officer glanced at Eveline and said with a smile: "It's 

okay, I trust you. Just go inside." 

Royal Dragon Husband - Chapter 514 

Huson, A Hypocrite 

"Well..." Julian pretended to be embarrassed, but he was happy in his 

heart. He had to say that these ordinary officers were quite sensible. 

According to the procedure, even if Eveline was his sister, a body search 

was required. 

But now, these officers intended to give him face. 
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"Ha, ha, Mr. Peng, you are one of us. There is nothing wrong with it." The 

head secretary smiled. He had seen many family members like Eveline 

before, and they didn't check any of them. 

It was because these officers wanted to save faces for them, but more, 

they believed that these people who enter couldn't have any problems. 

Even if these people have problems, the people who brought them 

needed to take responsibility, but not the inspectors. 

"Okay, let's go in." 

Julian glanced at Eveline and others, and they followed Julian into the 

villa area. 

At this time, the villa area was lively. 

As early as 7 or 8 days ago, the City Z's Chamber of Commerce and the 

QS Chamber of Commerce had funded to build a temporary arena. 

The temporary arena was about two meters high, and the other four 

sides were all 20 meters high. 

In total, the total area was 400 square meters. 

The arena used for martial artists was different from the ordinary one. 

The base of this temporary arena was made of solid steel. 

Of course, it was not a single piece of steel, but hundreds of neatly cut 

pieces of steel. 
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But even so, it took a lot of money from the two chambers of commerce 

to cast this arena. 

A rough estimate was 20 million yuan. 

With the vast financial resources of the two significant chambers of 

commerce, the temporary auditorium was indispensable. 

Compared with the temporary arena, the construction of the temporary 

auditorium was simpler. 

But it was just relatively speaking. 

After all, there were so many martial artists coming today. If the 

auditorium looked crude, it would lose the two chambers of commerce's 

faces. 

The four martial artists from the City Z's Chamber of Commerce have 

gathered together. 

Finn also met Huson. 

He was in his fifties, who looked rich. 

There was a long scar on his left face. Whenever he smiled, the scar 

would twist with his smile, giving people a hideous feeling. 

"Mr. Wang, did you have a good time last night?" Seeing Huson, Rick 

took the initiative to go up and say hello. Although Huson had the same 

status as him, he was older than him. So he would call Huson Mr. Wang. 

"Ha, ha, you didn't play with me last night, how could I have fun?" 

Huson's smile was rough, giving people a sense of boldness. 
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"I'm sorry, Mr. Wang. We were late last night." Rick smiled bitterly. 

Huson waved his hand: "It's okay. After this gambling fight, we can have 

fun later." 

As soon as he finished speaking, Huson turned his gaze to Travis behind 

Rick: "By the way, you are the old Taoist master's apprentice, right?" 

"Yes." Without waiting for Rick to introduce, Travis took the initiative to 

smile and stood up. 

"Taoist master looks like a talent. The old Taoist master has a successor." 

Huson did not hesitate to praise. 

"Thanks, you are flattering me." Travis was not surprised. 

"By the way, these two..." Huson looked at Cedric and Chase. 

"Hsing-I Sect, Chase." 

"Eight Diagrams Sect, Cedric." 

The two reported their names, and their attitude towards Huson was 

neither close nor alienated. After all, they were the people invited by the 

Chu family. If they were too close to Huson, Rick would feel 

uncomfortable. 

Although they were indifferent, Huson still looked enthusiastic. After 

complimenting them a few words, Huson smiled and looked at Finn: 

"You are the hero who had saved Chastity's before?" 

"Yes." Finn smiled faintly. Although Huson looked careless, he was 

attentive with a soft heart. 
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For example, Huson said Finn had saved Chastity's life to reveal Finn's 

identity and let Travis and others know. But Finn couldn't figure out the 

reason why he said that. 

As Finn expected, after Huson said this, Travis and Chase and Cedric's 

expressions all changed. Had Finn saved Chastity's life? Why did they not 

know it before? 

"I heard from Rick that you and Chastity have engaged?" Huson smiled 

again. 

After Huson finishing talking, the expressions of Travis and others 

changed again. 

Especially Travis, his complexion has changed drastically, and he was 

almost out of control. 

Finn sighed inwardly, and now he understood why Huson said these. The 

purpose was to make Travis oppose to him. 

Huson seemed to see that Travis liked Chastity. He said it so that Travis 

would inevitably be hostile to Chastity's rumored boyfriend. 

"Ha, ha, Mr. Wang, you are joking again. I told you a few days ago that 

Finn and Chastity were just acting like a couple? You know that the 

people from the QS Chamber of Commerce are staring at us. If we invite 

a martial artist who has nothing to do with us to participate in the 

gambling fight, the QS Chamber of Commerce will fuss about it." 

Seeing that Huson was targeting Finn, Rick smiled and stood up to 

explain. 

"So, I released this news to make Finn participate in this battle." 
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"Ha, ha, it turns out that the marriage between Chastity and Finn is fake. I 

overthought it." 

Huson laughed, and then he said: "However, the fake marriage could 

also be true. If Finn is coming on to Chastity, this gambling battle will be 

interesting. It will be a good chance to make the dream comes true and 

marry Chastity." 

"You are right, Mr. Wang, but I will handle the matter between Chastity 

and me, so you don't need to bother," Finn said indifferently, now that 

he was sure that Huson was hostile to him. 

Otherwise, he wouldn't provoke Travis over and over again. 

"Ha, ha, you are right. Young people all have their ideas, and I am old. I 

shouldn't interfere." Huson laughed. 

"Mr. Wang, the people from The Sword Sect and Mount Wudang..." 

As Rick was talking, a dozen young men and women came toward them. 

Royal Dragon Husband - Chapter 515 The 

Draw Starts 

These young men and women dressed similarly to Travis. They wore long 

robes and long skirts. 

In addition to long robes and skirts, they also carried various weapons, 

including long swords and Tang swords. 

But what surprised Finn was that he just met a young woman among the 

dozen young men and women not long ago. 
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She was Queena Yuwen, the sister of Michael Yuwen. 

"Why is this guy here?" 

When they saw each other, Finn was calmer. 

Queena Yuwen was surprised. She didn't expect that Finn would also 

appear in the gambling competition between the two countries. 

"Ha, ha, speak of the devil!" Huson also noticed Queena Yuwen and 

others. 

"Rick, these are the geniuses of The Sword Sect and Mount Wudang." 

Huson laughed and introduced them to Rick. 

Only six of these young men and women participated in this gambling 

fight. Except for these six people, the others were sent out by their sects 

to learn fighting experience. After all, there will be top geniuses of the 

younger generation from Country C and Country J. 

Watching their fights was far more useful than practicing alone. 

To Finn's surprise, Queena Yuwen was also one of the six players. 

She and another young man who looked cool participated in the 

gambling fight on behalf of The Sword Sect. 

This young man was called Cary. He was the genius of The Sword Sect 

that Travis has been talking about before. He was the ace of City Z's 

Chamber of Commerce. 

Cary's appearance was not outstanding, but he looked more aloofness 

than other young men and women. 
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He made others felt like a peerless sword out of its sheath! 

After Huson introduced Cary and others, Rick also introduced the 

identities of Finn and Travis. 

Cary was expressionless from beginning to end, even when he 

introduced Travis, his brow did not frown, and he didn't even look at 

Travis. 

However, after hearing Travis's name, other people squeezed out a smile 

and said hello to Travis. 

Finn, Chase, and Cedric did not be treated like that. When Rick 

introduced the three, others just nodded. 

Finn didn't feel much about this either. 

It was normal for these people not to put him in their eyes. After all, his 

current identity was just a self-taught martial artist. 

When they were talking, an officer in the uniform of Martial Arts' League 

came over. 

"Mr. Wang, Mr. Chu, the draw is about to start." 

Draw? 

Huson and Rick looked at each other. Immediately, Huson nodded and 

said, "Okay, let's go there." 

"Let's go together. The gambling draw requires all of us to be present." 

Huson said. 
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A few minutes later, they arrived at the arena. 

As soon as they arrived, Finn felt six extremely powerful internal powers. 

They were from the Transformed Period! 

The six were all Transformed Period! 

Finn narrowed his eyes. Judging from the clothes of these six people, 

they were the official personnel of Country C and Country J and the 

senior leaders of the chamber of commerce. 

People from Country C were in the Transformed Period, and people from 

Country J were the same! 

Among the three in Country C, a tall and grave older man caught Finn's 

attention. 

This tall older man wore a black Martial Arts' League special frock, and it 

was full of horror in the air around him. 

The late stage of the Transformed Period! 

Finn quickly made a judgment. 

This older man's martial art realm was at least in the late stage of the 

Transformed Period! 

In Country C, in addition to this tall older man, there were two old 

people. Although these two old men were also warriors in the 

Transformed Period, their cultivation bases were lower than this tall old 

man. 
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As for these two old people's identities, Finn could only judge them 

based on their clothes. 

One of them wore a sword was suspected to be the protector of The 

Sword Sect. 

Another elderly man with a slightly luxurious dress seemed to be a 

warrior in the Transformed Period from the City Z's Chamber of 

Commerce. 

Finn did not keep his eyes on them for too long. He focused on the three 

warriors in the Transformed Period on the Country J's side. 

Among these three warriors in the Transformed Period, two were about 

the same age as the tall older man, and one was a middle-aged man 

younger than Huson. 

All three of them carried long swords and wore martial arts uniforms 

unique to Country J. 

What caught Finn's attention was the middle-aged warrior in the 

Transformed Period. He had seen this middle-aged man before. 

Taye Watanabe! 

This middle-aged man was Taye Watanabe! 

According to rumors, Taye Watanabe was the last disciple of the Hidden 

People's Association leader, and he was also the person in charge of this 

gambling battle at the QS Chamber of Commerce. 

Half a month ago, Finn knew the name of Taye Watanabe from Davin. 
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The reason was Davin's judgment that Taye Watanabe came to Country 

C to kill Finn to avenge for Garrett's bloodbath of the Hidden People's 

Association in those days. 

However, Davin's judgment was wrong. Taye Watanabe had not stepped 

out of the hotel when he stayed at Country C, and he even has never 

inquired about Finn. 

What was the purpose of Taye Watanabe coming to Country C this time? 

Just for this gambling fight? 

While Finn frowned and pondered, Huson walked up to the tall old man 

in the Martial Arts' League uniform and said respectfully: "Mr. Guan, 

everyone is here." 

"Well, let's start the draw." 

Mr. Guan, wearing a black uniform, nodded lightly. 

Immediately, an officer in the uniform of the Martial Arts' League came 

up with a tray. 

Finn glanced at the tray and found twenty balls on the tray, ten of which 

were black and ten were white. 

"Mr. Guan." 

After placing the tray in front of the tall old man, the officer of Martial 

Arts' League bowed his head respectfully. 
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The tall old man did not reach out to pick up the tray, but turned his 

gaze to the three martial artists from Country J: "Miyamoto, please come 

and check it." 

"No, let's just start." One of them in the middle said lightly. 

These balls were sealed by Tomei and him personally half an hour ago. 

There was still his internal power on the balls, which meant that others 

had not touched these balls. 

"Okay." 

Tomei nodded, then glanced at the officer and said, "Tell them the rules." 

"Yes, Mr. Guan." The officer nodded respectfully. He immediately turned 

around, looked at everyone in the court, and said, "The draw is about to 

start." 

"Before starting the draw, let me tell you about the rules." 

"As you can see, there are twenty balls here, ten black and ten white." 

"Every black ball is engraved with a number. This number is from 1 to 10. 

The same is true for the white." 

Royal Dragon Husband - Chapter 516 

Sasuke Saito 

“Later, the Martial Artists from the City Z Chamber of Commerce and the 

Martial Artists from the QS Chamber of Commerce come on stage 

together. The players from the City Z draw white lots, while the players 

from the QS draw black lots. 
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“After drawing the ball, players have to reveal the number and report it.” 

“The one who draws black 1 will fight against the one who draws white 1, 

and so on, black 10 vs white 10.” 

“Also, the order of the contest is also determined by the number of 

draws. It means that white 1 and black 1 are the first to face each other.” 

“If black 1 loses, the game for black 1 is over. The white one has two 

choices. One is to stay to fight against black 2 or leave.” 

“The final Martial Artist on the stage will be the winner.” 

“This is the rule. Do you understand?” the officer of Martial Arts’ League 

asked. 

However, no one answered. 

In a matter of fact, Finn Chen and others had already known the rules. 

The officer’s explanation was for the audience. 

In addition to the Martial Artists of the two parties, the celebrities of the 

martial arts world also came. They didn’t know anything about the rules 

of gambling. 

“Given that everyone understands, please come to the stage to draw 

lots,” the officer glanced at everyone and said. 

As soon as he finished, the Martial Artists of the QS Chamber of 

Commerce set off. 

Compared to the City Z COC, the QS COC was much more disciplined. 
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The Martial Artists of QS was three to four years older than that of City Z. 

“Let’s go,” Travis glanced at the people behind him and got up. 

After arriving on the stage, everyone drew the lots in an orderly manner. 

In less than a minute, twenty picks were drawn. 

Finn Chen had a metallic white ball in his hand. 

He opened it, and there was only one number: eight. 

It meant that Finn would be the eighth player on stage. 

Finn glanced at other Martial Artists of City Z and found that they had no 

expressions on their faces except for Chase Hu. 

He got the number one and would be the first to take the stage. 

The officer of Martial Arts’ league glance at the crowd, “Okay, hand in the 

lottery you got.” 

Soon, the Martial Artists of the QS COC began to hand over the ball. 

At this time, Chase walked up to Travis with wicked eyes and said in a 

low voice, “Brother Zhang, what's your number? 

Travis glanced at Chase, “Number 3, what’s wrong?” 

Chase replied, “My number is one.” 

Travis frowned. Chase was the weakest among them and probably would 

lose the first fight. 
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If he lost, the morale of the City Z COC would be greatly affected. 

“Brother Zhang, can you…” Chase couldn’t help but glanced at Travis and 

was about to propose to change the number. 

At this time, the Martial Arts’ League officer walked over with a Martial 

Artist of Country C. Obviously, he was the monitor of the QS COC. 

The officer looked at Travis and Chase, “Excuse me, please hand in your 

number.” 

Tavis nodded, “Okay.” He then placed the ball on the tray. 

The officer added, “Brother Zhang’s number is three. Please remember 

it.” 

The office then turned to Chase who was unwilling but didn’t dare to do 

anything in front of many people. 

Chase put the ball on the tray. 

Seeing the number of Chase, the officer showed a surprise in his eyes, 

“Brother Hu turned out to be the first…” 

Chase asked in a low voice, “Who is the first of the QS Chamber of 

Commerce?” 

The officer glanced at Chase sympathetically, “It’s Sasuke Saito.” 

Saito was an important member of QS COC. 

Chase’s face turned pale after hearing his name. 
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The officer sighed, “Brother Hu, please be prepared.” 

The officer knew Saito was at the same level as Travis. 

Chase won’t have a chance to win Saito! 

As for changing the number, it would be impossible. 

Country C had three major forces in the arena. They had been observing 

everything here. If they found that Chase and Travis changed their 

numbers, Chase and Travis would be disqualified from the gambling. 

Handing over the balls, the Martial Artists of the two parties stepped 

down. 

The officer announced on the stage, “I will post the number and order 

later. The competition will begin at two o’clock in the afternoon. Please 

be there on time.” 

As soon as he finished, the audience began to discuss. 

“Two o’clock? There are ten games in total. Can they finish?” 

“Who said the fight will be over today? This gambling will take three 

days. Two games today. Four games for tomorrow and the day after 

tomorrow.” 

“Why it has to take three days?” 

“You think gambling is like a child’s play?” 

Finn ignored their discussion and followed the City Z COC to return to 

the villa. 
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In the villa hall, ten Martial Artists who participated in the gambling 

battle were all in place. 

Except for Chase who looked upset, the others all looked calm. 

Several minutes later, Rick Chu and Huson Wang came in. 

Rick took out a piece of red paper with the names of the people and 

numbers written on it, “Here is the number and the order.” 

Rick turned his gaze to Chase, “Chase will be the first to take the stage. 

His opponent is Saito.” 

Observed by the crowed, Chase showed a strong smiled and said, 

“Brother Chu, can I change the number with Brother Zhang? I’m not 

matched to Saito. Brother Zhang may beat him.” 

Chase didn’t care about his dignity. He was indeed not matched to Saito 

and probably couldn’t survive Saito’s ten moves. 

Royal Dragon Husband - Chapter 517 

Gambling Starts 

Originally, he was thinking that he could defeat one or two Martial Artists 

from Country C and gained some respect from the Sword Sect. But his 

opponent was Sasuke Saito. 

Rick Chu shook his head and said, “Chase, the number has been handed 

in. It can’t be changed.” 

“Don’t be stressed. Just do your best and consume Saito’s part of internal 

power and strength. That would be a good result for you.” 
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Rick’s mean was that Chase was not matched to Saito. The best Chase 

could do was to consume Saito’s strength. 

The most ideal result was that Saito had no strength to deal with the 

second opponent after defeating Chase. 

The worst result was that Saito won Chase without making any efforts 

and continued to fight against the No. 2 Martial Artist. 

The No. 2 Martial Artist of the City Z Chamber of Commerce was the 

disciple of the Wudang Sect. He was stronger than Chase but was not 

invincible. 

If Saito defeated Chase without making any efforts, Saito could probably 

defeat him too. 

In that case, the City Z COC would be in a very unfavorable situation. 

Chase clenched his teeth and said, “Okay, I will try my best.” 

He had no choice but fight to the death! 

They couldn’t predict what was going to happen exactly, so there was 

nothing to discuss. 

After discussing their strategy, everyone came back to their rooms. 

Rick asked Finn Chen to sleep in his room, so Finn didn’t have to go 

outside. 

“Stop!” 

As Finn was about to return to the room, Queena Yuwen came over. 
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“We meet again.” Queena was still dressing a long, blue dress with a long 

sword on the side. 

Finn raised his eyebrow and asked, “Is there anything I can help?” 

“Of course. You bullied my brother. What about that?” 

Finn smiled and replied, “What do you want?” 

Queena waved a fist first, which didn’t frighten Finn. 

She then said, “Forget it. I will let you go given that you are my 

teammates.” 

Finn smiled, “Then thank you.” 

Queena gave Finn an indifferent expression, “You don’t have to. Just win 

the game.” She then added, “Maybe you don’t even have the change to 

take the stage, and my brother will defeat them all.” 

Finn smiled, “I hope so.” 

The person Queena talked about was Cary Wang, the genius of the 

Sword Sect. 

Cary’s number was six, which meant that he would take the stage in the 

end. 

If he was unstoppable, he could defeat all players of the QS Chamber of 

Commerce. 

But that was impossible. Finn had observed the players of QS COC and 

found that some of them had the same level of internal power. 
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These players were the best cards of QS COC. They were either the 

disciple of the Hidden People’s Association or the disciple of Katana 

Saint. 

Cary was talented but was not as experienced as them. 

Soon, it came to the afternoon. 

As Finn Chen and others came to the ring, the audience under the stage 

crowed. 

At the front, there were two rows of exclusive seats of VIPs. 

Sitting in the first row were six Martial Artists in Transformed Period 

including Elder Guan, who Finn met this morning. 

These six people were officials of Country C and Country R. 

With their presentation, no one dared to cheat or make trouble on the 

stage. 

Behind the six, there was a row. 

Sitting in this row were mostly old people who were dressed in ancient 

styles, including Taoist priests, monks in robes, and a few elderly people 

from Country R in kimonos. 

These ole people were all Martial Artists in the Transformed Period. 

Queena pointed to an elderly monk sitting in the VIP seat and 

introduced to Finn, “This is Master Kong. His disciple is on our team.” 
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Finn nodded and remembered that the disciple of Master Kong was a 

bald youth whose number was four. He would be the second player to 

take the stage tomorrow. 

Queena pointed to another old man in a Taoist gown, “This is Taoist 

Priest Yan. His disciple’s number is two. We are counting on him to 

defeat Saito.” 

Finn couldn’t help but looked at the Taoist Priest Yan who looked 

depressed. 

He knew that his disciple would fight against Saito and had no 

confidence in his disciple. 

With everyone was here, the officer of the Martial Arts’ League walked to 

Elder Guan and said, “Elder Guan, they are all here.” 

Elder Guan spoke, “Then let’s start.” 

“Yes.” 

The officer answered and stepped onto the ring. 

He announced, “The gambling fight will officially begin soon. Before we 

start, I need to tell you the rules.” 

“The first rule is that you mustn’t be merciless. Try your best to keep a 

good balance and not to cause death. This will be friendly gambling.” 

Finn’s mouth raised a touch of playful. His mean was that if it was 

necessary, people could still be killed. 
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“The second rule is that one party could surrender. After one party 

surrendered, the other party can’t make another move. If the other party 

is aggressive and wants to hurt people, he would be punished.” 

“That’s all.” 

“If there are no objections, the gambling now starts.” 

Royal Dragon Husband - Chapter 518 Chase 

Lost 

As soon as the secretary of the Martial Arts’ League finished talking, a 

young man with long hair stood up and walked to the stage. 

The young man had triangular eyes and looked a bit cool. His internal 

power was strong! 

He was Sasuke Saito, the high-level player of the QS Chamber of 

Commerce. 

Travis Zhang glanced at Chase Hu solemnly, “Go on, Chase.” 

Chase clenched his teeth and immediately leaped onto the ring. 

After taking the stage, Chase saluted with hands folded and raised in 

front of Saito while Saito directly interrupted coldly, “You don’t need to 

report your name. I am not interested in nobody’s name. 

Chase was irritated, “You…” 

He didn’t expect that Saito looked down upon him like this. 
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Seeing that Chase was so easily irritated by others, the referee was a little 

speechless. He glanced at the two of them and said, “Go ahead.” 

As soon as he finished, Saito moved, and his feet moved extremely fast！ 

The audience could only see a flashing. 

In the next moment, Saito came to Chase. 

Chase’s pupils contracted, and he subconsciously wanted to stretch his 

arms across his chest. 

Before his movement was completed, Saito’s punch came over. 

Boom! 

Saito’s fist hit Chase’s chest. 

Chase felt as if he had been bit by a truck and flew backward 

uncontrollably. 

Boom! 

Chase hit the edge of the ring heavily, vomiting a large mouthful of 

blood. 

Saito didn’t want to let Chase go and came to Chase again after showing 

a grin. 

Looking down at Chase, Saito smashed his fist. 

Chase was full of fear and blurted out without thinking, “I surrender.” 
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Saito’s fist ended three feet in front of Chase’s nose. 

Saito showed a cold smile, “Loser.” 

He then withdrew his fist, while Chase’s face was pale, and his legs were 

trembling. 

He almost was killed by Saito! 

“The first game. Saito wins, and Chase loses.” 

The referee’s ruthless verdict sounded. 

In the audience, people of City Z Chamber of Commerce were depressed. 

Although it was expected that Chase would lose, they didn’t expect he 

would lose to Saito so easily. 

He didn’t even survive Saito’s one move! 

What was more embarrassing was that he surrendered to Saito! 

Queena Yuwen couldn’t help but cursed, “What a loser!” 

Finn shook his head and didn’t say a word. 

He also expected things would end like this. 

From the moment Saito ignited Chase, Chase was already at a 

disadvantage. 

Saito didn’t wield his full power with that fist, or Chase would be knocked 

off the ring. 
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His purpose was obvious. He wanted to kill Chase. 

Because according to the rule, as long as people were not blasted out of 

the ring, they were not lost. 

If his fist was faster, Chase should have died before he spoke “I 

surrender." 

If he killed Chase, the morale of the City Z COC would be affected a lot. 

Saito would only be scolded by the elders. 

Because he didn’t break the rule. The rules didn’t say that killing was not 

allowed. 

In the ring, both sides would fight each other with their full strength. 

Chase stepped down with an ashamed face, “Sorry, Brother Chu, I lost 

the battle.” 

Rick sighed and replied, “It’s okay. Take care of your wound.” 

In the arena, the middle-aged referee looked at Saito and said, “You can 

choose to stay on the stage, or fight against the next opponent.” 

Saito showed an arrogant smile, “I choose to fight against the next 

player.” 

The morale of the City Z COC was low, while Saito’s morale was strong. 

He had to seize this opportunity. 

The referee nodded, “Okay. Song, come on stage. It’s your turn.” 
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Song’s expression was solemn. He said, “Ok.” 

Song He was a little stronger than Chase, but Saito still put a lot of 

pressure on him. 

Song originally thought Chase could hold up ten moves of Saito and 

consume Saito’s strength. But Chase even couldn’t survive Saito’s one 

move. 

In this case, Saito was in his heyday, and Song had to fight against him. 

With Chase’s lessons learned, Song didn't report his name after stepping 

on the stage. 

Song tightened his muscles and was guarding against Saito’s moves. 

Saito checked Song and spoke, “You are better than that loser.” 

Song’s contracted brows loosened subconsciously, but Saito continued, 

“You are not that kind of strong. I will defeat you with three moves.” 

“Don't be so arrogant!” 

Song’s face sank, but he remained rational and was not irritated by Saito. 

Taking a deep breath, Song turned to the referee and asked, “Shall we 

start?” 

The referee nodded, “go ahead.” 

As soon as the referee finished, Chase took the initiative! 

He wouldn’t make the same mistake as Chase! 
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Saito was fast, and Song must not let Saito take the first shot! 

Song He was fast too and had a good thought. 

But Saito changed his strategy. He was calm even when Song’s long 

sword was about to hit him. 

As Song’s sword about to hit Saito’s face, Saito made his move. 

Two daggers came out of his sleeve. 

The two daggers were like a wandering dragon, strangling Song’s long 

sword. Song’s sword couldn’t move! 

Song’s face changed, and he wanted to withdraw his long sword, but 

Saito’s daggers were like iron hoops. 

The long sword was tightly bound, Song couldn’t do anything about it. 

Royal Dragon Husband - Chapter 519 Doing 

Good Without Leaving Name 

"It's the first move!" 

In the next second, Sasuke Saito strangled Song He's longsword! 

Song got a big scare and is too busy backing away. 

But Sasuke followed closely. 

The two daggers stabbed straight at Song. 
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One strike was a killing move! 

Song, who had lost his weapon, could only parry with his palms. 

The short dagger stabbed into Song's palm and blood soared out, 

spreading heart-rending pain throughout his body. 

"Ah!" 

Song let out a miserable scream. 

Sasuke grinned grimly, "That's the second move!" 

Saying that two short daggers were violently pulled out of Song's palm, 

bringing out blood! 

"Stop!" 

Song's master, Taoist priest Yan let out an angry shout in an attempt to 

stop Sasuke. 

Thinking that Sasuke would stop there, he ignored Taoist priest Yan and 

raised his hand to stab! 

This time the target was more direct, the throat! 

His two short daggers stabbed Song in the throat! 

"Evil!" 

Taoist priest Yan tried to stop it, but he was nearly 100 meters away from 

the ring! 
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Eventually, Sasuke's two short daggers stabbed down. 

But surprisingly, the two short daggers didn't pierce Song's throat. 

Instead, they grazed the skin of his neck and stabbed into the steel of 

the ring. 

Had Sasuke shown mercy? 

But by the look of him, it didn't seem like that. 

At this moment, Sasuke was also confused. Why had it become like this? 

He was one hundred percent sure that he didn't hold back. 

His dagger was headed for Song's throat. 

But why was it that the position where the dagger ended up stabbing 

down was deflected? 

Sasuke was puzzled. 

The next moment, he prepared to raise his hand to stab Song again. 

But by now, Song had already reacted. 

"I admit defeat!" 

Without any hesitation, Song shouted out straight away. 

Sasuke's movements could only be forced to pause. 

"You are smart!" 
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Sasuke snorted coldly. Although unwillingly, he couldn't kill Song in 

public since Song had already admitted defeat. 

At this point, Taoist priest Yan raged to the stage. 

Although Taoist priest Yan was at the early stage of the transformed 

period, Sasuke was pleasantly unafraid. 

"You want to trouble me?" Sasuke said disdainfully. At the moment, he 

couldn't wait for Taoist priest Yan to make a move on him. 

"You're so young, and you're so murderous. Aren't you afraid of being 

punished by God?!" 

Although the anger in his heart had built up to an extreme, Taoist priest 

Yan did not lose his mind. He knew very well that Sasuke was trying to 

provoke him into taking a shot at him in public. 

If he did, it would be against the rules of the fight. Country J those three 

warriors in Transformed Period would never sit idly by. 

They would most likely just kill him! 

It was a conspiracy! 

"The plagues?" Sasuke snorted disdainfully, "That's your Country C stuff, 

we only believe in our strength." 

"You..." 

"Come on down." Taoist priest Yan wanted to say something more. At 

that moment, Tomei Guan, who had been silent, spoke up with authority. 
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"Yes." 

Taoist priest Yan took a deep breath, then took Song down without 

saying a word. 

"Second wager. Song, lose. Sasuke, win." 

Once again, the middle-aged referee ruthlessly announced the result. 

"Today's betting fight is over. At nine o'clock tomorrow morning, the 

third round will begin." 

After Song was carried off the stage, the faces of the City Z Chamber of 

Commerce crowd were hard to see. 

Song had also lost. 

And he had almost died! 

If it wasn't for the sudden deflection of Sasuke's short dagger at the last 

minute, Song would be a corpse at this moment. 

"Sasuke is too damned. It's just a gambling fight, why would he kill 

someone?" Queena Yuwen was so angry that her face was white. She had 

to say that Sasuke's behavior scared her. 

She had thought that this fight was just like a game. 

She didn't realize that the QS Chamber of Commerce martial artists were 

just trying to kill people! 

Finn Chen sighed. Queena was still too young to have experienced the 

dangers of the human heart. 
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This gambling fight was only nominally about dividing the winners and 

losers. But in reality, there were many stakes involved. 

Not to mention the stakes, the martial arts world of Country C and 

Country J's martial arts world were in the same boat, so it was bound to 

be a bloodbath right from the start. 

With Country J's martial arts world's usual ruthless style, killing was 

essential. 

If it wasn't for the fact that he hit an internal power at the critical 

moment and dislodged Sasuke's dagger, Song would have died. 

Otherwise, Song would have already died. 

"Let's go back first." 

Rick Chu sighed. Today's gambit hadn't even lasted five minutes from 

start to finish. 

The ghastly result had completely disrupted the City Z Chamber of 

Commerce. 

Sasuke would continue tomorrow, and as strong as Travis Zhang was, he 

wasn't one hundred percent sure he could beat Sasuke. 

Even if he won, he might not be in good enough shape to handle his 

next opponent. 

The crowd returned to the villa area with heavy hearts. 

Taoist priest Yan, on the other hand, came to Tomei and said 

respectfully, "Thank you for saving Song's life." 
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"Thank me for what?" Tomei looked at Taoist priest Yan in surprise. 

Taoist priest Yan was stunned. 

As if he knew what Taoist priest Yan was thinking, Tomei shook his head, 

"I didn't save Song." 

"There was someone else." 

"Someone else?!" Taoist priest Yan's heart was not shocked, what did 

that mean? 

Besides Tomei, who else was capable of deflecting Sasuke's short dagger 

from a hundred meters away? 

"I was tempted to make a move, but Miyamoto and the others were right 

next to me. If I make a move, they will block it." 

"There's still a warrior in transformed period hidden among us who 

saved Song," Tomei explained. 

He did have the power to save Song, but he never intended to do that. 

After all, he's the one in charge of this fight. If he did that, he would be 

leading the charge against the rules. 

Therefore, even if Song died in front of him, he wouldn't do anything. 

Royal Dragon Husband - Chapter 520 

Despicable? 
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"Transformed Period?" Taoist priest Yan was shocked. There were only a 

dozen people who reached the Transformed Period stage came to ML 

Island this time, and they were all from the field of military arts in County 

C. He knew all of them, and they were sitting with him together during 

that time. They still had no chance to save Song even though they were 

sitting so close to the arena. 

"Tomei. Do you know who that warrior in Transformed Period is?" Taoist 

priest Yan couldn't help asking; That warrior just saved Song, so the 

Wudang sect owed him a favor. 

They would have to pay up the favor. 

"I don't know. There were too so people in the field that I didn't see 

clearly." Tomei shook his head; Although he was in the highest stage of 

the Transformed Period, he couldn't keep an eye on so many people in 

the field. He only knew that the person who made a move was very close 

to the arena. 

"All right." Taoist priest Yan was a bit helpless; It was the first time that 

he saw a person did something good but didn't ask for a return. 

On the other side, Sasuke Saito just returned to the team of QS Chamber 

of Commerce, and a man couldn't help asking, "Sasuke. Why didn't you 

kill that Country C guy just now?" 

Sasuke looked at the man and said with a gloomy face, "Do you think I 

don't want to kill him?" 

That man was confused for a moment, "What do you mean by that?" 
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"I was stopped by someone." Sasuke said in a deep voice that when he 

was on the stage, he didn't understand why the dagger shifted 

somehow, but after getting off the stage, he realized it. 

When he was about to attack the warrior from Country C, someone hit 

an internal power to interrupt, which deflected his dagger by a distance. 

At this time, Taye Watanabe and two other Country J's old warriors in the 

Transformed Period came in. 

When Sasuke and other young warriors saw these three men came in, 

they immediately bowed down, "Sensei!" 

"Well done. Sasuke." The old warriors who stood in the middle took a 

satisfied look at Sasuke; Today, Sasuke had embarrassed the Martial 

Artist of Country C. He not only defeated the Country C's Martial Artist 

but also used the kind of humiliating way. 

"Thank you, Sensei. It's my honor to do so." Sasuke's eyes were full of 

enthusiasm; The old warrior in front of him named Hanzo Miyamoto. He 

was the deputy leader of ZG Group in Country J, and he had reached the 

higher ninja tier five years ago. 

In recent years, Hanzo Miyamoto was the most promising higher ninja 

who could breakthrough to supreme ninja. 

"Your opponent for tomorrow is Travis. He's the disciple from Mount 

Dragon and tiger, an ancient martial sect in Country C. His strength is 

much stronger than today's two. You can't underestimate him." Hanzo 

Miyamoto seriously said. Sasuke won two battles in a row today, and his 

mentality would inevitably change slightly. If he took the enemy lightly, 

he might be defeated. 
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"Sensei. No worries. I won't underestimate any enemy. I'll do my best to 

defect them." Sasuke was busying explaining. He had heard Mount 

Dragon and Tiger a long ago; it was one of the few martial arts sects with 

a history of more than one thousand years in Country C. No matter how 

arrogant he was, he would never despise the disciple of Mount Dragon 

and tiger. 

"By the way, Sensei. When I was trying to kill the warrior from Country C, 

someone stopped me. Were they the organizers from the official?" 

Sasuke asked; Among all the people in the hall, Hanzo Miyamoto had the 

highest cultivation. Therefore, if things went as Sasuke's conjecture, only 

Hanzo Miyamoto could see it. 

"It's not them." Hanzo Miyamoto shook his head with a gloomy face and 

said, "There were someone else who stopped you." 

"Someone else?" Sasuke was shocked. If it wasn't Tomei, who else could 

that be? 

"Yes." Hanzo Miyamoto nodded then said in a deep voice, "The Country 

C's people are so despicable that they are likely to let their warrior in 

Transformed Period hide in the team of ordinary Martial Artists." 

Sasuke seemed to figure out something, "Sensei. You mean that they 

have guessed that we will attack their players, so they let the warrior in 

transformed period hide in the team of the ordinary Martial Artists to 

save those players from our assassination?" 

"It's very likely." Hanzo Miyamoto said. What Sasuke said was precisely 

the same as what he had guessed. At that time, he could be sure that 

Tomei was not the one who made a move because there was no Tomei's 

internal power fluctuation. 
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Besides Tomei's group, it could only be a Martial Artist who was very 

close to the arena. 

"So what about when I fight Travis tomorrow?" Sasuke became worried. 

If that hidden person hit an internal power to him at the critical moment 

of the battle between him and Travis tomorrow, he might lose the fight; 

Because the slightest influence would tilt the outcome. 

"Don't worry. I'll ask Taye Watanabe to keep an eyes on them. If their 

Martial Artist in transformed period dares to interrupt the fight again, I'll 

take this matter to the International Wushu Federation and let it arbitrate 

the matter for us." Hanzo Miyamoto said in a deep voice. Although the 

battle's responsibility were officials from Country C and J, the 

International Wushu Federation was also spying on the match. 

Suppose the Martial Artists from Country C cheat again. In that case, they 

could apply to the International Wushu Federation and directly judge the 

result of the match of City Z's Chamber of Commerce as a failure. 

The International Wushu Federation was the highest level organization in 

the martial arts world; even the Martial Arts' League from Country C 

should abide by their orders. 

Sasuke was relieved when he got the assurance from Hanzo Miyamoto. 

The next day came in a flash. 

Compared with yesterday, the morale of the people of City Z's Chamber 

of Commerce was much lower. 

Even Queena Yuwen, who had always been active, spoke a lot less today. 

Cary was the only one who remained expressionless among them. 
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The match started at nine o'clock. Finn and his party had already arrived 

in the arena at about eight o'clock. 

When Finn and others arrived near the arena, the temporary auditorium 

100 meters away from the arena was filled with Martial Artist already. 

Eveline and Gaspar were there as well. They sat in the very back, and they 

were in the corner of the back row, which was not easy to be noticed. 

It was obviously Julian's arrangement. 

"Gasper. Do you think my vision had become blurred rencetly? Everyone 

here looks similar with that loser." Eveline suddenly rubbed her eyes and 

looked uncertainly at the stage. She felt like she saw the figure of Finn 

again. 

"Aunt. You must have a blurred vision. Only martial artist can enter this 

place. That garbage can't be here." Gasper said firmly to her. Finn might 

have appeared on ML Island, but he never believed that Finn would show 

up here. 

"You're right." Eveline murmured, feeling that she must have seen the 

wrong person. 

At this time, Hinds and Sonya came over. 

Sonya looked pretty tired. She had been suffering from insomnia these 

days. Whenever she thought of the picture of herself being riding by 

Finn, she felt sick and couldn't fall asleep. 
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Gasper Li asked with concern, “Sonya, how are you? Do you feel 

uncomfortable?” 

Sonya Wang gave Gasper a cold look, “It’s none of your business.” 

Seeing the scene, Hinds Wang and Eveline Peng couldn’t help but glance 

at each other. They all saw the doubt in each other’s eyes. What 

happened between Sonya and Gasper? 

In the past few days, they could feel that something was wrong between 

the two. 

Being treated indifferently by Sonya, Gasper only smiled but was not 

angry. 

Hinds at this moment spoke, “The gambling fight has started. Let’s 

watch.” 

Eveline followed, “Yeah, let’s watch gambling.” 

Then several people turned their gaze to the ring. 

In the arena, Sasuke Saito stood upright, looking provocatively at the 

Martial Artists of the City Z Chamber of Commerce. 

Travis Zhang was among the team of the City Z COC. 

“Brother Zhang, teach him a lesson!” 

The Martial Artists of the City Z COC cheered Travis. Travis was the 

second-best player among the top ten players in the City Z COC. If Travis 

could win Saito, then the morale of the City Z COC could be improved. 
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Travis looked solemn and didn’t speak. 

He felt great pressure. 

Rick Chu walked over and comforted, “Travis, don’t be nervous. You are 

the disciple of the Taoist Master. I believe you can defeat Saito.” 

Rick had great confidence in Travis. 

If even Travis couldn’t defeat Saito, then the City Z COC would probably 

lose the battle. 

Travis took a deep breath, “Don’t worry, Brother Chu, I will win this 

battle.” 

He then leaped onto the stage with a fighting spirit in his eyes. 

Seeing Travis, Saito put away his frivolous look and turned to a dignified 

look. 

Saito checked Travis out and said, “You are strong.” 

Travis glanced at Saito, “You are strong too.” 

Saito suddenly grinned, “Although you are strong, I will defeat you, just 

like I defeated the two losers before.” 

Travis replied, “Is it? Then we’ll see.” 

Saito’s trick was to ignite the opponent and then make his move. 

Travis had already seen through it and wouldn’t be ignited easily. 
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Saito was a little disappointed after seeing Travis was not ignited. 

The middle-aged referee spoke, “Let’s start.” 

As soon as the referee’s voice fell, there were two fierce sonic booms on 

the ring. 

Travis and Saito moved together. 

They were all fast, and the audience couldn’t even see their shadows. 

The long sword and the short dagger collided together, sparking sparks. 

Saito took two steps back uncontrollably. 

Travis took advantage of the situation and pursued, injecting internal 

power into the long sword. The long sword leaned towards Saito’s 

throat. 

Saito’s complexion changed slightly, and then his feet move frantically, 

avoiding the sword of Travis luckily. 

Without success, Travis was not annoyed. He twisted his wrist and 

slashed the sword towards Saito’s head. 

Saito sneered and stuck the short dagger out, blocking the long sword of 

Travis. 

The two launched an offensive fight on the stage back and forth. 

The two complete styles gave people s sense of beauty. 
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In the audience, Martial Artists of the City Z COC were all startled， 

expect for Cary Wang. 

Travis was 25 years old, younger three to four years than Saito. 

But on the stage, Travis was stronger than Saito. 

With Travis’s moves, the advantages of Mount Dragon and Tiger’s 

internal power were revealed. 

Although Saito’s short dagger moved smartly, his internal power was not 

as good as Travis’s. 

Travis learned Martial Arts from Mount Dragon and Tiger and had been 

practicing DT Skill since his childhood. 

His internal power was not only pure but also endless. 

In a short period, Saito could even fight against him, but after a long 

time, Travis’s advantage would be revealed. 

In contrast, Saito’s internal power was weak. 

Three minutes later, the two had fought hundreds of moves. 

Travis’s face was ruddy, but he was not tired at all. 

Saito’s face gradually turned pale, and he was breathing hard and 

become slow in terms of his move. 

Queena said excitedly, “Brother Zhang was about to win.” 

Finn frowned and spoke, “It’s was not that simple.” 
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Travis was powerful, but Saito’s action was not natural. 

Compared to yesterday’s dominance, Saito was more conservative. 

Didn’t Saito know the advantage of DT Skill? 

But Hanzo Miyamoto and Taye Watanabe must know and would tell 

Saito. 

Since Saito knew the advantage of DT Skill, there must be something 

wrong with his action. 

As Finn was thinking, the situation on the stage had changed. 

Travis broke through Saito’s defense and pierced through his uniform 

with his sword. Saito had a wound with a food long, and there was blood 

on the cut. 
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Grunting and heaving for a moment, Sasuke Saito covered his wound 

and stepped back. 

Many Martial Artists from Country J were shocked below the stage. 

''Saito!'' Someone shouted worriedly. 

Sasuke Saito waved his hands with a smirk arousing at the corner of his 

mouth, ''I'm fine!'' 

Although he said that he was fine, people were clear that he had become 

paler. Moreover, his hands, which held daggers, shivered for a while. 
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That was just like a spent bullet! 

Most of the audiences held the same opinion like that. 

So did Travis on the stage. 

''I thought you were so strong, but in fact, you are just so so!'' Travis 

sneered. He had thought that his fight with Sasuke Saito would be neck 

and neck. But out of his expectation, he felt that Sasuke Saito was even a 

little bit weak. 

Such a man would never be worthy of being his opponent. 

''Fuck you!'' Sasuke Saito's face turned red as if he was irritated by his 

words. 

After that, Sasuke Saito stomped on the floor and rose his body to the 

sky. Then he held his staggers and stabbed towards Travis with a cold 

light. 

But Travis didn't think that it would be a big deal. Faced with such an 

attack before, he would have shunned. 

But now, Sasuke Saito was just a spent bullet. Therefore, he needn't do it. 

Disdaining him for a while, Travis held his sword to fight against Sasuke 

Saito. 

''Travis was in danger now...'' Finn said suddenly. 

Hearing that, everyone here looked at Finn with confusion. 

Why did Finn speak out such words? 
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Wasn't Travis going to win the battle? Sasuke Saito had already been a 

spent bullet. Such an attack was merely his last struggle. How could Finn 

say that Travis was in danger? 

The one who was in great danger should be Sasuke Saito. 

Many people were puzzled, but Cary and Rick took a surprised glance at 

Finn. 

The reason why Cary felt surprised was that he had also noticed the 

strangeness of Sasuke Saito. 

But for Rick, he trusted Finn's instincts. More importantly, he believed 

that Finn would not speak out such words unless he was sure about that. 

''Finn, why did you speak out those words? Wasn't he going to...'' 

Queena Yuwen asked with confusion. But before she could finish her 

words, the situation on the stage changed completely. 

Sasuke Saito, who had been so weak, began to be so powerful when he 

fell from the sky. 

That was like a peerless sword out of its sheath! The light that his sword 

had emitted was so shining that people could not look at it directly. 

''Go to hell!'' 

Sasuke Saito smiled so awfully. He injected all of his internal power to 

the staggers the moment he approached Travis. 

In an instant, a layer of blue light appeared on the tips of the daggers! 

The internal power poured out! 
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With his pupils contracted sharply, Travis got completely terrified. A 

sense of death appeared in his mind. 

He had no time to think about why Sasuke Saito could perform such a 

unique skill. 

What appeared in his mind now was to stay alive. 

Travis began to pool his internal power and put his sword in front of his 

chest to defend Sasuke Saito's attack. 

''Thud!'' 

The staggers stabbed the sword. 

No more than half a second, Travis's sword made of the extraterritorial 

meteorite was melted at once. 

Finally, it broke into pieces. 

Then the staggers stabbed Travis in his chest. 

But Sasuke Saito's awful grin seemed to stop. Because he didn't hear the 

sound of a broken body. It seemed that something had kept his staggers 

from Travis's body. 

''Yow!'' 

At this moment, Travis roared suddenly. 

Travis threw his two strong fists on the face of Sasuke Saito when Sasuke 

Saito lost some of his focus. 
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''Thud!'' 

Sasuke Saito was hit out. 

But Travis was harmed badly. For instance, he disgorged a lot of blood 

and even could not stand. 

But his dread was much more apparent than his wound on the body. 

Just one inch! 

Just one inch! 

He would have been killed by Sasuke Saito if the staggers stabbed one 

more inch. 

He would have been a dead body if Sasuke Saito didn't stab on his inner 

armor at the final moment. 

''You should have worn an inner armor?'' 

Sasuke Saito also disgorged much blood, with dissatisfaction filling on 

his face. 

He had never thought that his unique skill would be defended by Travis's 

inner armor. 

Travis would have been crippled at least if he didn't wear that armor. 

''You deserve it !'' 

Travis was panting, and his eyes were red. At this moment, he was so 

mad that he could not behave like a gentleman anymore. 
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Many Martial Artists in the Obvious Period above the stage were 

shocked a lot. Travis had been suppressing Sasuke Saito during the 

battle. How could he almost die in the end? 

''Sasuke Saito is so dirty! He is just a viper!'' 

Queena Yuwen yelled. Many Martial Artists in the Obvious Period were 

not clear about what had happened on the stage. But Many Martial 

Artists in the Obscure Period such as them had known it. 

Sasuke Saito had been hiding his real abilities at the beginning of the 

battle. 

He pretended to be suppressed by Travis. 

He did that to let Travis despise him and consider him a normal 

opponent to perform his unique skill. 

That was, he had poured out his internal power. 

It was a symbol of a warrior in the Transformed Period. 

Although she didn't know how he could perform that skill, Travis must be 

dead if Travis didn't wear that armor. He even could have no time to 

yield. 

But Sasuke Saito was indeed a viper! 

Finn could only regard her as a little kid for what she had done. 

This was a life battle rather than a martial performance. 
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Although Sasuke Saito was cattish, he nearly killed Travis through his 

cattiness. 

In the face of death, people would not be moral at all. 

They didn't continue their fight. Instead, they were both panting and 

looking at each other firmly. 

Sasuke Saito was still regretful. Because he had been planning his tricks 

after he knew that he would battle against Travis. In the end, he thought 

out the plan he had performed. 

He had thought that it was a perfect plan, and the Chamber of 

Commerce in City Z would lose a strong competitor. 

But out of his expectation, Travis should have worn an armor that could 

protect safely. 

''Viper! Go to hell!'' 

After some time, Travis swung his sword after he had finally calmed his 

rolling internal power. 

He must kill Sasuke Saito anyway. 

''I yield.'' 

Seeing Travis's sword approaching him, Sasuke Saito was frightened and 

spoke out those words. 

He had severer wounds than Travis now. Therefore, he would be 

defeated if he continued to fight against Travis. 
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Yield? 

Travis stopped his attack, with the head of the sword standing at a 

distance of three inches from Sasuke Saito's face. 

He was so depressed. How could this viper yield at this moment? 

''I yield!'' Sasuke Saito said coldly. 

''But not because that I am not as strong as you.'' 

''I yield because of your inner armor!'' 

''You are nothing without that armor!'' 

Sasuke Saito stepped down the stage after he had satirized Travis. 

While Travis was so awkward that his face flushed. 

Of course, just as Sasuke Saito had mentioned, Travis won the battle with 

that inner armor's help. Without that armor, he could have been killed. 

''The winner of the third round goes to Travis! Sasuke Saito, lose!'' 

The judge announced the result reluctantly. In this battle, Travis was 

completely ashamed. His strength should be better than Sasuke Saito, 

but he was far behind Sasuke Saito in terms of strategies. 

Sasuke Saito only pretended to be weak, but Travis then became 

overconfident. 
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Otherwise. he would not be harmed so seriously. 

''Travis, will you stay on the stage and wait for another challenger?'' 

''I will choose to go down,'' Travis replied with humiliation. Now he was 

badly wounded. Therefore, if he remained on the stage, he was merely 

humiliated himself. 

''OK, everyone has a rest for ten minutes.'' 

''Ten minutes later, we will have the next battle! Players from the QS 

Chamber of Commerce and City Z Chamber of Commerce must be 

ready!'' The middle-aged judge said heavily. 

At the same time, people from City Z Chamber of Commerce became 

worried. 

Up to now, there had been three battles. 

Among them, City Z Chamber of Commerce had sent three players while 

the QS Chamber of Commerce had only sent one. 

Such a situation was not good for the City Z Chamber of Commerce. 

After Travis went down the stage, he went to the corner directly as if he 

was embarrassed when faced with the public. 

''Long, it's your turn.'' 

Rick turned his eyes on a calvous youth. 

Finn took a glance at him, finding that he was the Buddhist disciple 

whom Queena Yuwen had mentioned before. 
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And his teacher, Master Kong, was sitting in a VIP seat now. 

''Brother Rick, whom I am going to fight against?'' Long asked. He had 

swarthy skin, and his face was filled with firmness. He was more like a 

soldier if he hadn't been calvous. 

''Fil Sakurai,'' Rick looked at the QS Chamber of Commerce seats, ''He 

was a ninja nurtured by QS Chamber of Commerce and was good at 

controlling hidden weapons. You must pay attention to his hidden 

weapons during the battle. Because if you can defend the attack from his 

hidden weapons, you will beat him simply.'' 

''OK! I will be careful.'' 

Long nodded with a solemn expression. Although this was the first time 

for Long to fight against an opponent with hidden weapons, he would 

win the battle no matter what happened. 

Because City Z Chamber of Commerce would be at a great disadvantage 

if he lost the game. 

''Finn, how could you know that Travis was in great danger?'' 

Queena Yuwen finally asked the question when Rick and Long were 

discussing their plans. Because she could still not understand why Finn 

knew that when the two competitors were still fighting against each 

other vehemently. 

At that time, she had believed that Finn was talking nonsense. But no 

more than one second, her suspicion disappeared completely. 

Therefore, he was curious about why Finn could know that in advance. 

Could he foresee the future? 
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''I know that through my eyes,'' Finn replied casually. Because he had no 

time to explain his abilities with her. Even if he did that, Queena Yuwen 

could still not understand. 

''How?'' Queena Yuwen asked again with a sense of curiosity. 

'' Through my eyes!'' 

Finn replied gently. 

''You...'' Queena Yuwen glared at Finn and said angrily,'' Fine!'' 

Then she murmured that Finn must know by guessing. 

Ten minutes passed quickly. 

Long and Fil Sakurai stepped on the stage together. 

Following the referee's order, the two began to move on the stage at the 

same time. 

Striding on the stage, Long rushed to Fil Sakurai like a mad cow. 

Well, Fil Sakurai stepped back calmly and tried to expand their distance. 

Meanwhile, Fil Sakurai continued to throw out his hidden weapons to 

attack Long. 

Because of his fast movement, Long had avoided most of them. And for 

those he could not avoid, he caught them with his iron pestle directly. 

Compared to Travis and Sasuke Saito, the two men's fight was not so 

significant. Moreover, it was even a little bit boring. 
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Fil Sakurai was good at hidden weapons, but he was so weak in close 

combat. 

While Long was good at close combat. But he was much weaker than Fil 

Sakurai in terms of the speed. 

As a result, Long could never catch Fil Sakurai. 

Then the two were chasing after each other but in vain. 

''Finn, you are so good at prediction, right? So tell me whom you think 

will be the winner?'' Queena Yuwen asked at once. 

''Neither of them will win,'' Finn replied gently. 

''What? what do you mean?'' Queena Yuwen was puzzled. 

''It's a tie.'' Finn took a glance at her as if she was a fool. 

His look made Queena Yuwen feel that she was dramatically humiliated. 

Then she replied defiantly, ''Nonsense!'' 

''I didn't talk nonsense. You will see it soon!'' Finn smiled because he was 

confident about his prediction. 

His confidence was derived from the way the two were fighting against 

each other. 

The two shared the same period, and they had a similar amount of 

internal power. Long would be the winner if he could touch Fil Sakurai. 

But the key was that Fil Sakurai would not allow it to happen. 
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Meanwhile, Fil Sakurai's hidden weapons would not do any real damage 

to Long. As a result, they were evenly matched. 

Therefore it would be a tie when they had run out of their internal power 

and physical power. 

Just as Finn had predicted, the two never touched each other in the 

following fifteen minutes. 

But after that, they finally ran out of their internal power and physical 

power as well. 

They both became pale. And their lower legs even shivered at the same 

time. 

''Will you go on?'' 

The middle-aged judge asked helplessly. There would never be a winner 

if they continued their fight. 

''NO! Let's regard it as a tie!'' 

At this point, Taye Watanabe, who was sitting in the VIP seat, advised 

calmly. 

''Regard it as a tie.'' An old man beside the Elder Tomei agreed. 

Such a decision was the best result for the City Z Chamber of Commerce. 

Although the two players were not satisfied with the decision, they had 

to finally go up after the two major figures offered that suggestion. 

''You are right again!'' 
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Queena Yuwen took a glance at Finn surprisedly. The result was true, a 

tie! 

Royal Dragon Husband - Chapter 524 The 

Weakness of Shadow Kill 

How could Finn know it? 

The third battle began after Long, and Fil Sakurai went down the stage. 

The player of the City Z Chamber of Commerce was Cedric. 

While the player of the QS Chamber of Commerce was a youth, who was 

less tall than 1.6 meters. 

''Cedric, you can yield directly on the stage if you feel that you cannot 

win him!'' Rick scolded seriously. Now the City Z Chamber of Commerce 

had little information about the dwarf youth. The chamber only knew 

that the man might have worshiped Katana Saint as his teacher. 

In other words, the youth was very likely to be a disciple of Katana Saint. 

If that was true, the man would be much more powerful than Fil Sakurai. 

''OK!'' Cedric nodded carefully and stepped up the stage. 

Standing towards the dwarf youth, Cedric was much taller than him. But 

the man was suppressing Cedric in terms of the momentum. 

''You are not qualified as my opponent, just yield now!'' The dwarf man 

took a glance at Cedric and said gently. 
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But Cedric only kept his mouth shut and didn't speak out one word. 

Although he was likely to lose the battle against the youth, he would 

never yield anyway. 

Realizing that, the dwarf youth's face appeared a sense of contempt. 

''Begin!'' 

The battle started at once. 

Heard the judge's order, the youth began to attack. 

Then his figure split into three in an instant, and all slashed towards 

Cedric with a knife! 

Cedric got panic. 

He could not figure out which one of the three was the man's real figure 

at all. 

Finn frowned below the stage. 

The dwarf youth must be a disciple of Katana Saint now. 

At present, the shadow kills that the man performed as same as the one 

that the assassin who had attacked Finn performed. 

None of the three figures belonged to the real one. 

Cedric was going to lose... 

Finn sighed for a while. Then a broken arm appeared on the stage when 

he had made that prediction. 
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Besides, fresh blood pervaded in the sky. 

''I yield!'' 

After a scream, Cedric hissed and gave in. 

Meanwhile, the youth's knife was just one inch away from Cedric's neck. 

His head will have been separated from his body if he yields later. 

As the judge announced the result, people from the City Z Chamber of 

Commerce were completely gloomily. 

Cedric was completely crippled for one of his arms had been chopped 

off. 

Players of the chamber had never been harmed so severely since the 

start of the battle. 

''What skills did the man from Country J perform?''Queena Yuwen was 

greatly shocked. She had never witnessed such a bloody situation. 

''We don't know!'' People of the chamber all shook their heads. People in 

Country C were not familiar with Katana Saint, so they had no idea about 

its skills characteristics. Just now, they didn't know why Cedric lost the 

battle either. 

They only knew that the youth's three figures came to Cedric in an 

instant. When Cedric tried to defend them with his fist, one of his arms 

was broken. 

''It's shadow kill!'' 
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Staring at Finn surprisedly, the crowd was wondering why Finn could 

know it. 

''Right, it's shadow kill.'' 

''I met it once.'' 

Finn then told the public the characteristics of shadow kill, but he never 

referred to his encounter with the assassin. 

After Finn's explanation, the crowd was still confused. None of them had 

wondered that Finn, the most ordinary one here, should have survived 

from the battle against one of the disciples of Katana Saint. 

''So, the performer's real body was not included in the three figures, 

right?'' Queena Yuwen asked. 

Finn nodded his head, ''Not exactly! I think that the real body is changing 

all the time in the shadow kill. It can be one of the three figures. And 

sometimes, none of them is the real one.'' 

It was a unique skill created by Katana Saint, after all. Therefore it would 

not be so simple as it seemed to be. 

It must have some unique features. 

''So, how can we tell the real one?'' Queena Yuwen frowned. We would 

not defeat the skill if we could not tell the real one. Didn't we need to 

defend every figure? 

Cary, who had been silent, also frowned, because the next player was 

himself. 
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At that time, his opponent must be the dwarf youth. If he could not find 

out the skill's weakness, he would have to work hard to defeat the youth. 

''Murderous look!'' Finn whispered,'' To tell the real body in shadow kill, 

we must focus on the murderous look.'' 

''What do you mean?'' Queena Yuwen was puzzled. 

'' Only humanity has a murderous look. Figures will never have it. 

Therefore, to defeat the disciple of Katana Saint, we must sense the 

source of the murderous look.'' Finn replied gently. 

He defeated that assassin only because he was a warrior in the 

Transformed Period. After that, he had wondered how could he handle it 

if he encountered a Martial Artist in the same period as he performed 

the shadow kill? 

The answer was also the murderous look. 

Only humanity could have a murderous look. Figures would have that 

look even if they were displayed so vividly. 

They could not have murderous looks like humanity. 

Therefore we would find out the real body if we could sense the source 

of the murderous look. 

''So, Cary would defeat that dwarf if he could sense the source of the 

murderous look, right?'' Queena Yuwen said excitedly. 

''Right!'' Finn smiled. Cary could defeat the dwarf in terms of his abilities, 

even if he didn't do that. But he might spend more internal power then. 

It was not good for his next battle. 
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According to the City Z Chamber of Commerce plans, Cary must win four 

Martial Artists from Country J. 

Cary took a surprised glance at Finn because he had thought that there 

was no excellent player in this chamber. But now he considered Finn as 

an exception. 

As for Travis... 

He had never considered him as a good one. 

Then the third battle began. 

Cary stepped on the stage silently, and his opponent was also the dwarf 

youth. 

Compared to his last battle, the youth became much more dedicated. 

He knew that Cary was the best play of the City Z Chamber of 

Commerce. 

His chamber would win the battle directly if he defeated Cary. 

''Begin!'' 

Without any superfluous words, the judge announced the order at once. 

The youth flew to the sky and rushed to Cary like ordnance then. 

Holding a sword, Cary stood with a calm expression. 
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Royal Dragon Husband - Chapter 525 

Yamazaki 

Finally, the short, young man stood in front of Cary Wang three feet 

away. 

In an instant, his figure split into three. 

He was using the old technique! 

The three figures all held sward and slashed towards Cary. 

In the audience, the hearts of everyone in the City Z Chamber of 

Commerce suddenly held their breath. 

Cary moved, and his long sword pierced straight towards the leftmost 

one of the three shadows. 

As for the other two shadows, Cary ignored them. 

The audience worried that if Cary made a wrong judgment, the two 

knives would kill him. 

Would Cary make a mistake? 

Of course not! 

When Cary pierced his sword towards the leftmost shadow, the face of 

the leftmost shadow showed an expression of horror. 

In the next second, the long sword entered the shadow body. 
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The black shadow disappeared, and the short, young man’s figure 

showed up with his clothes were torn by Cary, and a large amount of 

blood leaked out of his body. 

“How do you know my real body is that one?” the short, young man 

asked in anger and puzzlement. 

Cary accurately made his judgment in less than a second! 

How did he make it! 

Cary ignored the young man’s question and slashed with his sword. 

The angry, young man clenched his teeth and split into three dark 

shadows again. 

The three shadows all rushed to Cary. 

Cary paid no attention to the three shadows but directly slashed into the 

void somewhere behind. 

Seeing Cary’s movement, the audience thought Cary was stupid. Why did 

he pierce his sword into the air? 

As people made their doubts, there was a wave of fluctuation in the air. 

The figure of the young man emerged from the void, and his body 

directly met Cary’s long sword. 

Puff! 

Cary’s sword pierced into the chest of the short man. 
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Many martial artists in the audience were stunned. They had never seen 

this scene before. From their perspective, 

Cary was piercing the air with a sword and ignored the three figures 

holding swords. 

What was more surprising was that the short man showed out of the air 

and was stabled by Cary’s sword. It was like the short man took the 

initiative to let Cary stab him. 

“I surrender!” 

The short man shouted in horror. 

Cary found his true body for the first time, and it could be lucky. It was 

not a guess after Cary found his true body from the void. 

Cary must know the weakness of Shadow Kill! 

After the short man gave up, Cary took his sword from the young man’s 

body and left without saying more. 

“Senior Wang is mighty!” 

“Senior Wang is so amazing!” 

Many martial artists of City Z Chamber of Commerce in the audiences 

were clapping and laughing, proud of Cary. 

The short man was more powerful than Sasuke Saito but couldn’t hold 

up two moves from Cary. 
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In the face of everyone’s compliments, Cary was calm and turned to Finn, 

“I own you a favor.” 

Finn replied, “Forget it.” Cary had a cold temperament but was grateful 

for others’ help. 

Cary shook his head and said no more. 

He could win the fight without Finn’s remind but would pay a big price, 

which was not conducive to his subsequent battles. 

Soon, ten minutes passed, and the rest time was over. 

White-clothed Cary continued to take the stage. 

The QS Chamber of Commerce dispatched a giant man who was nearly 

two meters height and 400 kilograms height. 

The giant walked toward the ring step by step, and the ground he 

stepped on buzzed with each step, indicating his weight and strength. 

“Tear him apart, Yamazaki!” 

The QS Chamber of Commerce shouted with excitement and showed 

their confidence in the giant man. 

Finn was interested in the giant man too because the giant man turned 

out to be a rare Martial Artist. 

Physical Martial Artist, as the name suggested, specialized in physical 

fitness. 

Most of Physical Martial Artists had thick skins and strong defenses. 
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Some of them even could block bullets with their skins. 

Soon Yamazaki stood on the stage with two powerful axes. 

Cary stood there expressionless. His profound eyes were like the desert 

sky in winder. 

Zha… 

Yamazaki roared suddenly. 

The voice covered all the noise, like a beast roaring. 

Om! 

The entire ring resonated instantly, making a vibrating sound. Many low-

level Martial Artist under the stage felt a buzzing. 

There was no doubt that Yamazaki wanted to distract Cary with this roar. 

Cary stood there firmly. 

Yha… 

Yamazaki roared again with his face twisted and eyes becoming red. 

The overwhelmingly murderous power pressed towards Cary. 

Yamazaki grabbed his axes and rushed towards Cary. 

He was like a mad devil with his ax like a mountain. 

His giant figure already gave people a sense of desperate shock. 
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The black light flashed. 

Yamazaki’s figure grew stronger, and he lifted his axes and then slashed 

towards Cary’s body. 

When the two axes fell, the lights and killing intent tilted out like a 

volcanic eruption. 

The axes seemed to be able to break the earth. 

Many audiences believed that these two axes could be able to cut the 

ground into two cracks. 

Many Martial Artists of the QS Chamber of Commerce were excited and 

thought Yamazaki had cut Cary in half. 

At this moment, Cary moved. 

He pierced out his sword. 

Yamazaki froze for an instant, and the cruelty on his face remained. But 

his complexion was grey. 

Between his eyebrows, a sword pierced into. It was neither deeper nor 

shallow, but deadly. 

Boom! 

As if Mount Tai collapsed, Yamazaki's huge body fell straight to the 

ground. Dust was everywhere. 

The audience fell silent for an instant, and the needle drop could be 

heard. 
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Many Martial Artists of the QS Chamber of Commerce were all stunned. 

Cary Killed Yamazaki with one move! 

They had a great expectation on him! 

The Martial Artists of City Z Chamber of Commerce was startled too. 

Yamazaki probably was the first Martial Artist to die since the beginning 

of the gambling fight! 

Royal Dragon Husband - Chapter 526 

Magical Pill 

Among the crowd, only Finn Chen smiled openly. 

He didn’t know what to say. 

Yamazaki died like this not because he was too weak, nor because Gary 

Wang was too strong. 

But because he was fully restrained! 

Yamazaki was a Physical Martial Artist, who was good at defending. 

If he encountered ordinary Martial Artists such as Travis Zhang, he 

wouldn’t lose so easily and might win. 

But his opponent was Gary, who was the first genius in the Sword Sect 

World! 

He specialized in kendo and had been superb. 
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Swordsmanship had been famous since ancient times for its attacking 

power. 

Gary was a leader in swordsmanship, and his attack was extremely 

powerful. 

Yamazaki was a Physical Martial Artist who was good at defending, but 

he had his weakness, which lied in the center of his brows. 

Cary used the most powerful sword to attack Yamazaki’s weakness. How 

could Yamazaki survive? 

Soon, Yamazaki’s body was carried away by a few Martial Artists of 

Country R. 

The Martial Artists of the QS Chamber of Commerce looked gloomy. 

The disciple of Katana Saint and Yamazaki were all defeated by Cary. 

Cary was unstoppable! 

At this moment, Yuichi Miyamoto walked over with Sharon Liu and a few 

other Martial Artists. 

Many Martial Artists of QS Chamber of Commerce bowed respectfully, 

“President!” 

Yuichi Miyamoto nodded and glanced at Yamazaki's body, and his 

complexion suddenly became gloomy, “What happened?” 

“President, Cary is too powerful. The disciple of Katana Saint and 

Yamazaki all were defeated by him,” some people explained. 
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QS Chamber of Commerce’s original plan was to let the disciple of 

Katana Saint consume Cary’s physical strength and then let Yamazaki 

fight against him. 

With Yamazaki’s power, even if he couldn’t beat Cary, he at east would 

consume Cary’s all internal power and physical strength. In that case, 

anyone from the QS Chamber of Commerce could beat Cary. As long as 

Cary was defeated, the winner of the gambling fight would be the QS 

Chamber of Commerce. 

Out of their expectation, neither disciple of Katana Saint nor Yamazaki 

caused any substantial harm to Cary. 

Yuichi Miyamoto asked in a deep voice, “Who is the next?” 

“It’s Rattan Sakai.” 

Yuichi said, “Give him two Magical pills.” 

Many Martial Artists became uneasy. 

Seeing this, Sharon asked, “Master, what’s Magical Pill?” 

Yuichi gave her a flash, “Don’t ask that you shouldn’t know!” 

Sharon replied in nervous, “Yes, Master.” 

She thought Yuichi would treat her better after she had obeyed him for 

many days. 

Several minutes later, the fifth gambling battle began. 

Cary still was the representative of City Z Chamber of Commerce to fight. 
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This time, a thin, young man representing the QS Chamber of Commerce 

came to the stage. The man was wearing a black martial arts uniform 

with an unremarkable appearance. 

“Start!” 

With the referee’s order, the internal power of the black-clothed youth 

instantly changed. 

With the activation of momentum, the black-clothed youth began to 

frantically mobilize his internal power in the body to the feet. 

With his feet swaying, his whole body rushed towards Cary like a raging 

dragon. 

At this moment, Cary showed an unprecedented fighting spirit. 

Cary, under the blessing of war, was as sharp as a sword. 

His sword pierced out at a speed faster than his move. 

Cary’s long sword and the young man’s sword instantly intertwined. 

Keng! 

Keng! 

Keng! 

The sound of the three collisions came out. 

Cary got close instantly, and his internal power surged wildly. 
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The black-clothed man’s complexion changed and avoided Cary’s attack 

luckily. 

Cary’s complexion was serious and realized the young man in black was 

strong. 

His perception of death was keen. 

He can perceive and react to Cary’s move in advance. 

Such an opponent was very difficult to get around. 

As Cary measured, the young man suddenly punched. 

This punch carried a dragon-shaped strength, even the air was been torn 

apart. 

Cary snorted coldly and faced him with calm. 

The black-clothed man took advantage of the situation and kicked Cary’s 

feet. 

Cary raised his leg to stop the man’s attack. 

Boom! 

Boom! 

Boom! 

In an instant, the two had fought dozens of moves, and the stage was full 

of their internal power. 
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“The two are matched.” 

In the audience, the Martial Artists of City Z Chamber of Commerce 

showed a serious expression. The man in black looked unmarkable but 

was strong. 

Queena said anxiously, “Who is this man in black? We don’t know 

anything about him.” 

The City Z Chamber of Commerce got the information of two to three 

Martial Artists of the QS Chamber of Commerce. 

They knew nothing about the other seven to eight Martial Artists of QS 

COC. 

Finn spoke, “He is experienced and should be a member of the Hidden 

People’s Association.” 

The realm of the black-clothed man was not high, but he was very 

experienced. 

This kind of experience was generally available to combatants who were 

on the verge of life and death all year round. 

Among the fighters of QS COC, many were from the Hidden People’s 

Association. 

Members of the Hidden People’s Association carried out missions all 

year. 

This man was probably a member of the Killers’ Group of the Hidden 

People’s Association. 
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“The Killers’ Group of the Hidden People’s Association?” 

Hearing what Finn said, Queena and others were all surprised. They only 

heard of the Hidden People’s Association but knew nothing about the 

organization’s structure and division of labor. 

But Finn even mentioned the Killers’ Group. 

What’s his real identity? 

Why did he know so much about the Hidden People’s Association? 

Being observed by Queena and others, Finn didn’t explain. He told them 

that he was a self-taught Martial Artist, but his real identity would be 

exposed after he took the stage to fight. 

As people were curious about Finn’s identity, something changed on the 

stage. 

Being retreated by Cary’s attack, the black-clothed man suddenly took 

two black pills and swallowed. 

The next moment, his eyes suddenly became blood red. 

Royal Dragon Husband - Chapter 527 

Explode 

Afterward, the pores of his whole body began to relax, and the internal 

power was flowing to his whole body. 

“Go to hell!” 
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The youth’s expression became horrifying. After a roar, he rushed to Cary 

Wang, and his long sword was smashed towards Cary Wang. 

His speed was twice faster than before he swallowed the medicine. 

Cary was surprised and raised his sword to block. 

Two swords collided, erasing sparks. 

Cary took three steps back uncontrollably, and his face suddenly turned 

pale. 

The attack from the youth injured him! 

“What is going on?” 

“What did he swallow?” 

In the audience, Queena Yuwen and others were all startled. Since the 

young man swallowed the pill, his strength was three times stronger than 

before. 

Even Cary was repelled by him. 

Finn frowned and didn’t say a word. The young man swallowed the pill 

too fast, and he didn’t see clearly what was the pill he swallowed. 

Judging from the situation, he must swallow some pills that increased his 

power. 

Finn heard of this kind of pill before. 
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This kind of pill could stimulate the potential of a person in a short time, 

and the strength of the person who had it would increase by two or 

three times. 

But the consequences of taking the pill were serious, ranging from 

broken tendons to death. 

It could be said that the pill was a kind of poison. 

Generally, people would take it when they were in life -and -death 

situation. 

Keng! 

Cary retreated again. A ray of blood leaked from the corner of his mouth. 

He had internal injuries. 

Although the black-clothes man took some advantages, Martial Artists of 

the QS Chamber of Commerce weren’t happy. 

They knew what the pill he swallowed. 

It was a Magical Pill. 

They were rare and hard to be made. 

The Country R could only produce 50 pills in a year. 

To win the gambling battle, Yuichi Miyamoto spent 10 billion buying ten 

Magical bills. 

When they met invincible opponents, they would take the pill to help 

them to win. 
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Rattan Sakai was a Martial Artist in the middle stage of the Obscure 

Period, but after taking the pill, his cultivation was improved to the late 

stage of the Obscure Period. 

“How long has passed since Sakai swallowed the pill?” 

Another weakness of the pill was that its effect could only last for 5 

minutes. 

If the person didn’t finish the fight in 5 minutes, the pill will turn into 

poison, and the person who took it would explode. 

“President, it has been three and a half minutes.” 

Yuichi’s pupils contracted, and he was afraid that Sakai wouldn’t finish 

the fight. 

Cary was injured but still could fight. 

Yuichi’s expression was deep and said, “Warn him to end the fight as 

soon as possible.” 

Sakai was from the Hidden People’s Association. Though Yuichi said that 

he couldn’t guarantee Sakai would come back alive, he would get into 

trouble if Sakai died here. 

Moreover, a Magical Pill was worth 1 billion. 

Sakai took two pills, and that was 2 billion. 

If Sakai couldn’t defeat Cary, the Martial Artists who would take the stage 

would have to take two more. 
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The cost was too high. 

Sakai on the stage was the most anxious. He knew clearly than anyone 

that the effect of the pill could only last 5 minutes. 

But Cary was hard to kill. No matter how hard Sakai tried, Cary still could 

fight. 

At this moment, Sakai could feel that the effect of the pill was 

disappearing and that his body was painful. 

When the effect disappeared, Sakai would explode! 

Cary calmed down and realized something was wrong with Sakai. 

The breath of Sakai was weakening, and his internal power was out of 

control. 

Cary made his decision and changed his strategy. 

He won’t fight head-to-head against Sakai but walked around the ring. 

Seeing the scene, Finn took relief. 

Finn worried that Cary was arrogant and didn’t want to fight against his 

opponent in this way. 

Time dragged by. 

Soon, there were only 30 seconds left before the effect of the pill 

disappeared. 
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Sakai was on the verge of losing control of his internal power at this 

moment. 

He was desperate! 

“Die together!” 

Sakai looked miserable and rushed towards Cary with a grin. 

“Brother Wang, be careful!” 

The Martial Artists of the City Z Chamber of Commerce said. 

Peng! 

Sakai exploded and turned into a cloud of blood. 

An invisible power spread out, sweeping the audience. 

Cary was directly lifted more than ten meters away by the strong wind. 

He couldn’t control his body until he reached the edge of the ring. 

He split a mouthful of blood, and his face turned pale. 

The audience was quiet after Sakai exploded. 

“These Martial Artists are two terrible…” 

In the auditorium, Eveline trembled. 

Gasper and Sonya were startled. This was their first time to see this. 

Martial Artists were the most horrible people in the world! 
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Their power could make the world tremble! 

Royal Dragon Husband - Chapter 528 I Can 

Still Fight 

Hinds Wang pressed his lips tightly and didn’t say a word. He glanced at 

a certain place in the audience and then sighed. 

Cary Wang was already so powerful. As the real killer of the City Z 

Chamber of Commerce, how strong were you? 

Soon, Cary was helped off the stage. 

The crowd gathered around and asked with concern, “Senior Wang, are 

you okay?” 

Cary waved his hand, indicating that he was okay. 

Immediately, he directly sat down to adjust his breath to prepare for the 

next fight. 

At this moment, Rick Chu came over with a gloomy expression. 

Queena Yuwen glanced at Rick and said with anxiety, “Brother Chu, that 

black-clothed man swallowed medicine just now…it’s not fair.” 

It was obvious that Rattan Sakai was not matched to Cary. If he didn’t 

swallow the medicine, he couldn’t defeat Cary. 

With the medicine, he blew himself and injured Cary seriously. 
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Rick nodded with a gloomy expression, “I know. I’ve already told Elder 

Guan. But they said that no rule doesn’t allow to swallow medicine.” 

“What? No rule doesn’t allow swallow medicine? If it is allowed to 

swallow the medicine, what’s the meaning of the competition?” Queena 

said angrily. 

Finn Chen frowned, “Queena, clam down. The senior Chu didn’t expect 

this would happen. What we should do now is to think about strategies 

instead of a complaint.” 

Rick sighed and said with guilt, “We should be responsible for this 

matter. We should’ve thought that they would do anything to defeat us, 

including swallowing the medicine.” 

“Senior Chu, don’t blame yourself. There is nothing you can do about it.” 

“Moreover, nobody would have thought that the opponent would be so 

cruel and take their lives to win,” Finn said in a deep voice. 

He also underestimated their determination to win the gambling battle. 

The black-clothed man was also a genius at the same level as Travis 

Zhang. The Country R would have to spend at least 2 to 3 billion yuan to 

cultivate such genius. 

But the QS Chamber of Commerce sacrificed him to win the battle. Their 

cruelty was beyond everyone’s imagination. 

Rick glanced at Cary and asked, “What we should do now? Can Cary 

continue to fight?” 
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Rick was a Martial Artist in the Obvious Period and couldn’t tell how 

much did Cary suffered and if he could fight. 

“Brother Chu, I can fight.” 

Cary opened his eyes and said. His face was pale, but his tone was firm. 

Queena said, “No, Senior Wang. You shouldn’t fight. What if they 

swallow medicine again?” 

Cary was the master of the Sword Sect and the genius of the Sword Sect 

in a hundred years. The gambling could be lost, but they didn’t want 

Cary to be injured. 

Finn said in a deep voice, “The opponent won’t swallow medicine again. 

At least not in the fight against Cary.” 

Finn didn’t know what the medicine the black-clothed man had but knew 

that the price of it was not cheap. 

Moreover, Cary had been injured, and the QS Chamber of Commerce 

would weigh the pros and cons. 

Queena asked, “How do you know they won’t swallow medicine again?” 

Finn glanced at Queena and spoke out his speculation. 

After Finn finished, Queena, Rick, and others looked hesitant. What Finn 

sad made sense, but they didn’t dare to bet on such things. 

If they made a mistake, Cary would be life-threatening. 

Cary rose with a calm expression and said, “I believe you.” 
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On the other side, many Martial Artists of the QS Chamber of Commerce 

move their gaze to Yuichi Miyamoto. 

“President, it seemed that Cary will continue to fight.” 

Yuichi glanced at the direction of the City Z Chamber of Commerce, “I 

know.” 

Someone asked, “Should we give two magical pills to Hawk Kudou.” 

Hawk was the next fighter. 

Yuichi glanced at the questioning person unhappily, “Do you think the 

magical pill is as cheap as a cabbage?” 

One magical pill was worth 1 billion yuan! 

QS Chamber of Commerce couldn’t afford it. 

“But Cary is…” 

“Loser! He has been injured! Can’t you even deal with an injured 

person?” Yuichi shouted angrily. He had been grievant about the death 

of Rattan Sakai. How could he sacrifice another fighter! 

“Got it, president.” 

Being scolded by Yuichi, many Martial Artists bowed their bodies in a 

cold sweat. 

Soon, ten minutes passed, and the rest was over. 

Today’s sixth and final gambling battle officially made its debut. 
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Cary took the stage, and his original spotless, white clothes now had 

blood. 

His expression was still indifferent. 

Opposite Cary, a lean man wearing a tight martial arts suit and an alloy 

glove stood alone with a solen expression. 

The battle had been more serious. Now it was about life and death. 

A little carelessness would let you lose your life. 

“Start!” 

With an order from the middle-aged referee, the lean man gave a violent 

shout and stepped on the ground, and the rushed towards Cary like a 

cannonball. 

He didn’t hold any weapons in his hands, and his fists were his weapons. 

Boom! 

The thin man’s ferroalloy gloves collided with Cary’s long sword, and 

their internal power burst out simultaneously as if the two armies were in 

a confrontation. 

An explosion sounded again like a firecracker exploding. 

Royal Dragon Husband - Chapter 529 DSH 

Skill 
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At the same time, the strong wind blasted towards the surroundings 

from the center where the two met as if a storm was blowing, and the 

cracked concrete, scum, and mud shot all around. 

Snaped! 

Snaped! 

Snaped! 

Immediately, the slender man, who was directly shocked by the terrifying 

counter-shock force, retreated three steps. 

The ground under his feet was all cracked, and three pairs of deep 

footprints remained on the ground. 

The thin man’s right hand seemed to be electrocuted, shaking 

constantly. The tiger mouth part on his hand-cracked and stained blood. 

Besides, the internal power in his body was completely disordered, and 

his internal organs were shaken. He suffered internal injuries. 

On the other hand, Cary Wang had his feet nailed to the ground, still 

motionless. 

Seeing the scene, many Martial Artists of City Z Chamber of Commerce 

under the stage couldn’t help but took relief. 

Although Cary was injured, he was still powerful. 

As people made their judgment, the lean man moved again. 

This time, he moved faster than before. 
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The audience couldn’t even catch his shadow. 

Boom！ 

Boom! 

Boom! 

The thin man’s iron fists were like a violent storm, constantly slamming at 

Cary. His internal power was combined with the power of fist, leaning 

over to Cary. 

In the beginning, Cary was able to swing his sword to resist. 

But gradually, Cary became strenuous. 

He was injured. When he took the stage, he used his internal power to 

forcibly suppress the internal injuries, but as the pressure from the lean 

man increased, he had to divide his internal power to deal with the lean 

man. 

His internal power was separated, and the previous internal injuries were 

out of control. 

Puff! 

After being punched by the thin man, Cary suddenly vomited a large 

mouthful of blood, and his expression turned pale. 

“Senior Wang…” 

In the audience, Queena Yuwen shouted. 
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The exclamation came into the ears of the thin man, which immediately 

made him more excited. 

He saw the dawn of hope. 

Although Cary was more powerful than him, he was injured. As long as 

he continued to injure Cary, Cary would die sooner or later. 

The lean man took a deep breath and moved instantaneously. He 

reappeared in front of Cary and slammed Cary with a punch. 

Cary’s internal power was disordered, and the thin man wanted to take 

this opportunity to kill Cary! 

Facing the slender man’s chasing punch, Cary didn’t face it but avoided 

hurriedly. 

But the lean man came after him endlessly. 

As Cary moved, the lean man fisted. 

Snaped! Snaped! Snaped! 

Cary was soon forced to the edge of the ring, unable to retreat. 

At this moment, he suddenly raised his head, and a decision flashed in 

his eyes. 

His internal power began to vibrate. 

Afterward, an indescribable majesty overpowered the audience. 
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This majesty immediately shocked the thin man who wanted to speed up 

and knocked Cary down. 

But Cary had already prepared to fight back! 

“DSH Skill!” 

With a violent shouting, Cary’s long sword burst out and shot towards 

the face of the lean man. 

The lean man was horrified and hurried back. 

But it was too late to retreat. 

Puff! 

The long sword penetrated the man’s face, and the hilt finally stopped 

three feet in front of the thin man. 

The thin man fell to the ground in a daze. 

The wide-opened eyes were filled with incredible writing. 

Brother Wang wins! 

The Martial Artists applauded and laughed, but the lean man had no 

chance to listen. 

Yuichi Miyamoto said in anger, “Loser! What a loser! He can’t even beat 

an injured man!” 

He didn’t expect that Hawk would die like this. It was obvious that Cary 

was injured seriously, but he was killed by Cary in the end! 
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Someone comforted, “Although Hawk was dead, he forced Cary to play 

his best card.” 

Yuichi asked with a gloomy expression, “What?” 

“DSH Skill!” 

“The technique Cary used was the secret technique of the Sword Sect! 

We have recorded the process. If he used it again in the future, we would 

have the strategy to deal with him.” 

Cary could have used the technique at the beginning of the fight against 

Hawk. He didn’t do it because he saves it to deal with the following 

opponents. 

But Hawk forced him to use it! 

“Brother Wang, we win.” 

As soon As Cary stepped down, many Martial Artists from the City Z 

Chamber of Commerce surrounded him with excitement. 

But Cary didn’t say a word. The next second, he split out a big mouthful 

of blood and then fell back uncontrollably. 

“Brother Wang…” 

Everyone was shocked and hurried to help. 

Finn Chen stepped out before everyone else and came to Cary, and 

stabilized Cary. 
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Queena’s anxious eyes were red, “Brother Wang, what’s wrong with 

you?” 

Cary closed his eyes and said nothing. 

Finn glanced at everyone and said solemnly, “Take him back first.” 

For precaution, the City Z Chamber of Commerce brought a professional 

medical team. 

After returning to the villa area, Cary was diagnosed. 

Rick asked, “Doctor Liao, how is Cary?” 

“Mr. Wang’s current condition is a bit serious. The trauma he suffered is 

not serious. The most serious one is his internal organs.” 

Doctor Liao calmly said, “His internal organs have suffered varying 

degrees of damage. If these injures are not dealt with in time, his life 

would be in danger. The body structure of Martial Artists and ordinary 

people are the same. The difference is that Martial Artists’ physique and 

internal organs are stronger.” 

Rick made a decisive decision, “Then deal with them.” 

Doctor Liao said helplessly, “His injuries can only be treated in China. 

There is no professional medical equipment.” 

They were doctors specializing in western medicine, who were extremely 

dependent on medical equipment. 

“Okay, I will contact the helicopter now and let the helicopter send you 

back…” 
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Cary opened his eyes with a weak voice, “Brother Chu, I won’t go back.” 

His tone was extremely firm. 

Royal Dragon Husband - Chapter 530 One 

Move 

Rick Chu looked at Cary and shouted, “You have to go back! You are the 

most outstanding genius of the Sword Sect in a century. You are the 

hope of the Sword Sect. I won’t allow anything to happen to you.” 

Cary Wang’s face changed, “Brother Chu, I can still fight.” 

Rick interrupted Cary, “With what? Your life? You’ve done enough. Leave 

it to others.” 

Cary was a little helpless, “Brother Chu, the others will not be matched…” 

The ten Martial Artists representing the QS Chamber of Commerce were 

all-powerful. 

The Martial Artists of City Z Chamber of Commerce were different in 

terms of their capabilities. 

Rick sighed and said, “Cary you have another killer besides you.” 

Cary’s eyes lit up, “Another killer?” 

Rick nodded, “Yes.” 

Cary asked, “Is that Martial Artists specializing in Sanxiu?” 

Rick was a little surprised, “Do you know him?” 
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Cary replied, “I guessed.” 

Though Finn is the most unremarkable among the crowd, Cary knew that 

Finn was not hiding his power. 

Rick continued, “It’s him. His identity is quite special, so I can’t let many 

people know.” 

Cary said, “You don’t have to explain. How is he? Compared with me, 

who is stronger?” 

Rick looked at Cary and said, “You are equally matched.” 

Cary was a little dissatisfied. Although Finn had never revealed his 

capability, Cary thought Finn was weaker than him. 

Rick added, “Cary, I know you have doubts. But Finn is indeed powerful. 

Not long ago, a disciple of Katana Saint in the middle stage of the 

Obscure Period assassinated him but was killed by Finn with one move. 

Rick knew that genius like Cary was arrogant. He only respected geniuses 

of the same level as him, and Finn was not qualified. 

“With one move?” 

Cary was surprised by Rick’s words. 

If Finn really could kill a Martial Artists in the Obscure Period with one 

move, then Finn was more powerful than Cary. 

Cary spoke, “Brother Chu, I want to stay.” 

Rick was anxious, “What? You want to stay?” 
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Cary said, “Yeah. I won’t leave until the gambling is over.” 

“But…” 

Cary added,” Don’t worry, Brother Chu. I won’t participate in the fight 

tomorrow.” 

The reason why Cary stayed was that he wanted to see Finn. 

He was curious whether Finn was as strong as Rick said. 

Rick sighed, “Okay. Doctor Liao, please take care of Cary.” 

“I will try my best to take care of him,” the doctor replied. 

On the other side, in the temporary meeting room, every one of the City 

Z Chamber of Commerce showed a frowning expression. 

“Senior Wang is obviously out of the game. What should we do with 

tomorrow’s fight?” 

Queena glanced at the person who spoke dissatisfied, “We can still 

fight.” Cary defeated four opponents and had won a huge advantage for 

the City Z Chamber of Commerce. The two parties had only four players 

left, which was at the same starting point. 

“Junior, it’s not that I help others, but the Martial Artists of QS Chamber 

of Commerce were generally stronger than us. 

“Of the remaining four players, there are at least two Hidden People’s 

Association Martial Artists, who could challenge two of us. 

“What do you mean? You want to surrender?” Queena said angrily. 
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“That’s not what I mean. I’m just telling the truth.” 

Finn said, “Stop arguing. There will be four fights tomorrow. We’ll see 

what would happen.” 

In tomorrow’s fight, Queena will be the first to play, and he will be the 

second. 

Regardless of whether Queena won or lost, Finn would try his best to win 

the fight. 

Queena said, “What if we lost?” 

Queena was not satisfied that Finn looked so easy. She thought Finn 

didn’t take this gambling seriously. 

Finn smiled, “I will fight tomorrow, and I will win.” 

Among the players of this gambling, only he broke through to the 

Transformed Period. 

Even without Cary and Travis, he could defeat the ten Martial Artists of 

the QS Chamber of Commerce by himself. 

There was a big gap between the Martial Artists of the Obscure Period 

and that of the Transformed Period. 

Moreover, there were many Martial Artists of the QS Chamber of 

Commerce who were only at the middle stage of the Obscure Period. 

Queena curled her mouth, “Lie…” 

She didn’t trust what Finn said and had prepared to lose gambling. 
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Not only her, but others were also ready to lose gambling. 

With the absence of Cary, they had lost their confidence. 

Cedric Yang sighed, “It was all my fault. I should have defeated one at 

least.” 

As a disciple of the Sword Sect, he didn’t contribute anything and even 

was cut off an arm. 

Royal Dragon Husband - Chapter 531 Being 

Drugged 

"Don't blame yourself. You gave it the best shot," Queena Yuwen 

comforted. 

At this time, Finn Chen's phone rang. 

It turned out to be Hinds Wang. 

"Finn. I am leaving ML Island tomorrow. Do you have any plans tonight? I 

want to invite you to dinner." 

"Sure. Where are you?" 

"I'm at DL Restaurant, and Sonya and Gaspar are also here." 

"Okay, I'll be there in a while." 

After hanging up the phone, Finn glanced at the others, "I'm sorry. I have 

something to do. So I have to go out." 
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"Where're you going?" Chase Hu frowned. 

"DL Restaurant." 

"Why? You have to participate in the gambling battle tomorrow. At this 

time, you need to get yourself well-prepared to that thing..." 

Chase reprimanded, but then he was interrupted by Finn, "Stop. That's 

my own business." 

"What? What do you mean?" Chase got upset, "As a casual martial artist, 

you should know that you're less strong than us. Now you need to 

practice, instead of hanging out. Have you ever taken this battle 

seriously?" Chase sternly asked, as if Finn made a huge mistake. 

Finn sneered, "Chase. Get you out of my business!" 

After speaking that, Finn left without hesitation. 

His words almost killed Chase. 

"This rubbish doesn't care about the battle at all!" 

"Perhaps he knows that he's never gonna win," someone sighed. 

Although they also felt that it was inappropriate for Finn to go out at this 

time, their reaction was not as intense as Chase. 

… 

At this time, Finn had come to DL Restaurant. 

Hinds and Eveline Peng stood side by side, with Sonya Wang and Gaspar 

Li. 
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Only Hinds walked to greet Finn, "You're coming." 

"Yeah. How are you, uncle?" Finn smiled slightly, then glanced at the 

poker-faced Eveline. Her expression made Finn lose interest in saying 

hello to her. 

"Come over. I have already ordered the dishes," Hinds smiled. 

"Okay." 

Finn nodded, and then they walked into the restaurant. 

Soon, a waitress came to serve them. 

There're lobsters, abalones, and all kinds of seafood. 

During the serving, Sonya kept looking at the table coldly, speechless. 

While Gaspar glanced at Finn from time to time, seemingly so nervous. 

"Okay. Let's start," at this time, Hinds smiled and picked up his 

chopsticks. 

Finn nodded and began eating. He was indeed a little hungry. 

"Finn. When do you plan to return?" Hinds suddenly asked. 

Finn put down his chopsticks, "If it goes well, that'd be the day after 

tomorrow." 

"Then I'm afraid we cannot go together. We booked the cruise tickets for 

tomorrow," Hinds said with some regret. 
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Finn smiled and was about to respond. At this moment, Gaspar picked 

up the glass and turned to Finn, "Come on, Finn. I'd like to propose a 

toast." 

Finn was a little surprised but still took the glass. 

Gaspar raised his neck and drank all the red wine in the glass. 

After that, his face going red, Gaspar looked at Finn, "Finn. I want to 

apologize for our conflicts before. And I hope that'd not be an issue for 

you. Sorry." 

Finn was shocked at his sudden apology. 

Shaking his head slightly, Finn replied, "Sure. It's over." 

Gaspar had a mixed feeling and appreciated, "Thank you for your 

kindness." 

Finn gave him a comforting smile. There were no big conflicts between 

them, and Finn was also happy about this improvement. 

Finn's answer relieved Gaspar greatly. He was not that nervous and kept 

toasting Finn and Hinds, making Eveline somewhat upset. 

She didn't expect that someday, her favorite future son-in-law would be 

this humble in front of such a loser. 

Eveline sighed and was about to refill her glass, only to feel a bit dizzy. 

She shook her head, vigorously, "Hinds. Why am I so dizzy?" 

"Dizzy?" 
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Hinds turned to Eveline in surprise, but at this moment, Gaspar directly 

faced down on the table. 

Immediately afterward, Sonya and Eveline also fainted at the table. 

Hinds shouted worriedly, "Eveline. Sonya. Are you okay?" 

"I'm afraid someone drugged us," Finn said; he also felt a bit dizzy now. 

But as a warrior in the Transformed Period, he could support himself a 

little longer. 

"What?" Hinds couldn't help whitening, "Why? Who did it??" 

Bang! 

The door was kicked open. 

Six men in a black suit and grimace masks entered menacingly. 

Their eyes were locked on Finn. 

Finn took a deep breath. He knew that these people were here to kill 

him. 

"Swish—" 

The six men started their move together. 

In an instant, they attacked Finn at the same time, driving Finn to a 

corner. 

"Be careful!" 
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Behind Finn, Hinds reminded loudly. 

Finn snorted coldly, lifted the dining table directly, and slammed it at the 

six. 

"Clang!" 

The leading man split the table into two pieces with a sword. 

Royal Dragon Husband - Chapter 532 Finn's 

Strength 

And then he approached Finn Chen instantly. 

Finn's face changed. Judging from the internal power from these six, 

they're in the middle of the Obscure Period. 

The one seemed to yearn to kill Finn. After all, these six were strong 

enough to chop Finn into pieces. 

"Hinds, protect yourself." 

Finn spoke in a deep voice. He could feel that the toxins in his body 

began to spread, making him weaker and weaker. He almost lost half of 

his strength. 

Therefore, he had no time and energy to protect Hinds. 

"Finn. Run!" Hinds shouted. 

No! Finn hadn't even thought about running away. It's easy to guess that 

the six had already blocked the way out. 
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He could not and should not run. 

If he escaped away, they would kill Hinds and the three. 

At this thought, Finn responded to the men with fists. 

The internal power erupted in the small box, making the wall shaken and 

cracked. 

They moved so fast and heavily, hoping to send Finn to death in one 

move. 

At this point, the leading man stretched out a long sword. 

Finn had no time to dodge, so he could only use his arms. 

"Swish--" 

His arm was torn, blood spattering. 

Even worse, the toxins in his body started a second spread, making him 

unable to use his power. 

"Woo. I never expect you to be so vulnerable," the leading man said with 

pride. 

"Are you from Country C?" 

Finn was a little confused at this time. He thought that it's the QS 

Chamber of Commerce who sent these people, but the man's accent 

suggested he's probably from Country C. 

"Is this conversation necessary? You're dying," the man sneered. 
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Finn gave a wry smile, "I'm just curious. As you said, I'm dying. So that's 

not a big deal to tell me, right?" 

"Ha-ha. Let me tell you. We're all from Country C," the man answered 

disdainfully. 

"Why are you here to kill me?" Finn asked suddenly. 

"Boy, you have a lot of questions. I know you're stalling for time." 

Finn was a bit shocked at their "wit." 

"So why don't you kill me now?" Finn asked in a deep voice. 

"Ha-ha. Good question. Because we're also stalling; we're waiting for you 

to be a lamb." 

Finn's face changed. Indeed, he could feel the toxin spread faster. 

Initially, he planned to use the stalling time to expel the toxins from his 

body. Still, he didn't expect that it's like the nemesis of internal power. 

He had no choice to deal with it. 

"Okay. Now is your death time," the man announced indifferently. 

Then two men behind him walked towards Finn with a smirk. 

In their eyes, Finn was like a lamb, with no intimidation at all. After all, he 

got drugged by the intense ecstasy. He could not even move his finger. 

The two came to Finn and lifted their swords. 
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At this time, Finn suddenly sighed, making them so alert and 

subconsciously speeding up their move. 

"Bang!" 

In the next second, they're fisted off and smashed the wall heavily, 

vomiting blood, 

"Hiss!" 

The other four feared Finn for the first time. 

"You are not poisoned?" The leader stared at Finn astonishingly. 

Finn sneered and didn't answer. He got poisoned, but he's the early 

Transformed Period's martial artist, not the late Obscure Period. 

The drug was not strong enough to weaken him. 

He just appeared to be weak so that he could figure who send them here 

and get some useful information. 

But they're so alert. Luckily, Finn punished two of them. If he didn't act 

weakly, they would not let down their guards. 

"Go and get him!" The leader shouted in a hurry. He felt that things were 

not under his control. 

The other four surrounded Finn. 

Finn took a step forward, his internal power active wildly. 

Then he fought with the four. 
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Influenced by the toxins, Finn naturally couldn't fully use his strength. 

He could only be the late stage of the Obscure. It's tough to defeat them, 

but it's possible. 

Soon, Finn got the upper hand. 

The four men were defeated by Finn and coughed up blood. 

One of the men suddenly rushed towards Hinds, planning to use him to 

threaten Finn. 

"Damn it!" 

Finn stepped forward to protect Hinds, but the other three stopped him. 

"Back off!" Hinds took two steps back with some fear. 

Immediately, he picked up the wine bottle and threw it at the man. 

The bottle shattered, but it did not stop the man at all. 

He grabbed Hinds by the collar and lifted him by the neck. 

At the same time, he smirked at Finn, "Stop! If you dare to move, he will 

die!" 

Royal Dragon Husband - Chapter 533 
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"Let go of him!" 
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Finn looked very gloomy. He was too negligent in predicting this. 

"Huh?" The man sneered, "I don't think we can survive if we let him go." 

"As long as you let him go, I promise you can leave now!" 

Finn spoke in a cold voice. These men were smart. They knew it would 

work to use Hinds Wang as a tool to survive. 

"Humph. No way. Who knows what you will do to us then," the man 

didn't trust Finn at all. 

Finn was so cunning that his pretending weakness made them not that 

alert at the beginning. Anyway, they'd not be tricked by Finn again. 

"Then what do you want?" 

"He needs to be with us until we're safe. And you keep 20 meters away 

from us," the man added. Twenty meters was a relatively safe distance. It 

would at least took Finn several seconds to reach them. 

That's long enough for them to kill Hinds. 

"Ok." 

Finn nodded. For Hinds' life, he had no other choice. 

"Don't move!" 

They looked at Finn vigilantly and then headed for the outside. 

The leading man kept staring at Finn, with his hand on Hinds's neck, to 

make a reaction in the first place. 
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Then they reached the empty hall, with only some waiters lying on the 

ground. 

Finn did not act rashly. He always kept that distance. 

Finally, they walked out of the restaurant. 

However, the men seemingly didn't mean to let Hinds go. 

"You can let go now," Finn stood in the dining room and announced 

coldly. 

"Sure," The leading man. 

"Here you are!" Hinds was thrown into the air. 

Finn immediately jumped up to catch him. 

"Uncle, are you ok..." 

After landing steadily, Finn was about to ask Hinds if there was anything 

wrong with him. 

Unexpectedly, a dagger went into Finn's body. 

Finn was stunned and couldn't believe what happened to him. The Hinds 

before him looked so strange. 

"I'm sorry, boy." 

Hinds said with mixed feelings, and then he pierced Finn deeper. 
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"I should have known that," Finn sighed. That's true. They all ate the 

drugged food, but only Hinds looked familiar as usual. 

That's so weird. 

"I didn't mean to hurt you, but you are too strong. All six of them can't 

even defeat a poisoned you," Hinds said faintly. 

It's Hinds who drugged them. He initially thought the six was enough to 

get Finn. But Finn's real power was so terrifying—he's at the early stage 

of Transformed Period. So he had to expose himself and injure him. 

"The QS Chamber of Commerce sent you here?" Finn asked. That's his 

only question now. 

"Smart boy, "Hinds admitted. 

"Then you're also the enemy agent from Warrior's League five years ago, 

right?" 

Five years ago, a man helped the Martial Artists from the QS Chamber of 

Commerce assassinate the City Z Chamber of Commerce. 

Later, the assassins were solved by the Warriors' League, but they didn't 

find out the enemy agent. 

Before coming to ML Island this time, Davin Shi warned him that weasel 

might also reach ML Island. He should have taken it more seriously. 

"How do you know about the Warriors' League? "Hinds was a little 

surprised, and then nodded, "Yes, I am the one." 

"Why do you betray the group?" Finn asked. 
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He could feel that he's becoming increasingly weak. The dagger in his 

body was covered with poison, much more potent than that in the food. 

"There's no reason." 

Hinds glanced at Finn, " I just want money and power. Country J gives 

me everything and helps me get rid of Wang's family." 

Finn nodded slightly. Indeed, Hinds's trading company developed very 

quickly. In less than five years, he became a billionaire from rags. 

Now it seemed that Country J played an essential role in his 

achievements. 

"Come out. Jonny," Finn sighed. Now that Hinds did betray them, there's 

no need to talk to him. 

"What Jonny? You take someone with you here?" Hinds was astonished 

at his words. 

At this moment, a palm-shaped cloud of internal power came to Hinds. 

Hinds shouted shockingly, "A Martial Arts Master?" 

Then he was directly slapped flying off. 

"Dude. You'd probably die if I came here several minutes later, "Jonny 

smiled and walked out. 

"How're the four men?" Finn glanced at Jonny and asked with a wry 

smile. 

"Done." 
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Jonny nodded, then glanced at Hinds, "What about him?" 

"I think we'd better give him to Rick Chu first. After all, he's the enemy 

agent in the Warriors' League." 

Finn had mixed feelings at the moment. 

He always viewed Hinds as his elder, but who got to know he's actually a 

traitor. 

Hinds lost all his hope. After taking a deep breath, he looked at Finn and 

said in a deep voice, 

"Finn. I did the poisoning. It has nothing to do with Eveline and Sonya. 

Would you please let them go?" 

Royal Dragon Husband - Chapter 534 A 

Detoxification Pill 

"I have no final say. You should beg the Warriors' League." 

Finn shook his head. Eveline Peng and the others probably did not know 

it. To seem innocent, Hinds deliberately poisoned his wife and daughter. 

He planned to take the poison as long as Finn got killed. In this way, 

even if Tomei Guan came to investigate the thing, he wouldn't be 

doubted. 

A few minutes ago, Jonny notified Rick Chu of the incident. 

So shortly after Jonny showed up, Rick and people from Martial Arts' 

League rushed over. 
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Tomei was among them. He was somewhat angry and embarrassed, 

never expecting that someone dared to assassinate the players on the 

gambling fight's last day. 

"Finn. Are you ok?" 

As soon as he arrived at the scene, Rick came to Finn with a worried 

expression. 

"No worries. I'm fine," Finn shook his head. The dagger didn't endanger 

his life. 

"Is it the QS Chamber of Commerce?" looking at the battling scene, Rick 

asked coldly. 

"Yeah," Finn nodded gently. 

Rick shouted angrily, "Damn it! I'll go to get them back!" 

"They won't admit it." 

Finn smiled bitterly and stopped Rick, "They had wiped out all the clues 

related to them. If I guess right, the six assassins are all from Country C." 

At this time, the six corpses with masks were brought up, "Elder Guan, it's 

all here." 

Tomei slapped the six masks using internal powers. 

As expected, the faces under the mask were all typical Chinese 

appearances. 

Tomei ordered coldly, "Check their identities!" 
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"Yes, Sir." 

Someone replied respectfully. Then a man took out their mobile phone, 

took pictures of the six, and posted them to the Martial Arts' League's 

internal official website. 

As the top surveillance agency of martial arts in Country C, the Martial 

Arts' League owned its surveillance network more than ten years ago. 

Nearly all the Martial Artists that ever showed up in Country C were 

recorded. 

At the same time, many on the spot looked at Finn secretly, with some 

strange meaning. 

Based on the current damage, the six killers at least reached the early 

period of Obscure. 

How could Finn survive? 

"Master, it's found out." 

The officers of the Martial Arts' League worked efficiently. In less than 

three minutes, they got all the information about the six people. 

"Go ahead," Tomei announced solemnly. 

"The six are respectively named Yi Zhou and Hong Duan…They were 

originally disciples of three major martial sects. Later they were expelled 

for violating the rules." 

"Three years ago, they came together and supported a company. To 

expand, they used various methods to win other competitors and even 

destroyed some families." 
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"Then, this has caught the attention of the Martial Arts' League." 

"Two years ago, Elder Li from the Martial Arts' League in Nanyang sent a 

few officers to capture them, but someone leaked the news. And they 

fled from Country C by boat at that night." 

"Why did they come here?!" Tomei asked with a cold, stony face. 

"We don't know it now," The officer glanced at Tomei with some 

embarrassment. The Martial Arts' League was extremely powerful, but 

only in Country C. 

"Elder Guan. The QS Chamber of Commerce did this," at this moment, 

Rick said in a deep voice. 

Tomei glanced at him, "Is there any evidence?" 

"Yeah. This person comes from that commerce," Rick pointed to Hinds. 

Tomei shifted his gaze to Hinds. The latter was not afraid such a late-

period Transformed martial artist as Tomei. 

"I don't know the QS Chamber of Commerce at all. I'm just a broker. 

Someone gave me a lot of money and asked me to poison Finn. After 

that, the killers will take care of the follow-up." 

"As for these six, I don't know any of them," Hinds said coldly. 

Tomei frowned on Hinds's attitude. 

After a while, he ordered coldly, "Treat him with our cruel torture." 

"Yes, Elder Guan." 
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Several officers replied respectfully and took Hinds out indifferently. 

Rick wanted to say something, but he didn't. 

Tomei surely saw through the whole thing, but without clear evidence, all 

their accusations were nothing. 

Even if they had Hinds in hand, the QS Chamber of Commerce wouldn't 

admit it. What's worse, they might insist it's the City Z Chamber of 

Commerce trying to put dirt on them. 

"Sorry about this accident," Tomei remarked in a deep voice after a 

moment of silence. Naturally, he's saying that to Finn. 

Finn hurriedly bowed and responded, "That's unnecessary. Elder Guan. I 

should have been more cautious. It has nothing to do with you." 

Tomei waved his hand, "No. I should be held responsible for this." 

"Before the gambling, the General League had already guessed that the 

QS Chamber of Commerce would do something. So I was arranged to 

come over." 

"But I didn't expect that they dare to move with my presence!" Tomei 

snorted, upset. 

"I promise you I'll let them pay for what they did sooner or later." 

"This is a detoxification pill. It can cure a thousand poisons in the world. 

Eat it," Tomei said, a white pill lying on his hand. 

Many there were so envious of Finn's privilege. After all, that was an 

impressive and rare pill. 
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Royal Dragon Husband - Chapter 535 

Appreciation 

Once a billionaire wanted to buy the pill with a billion yuan, Tomei Guan 

declined. But today, he gave that to Finn Chen for nothing. 

"Thank you. Elder Guan, "Finn took the pill and swallowed it without 

hesitation. 

He didn't think that Tomei would harm him in front of so many people; 

besides, he had heard about this impressive detoxification pill. 

It could save one's life at some critical moment. Therefore, even in the 

Martial Arts' League, only those leaders were eligible to have one. 

In less than a minute, a refreshing sensation came over his body. Finn 

could feel the hurt amazingly recovering. 

This pill could not only remove toxins but repair wounds. 

"Can you join tomorrow's gambling?" Tomei asked suddenly. 

"Yeah," Finn nodded firmly. 

He was initially a little worried about his body, but he got better a lot 

after taking that pill. 

Even if he couldn't recover totally, he was confident of winning the QS 

Chamber of Commerce. 

"Good," Tomei nodded slightly, and added, "I expect you to be great 

tomorrow. Don't let me down." 
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Then he left directly. 

However, his remarks made the others more jealous of Finn. After all, 

Tomei was always so unapproachable and indifferent to them all. But 

today, he showed his appreciation to Finn, let alone the free pill. 

"Finn. What about your injure?" after Tomei left, Rick Chu couldn't help 

but ask. Finn was the last hope for the City Z Chamber of Commerce. If 

he could not fight tomorrow, they would lose the game. 

"Don't worry. I'm much better," Finn smiled. 

Honestly, he was a bit shocked at Tomei's attitude. After all, if he stayed 

in the villa area, the killers would have no opportunity at all. 

"Let's go back first. Chastity and others are all worried about you. I don't 

let them come with me," Rick said in a deep voice. 

To move secretly, Rick only took several bodyguards out with him. He 

was afraid that the others would fear when they saw the bloody 

battlefield. 

... 

After half an hour, Finn returned to the villa area. 

He came back totally different, covered with blood, like a wreck. 

"Finn. Are you OK?" 

Chastity Chu walked over with a worried face, followed by Queena 

Yuwen, but the latter did not say anything. 
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"I'm fine. Sorry about your concern," Finn shook his head and 

apologized. 

"Huh, sorry? Does it work?" 

Chase Hu gave Finn a cold look, "I told you, stay in the villa to practice." 

Finn frowned, speechless. Right, Chase did say this before, but at that 

time, he never thought that Hinds Wang would harm him. 

Thank God he sent a message to Jonny before the meeting. Otherwise, 

he would die. 

"Chase. Can you stop being mean now? Why don't you care about who 

the killer is?" Chastity coldly scolded. 

"What? Huh. He deserves to die," Chase snorted. 

"Stop that!" Chastity was too mad at Chase's meanness. 

"OK, enough. It's all my fault. I should've been more alert," at this 

moment, Finn interrupted Chastity with a faint smile. 

Finn knew Chase always had a problem with him; he just never cared 

about the creep. 

"By the way, did all the assassins get caught?" Travis Zhang suddenly 

demanded, who had been silent for a while. He was a little pale after 

Sasuke Saito hurt him before. 

"Yes." 

"Then, who's their boss?" 
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"I don't know. The six all died before I saw them." 

"They are supposed to be Martial Artists, right?" Travis asked that based 

on Finn's situation. 

"Yes. You're right." 

"What's the level? Are they all from the QS Chamber of Commerce?" 

Travis wanted more details. 

"It's around the middle Obvious. But I have no idea who sent them here," 

Finn glanced at Travis and replied casually. 

He could not tell the truth in front of so many people. There might be 

agents from the QS Chamber of Commerce. 

"What? You get hurt so much by those trash artists? God," Chase glanced 

at Finn disdainfully. 

In the field of martial arts, generally, an early-period Obscure could at 

least win five late-period Obvious. Finn had already reached the early 

stage of the Obscure Period; how come he got defeated? What a loser! 

Finn didn't respond to Chase's disdain. 

Even if Finn said he defeated six middle-period Obscure artists alone, 

Chase would not believe it but think he was bragging. 

"It shouldn't be from the QS Chamber of Commerce. They have no 

reason to risk to kill you at this special time," Travis said thoughtfully. 
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In his opinion, Finn was not worth such a big plan. After all, he's not like 

Cary Wang, who could affect the result of a gambling battle. Finn was 

just an ordinary martial artist at the middle stage of the Obscure Period. 

"Yeah. I take your point." 

Finn smiled faintly. He was somewhat looking forward to tomorrow's 

fight. That would be pretty interesting when these got to know his real 

power. 

Royal Dragon Husband - Chapter 536 Who 

Died? 

After Travis Zhang and others left, Finn Chen returned to the bedroom to 

practice. Rick Chu intended to ask doctors to treat his wound, but Finn 

declined. 

As a warrior in the Transformed Period, he owed internal power strong 

enough to heal himself, let alone the impressive pill from Tomei Guan. 

Doctors couldn't help him too much. 

… 

Yuichi Miyamoto and many senior members of the QS Chamber of 

Commerce were at a meeting room, too gloomy to see through others. 

But all of them could feel the depressing atmosphere. 

At this time, the door was pushed open. 

Yuichi Miyamoto walked in with a poker face. 
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In front of Hanzo Miyamoto, Yuichi Miyamoto bowed respectfully, 

"Father." 

"How's it going?" Miyamoto Hanzo asked. But the anxiety behind his 

words was apparent. 

"Died," Yuichi Miyamoto glanced carefully at Miyamoto Hanzo. 

"Who?" 

"Our men," Yuichi Miyamoto spoke very low. 

"What?" Miyamoto Hanzo flew into a fury. 

"Why? How come six middle-period Obscure artists fail to defeat just a 

poisoned late-period Obscure man?" 

"Father, I don't exactly know the details. Tomei arrived then, so I have no 

time to look into it. " 

"I suspect that the six got killed before Tomei's arrival," Yuichi Miyamoto 

continued. 

Miyamoto Hanzo fell silent. Tomei Guan, the Martial Arts' League of City 

Z's deputy leader, was the top Martial Arts Master of Country C, ranking 

the 18th in the Divine List. 

Although Miyamoto Hanzo reached the Middle-Class Ninja, a Tomei 

counterpart, he was no match for Tomei. 

He ranked only 56th in the list. That's the difference. 
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"How about Finn?" After taking a deep breath, Miyamoto Hanzo asked in 

a deep voice. 

"I hear that he was injured seriously." 

Miyamoto Hanzo became happy about this news. After all, they made 

enormous efforts to hurt Finn. 

"Any clue left?" Miyamoto Hanzo demanded again. 

"No, I have already cleaned it up. Even if Hinds Wang accuses us, we can 

call it as slander," Yuichi Miyamoto said. 

"President, Finn is from Chen's Family, and we still know little about their 

real relationship. I'm afraid Chen's Family would trouble us for this 

incident." 

Someone glanced at Miyamoto Hanzo and asked worriedly. Since Kaede 

Matsushima provided the information about Finn, Miyamoto Hanzo had 

planned to kill Finn. 

At that time, Miyamoto Hanzo viewed Finn as the biggest helper of the 

City Z Chamber of Commerce. He must kill Finn to win the gambling 

battle. 

That's quite risky. But they had no other choice. 

Now they failed; it's time to consider the consequences. 

"They will not trouble you. If so, we Hidden People's Association will 

stand out to help," Taye Watanabe, silent for a while, speak lightly. 

His speech relived other people on the spot. 
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Now that Taye Watanabe represented the Hidden People's Association, 

they'd not fear Chen's Family with the association's support. 

"Will Finn join tomorrow's fight?" Miyamoto Hanzo asked. What he cares 

most about was the gambling fight. 

He had made detailed inquiries about the rest three players, who 

wouldn't be a threat. But as for Finn, he was not sure about his power. 

"Probably not," Yuichi Miyamoto hesitated. 

"I need you to be sure," Miyamoto Hanzo announced, a bit upset. 

"Father," Yuichi Miyamoto gave a wry smile. He couldn't confirm the 

answer. Finn did hurt severely, but no one knew whether he would join 

the fight. 

"Well, never mind. Let the four men take the Yin Yang Pill tomorrow," 

Miyamoto Hanzo waved his hand and interrupted his son. 

He had to go all lengths. If they failed the fight, he would be questioned 

by the elders after returning to Country J. 

"Yes, father." 

Yuichi Miyamoto bowed respectfully and asked the four people to 

swallow the Yin Yang Pill. 

Fairly, it's a huge cost for them to get Finn—four dead bodies and eight 

Yin Yang pills worth 30 billion yuan. They must win. 

… 
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(The next day) 

Perhaps because that was the last day of the battle, today's audience was 

much more than the previous two days. 

Everyone expected the outcome much. 

They would know the winner of the stake of 200 billion yuan this day. 

And everyone understood that the 200 was nothing compared with the 

treasure—the two that was supposed to be a whole. That's the most 

precious. 

A few minutes later, members from the two chambers of commerce 

appeared. 

Many people turned their attention to Finn, who was among the 

members of the City Z Chamber of Commerce. 

Finn sat there, expressionless and calm. It seemed that they all heard the 

assassination last night. Small wonder that they would be curious about 

him. 

Many of the QS Chamber of Commerce also stared at Finn. When seeing 

Finn's pale face, they sighed in relief. His look suggested Finn didn't 

recover from the hurt. 

Then there's a possibility to defeat him. 

"Everyone, prepare yourselves. The gambling fight will begin in five 

minutes." 

The middle-aged referee announced loudly. 
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Then Queena Yuwen walked out from the side of the City Z Chamber of 

Commerce. 

She was the first player. 

Royal Dragon Husband - Chapter 537 

Yinyang pill's effect 

Looking at the eager look of Queena Yuwen and the war spirit in her 

beautiful eyes, Finn worries. He knew Queena Yuwen is not that strong. 

Today is her first match, and if she fought until the end, there's a 

possibility that she might get killed. 

After thinking about this, Finn couldn't help but say: "If your opponent is 

way stronger than you, just immediately surrender..." 

"What do you mean?! are you underestimating me? " Queena Yuwen 

interrupted before Finn even finished his words. 

Looking at the indignant Queena Yuwen, Finn wryly smiles and shakes 

his head: "I don't mean that way, I'm just afraid that you'll get hurt..." 

Afraid that I'll get hurt? 

Queena Yuwen blushed. What does this guy mean? Does Finn have a 

crush on her? 

Seeing the red face of Queena Yuwen, Finn is speechless. There is no 

doubt that Queena Yuwen has another thought. 

"Take care of yourself. Don't worry about me." 
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After a little rant, Queena Yuwen came to the stage with heads up. 

The 7th player of the QS Chamber of Commerce is a short young man. 

After seeing Queena Yuwen, the short young man subconsciously licked 

his lips with a touch of obscenity in his eyes. 

"What are you looking at?" 

"Believe it or not, I will dig your eyes out!" 

Seeing the short young man's obscene look, Queena Yuwen immediately 

became angry. 

After a shout, Queena Yuwen started to attack. 

Her long skirt started to dance, and the sword in her hand also drew a 

beautiful trace and chopped the short young man. 

The short young man's expression was dreadful at first, and then he gave 

a grin, his feet slammed on the ground, and his whole body dashed 

towards Queena Yuwen like an arrow from a string. 

Within a second, the short young man was already in front of Queena 

Yuwen. 

After appearing in front of Queena Yuwen, the short young man gave 

two big fists on Queena Yuwen's chest. 

Queena Yuwen's face changed as if she felt the fighting style of a short 

young man. She retreated in a hurry, gripping her silver teeth and 

cursing: "shameless!" 
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Shameless? 

With a sneer, the young man continued attacking. 

The fierce wind was surging on the stage, and the iron fist of the young 

man seemed like a continuous storm, forcing Queena Yuwen back and 

forth. 

A fine layer of fragrant sweat came out of Queena Yuwen's forehead in 

less than a minute. 

"What a scum, is that all you have?" 

At this time, her opponent sneered and challenged her. 

That immediately ignited all the internal power in Queena Yuwen's chest. 

"I'll kill you!" 

Queena Yuwen gritted her silver teeth, screamed, and stabbed the young 

guy with her sword. 

This one move exposed all of her flaws. 

The little young man smirked. If he were a no brainer, he would have 

been distracted. 

Taking advantage of Queena Yuwen's flaws, the young guy gives her a 

massive hit. 

"Bang" 
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Queena Yuwen flies backward without any suspense and fell on the 

outside of the arena. 

"Sister Yuwen!" 

Several martial artists from the city Z chamber of Commerce were busy 

gathering around. 

Cary sat on his chair, frowned, and did not speak. He expected the defeat 

of Queena Yuwen. 

Finn was going next. 

If Finn was also defeated, the city Z chamber of Commerce could 

announce the match's end. 

Because they only have number 9 and 10 left, and they were even not as 

good as Queena Yuwen. 

Soon, the middle-aged judge announced the result on the stage. 

Queena Yuwen was defeated. 

There is no doubt that the short young man will continue to stay in the 

arena to fight against Finn, the No. 8 player of the city Z chamber of 

Commerce. 

Many Martial Artists of the City Z Chamber of Commerce were a little 

depressed. The defeat of Queena Yuwen meant that there was no hope 

for them to win. 

Their remaining three warriors are weaker than their opponents, 

including a martial artist like Finn. 
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What can we do against the QS Chamber of Commerce? 

"Brother Chen, Do one's level best and leave the rest to God's will." Travis 

sighed. He was not optimistic about Finn. However, they had speculated 

that it wouldn't be easy for Finn. The fact that he got severe injuries 

yesterday made it even impossible to win. 

Now their only hope was Finn. Even if he lost, it's better not to lose hard, 

so City Z would still have dignity. 

"Brother Zhang, what do you mean by doing one's level best and leave 

the rest to God's will? Finn is very mighty. What if he suddenly gets mad 

and smashed all of his opponents into pieces?" 

At this time, Everyone can hear that Chase talked with a mocking tone. 

Finn chuckled and ignored Chase. 

At this time, Rick came over. 

"Finn, I just got information that the pill that the young man consumed 

yesterday is called Yin Yang pill. It is a kind of pill refined by the Yin and 

Yang sect of Japan to stimulate their martial artists' potential. After 

swallowing it, the martial artists can multiple their strength by two or 

three times in a short period." Rick's face was a little surprised because 

he just found out this fact too. 

After learning about the Yin Yang pill's effect, he straight went to Finn to 

tell him this information. 

"Two or three times?!" 
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Travis couldn't help but took a breath. He never thought that Japan had 

refined such a horrible pill. The effect of this pill is just out of this world. 

Suppose a martial artist in the middle of the obscure period swallows the 

Yin and Yang pill, then in a short time. In that case, the martial artist in 

the middle of dark strength can cross the realm and fight with the later 

stage of the obscure period! 

No wonder Cary was injured so much yesterday. The original strength of 

Rattan Sakai was close to the later stage of the obscure period. And after 

swallowing Yin and Yang pills, his power was definitely at the level of the 

peak of the unknown period. 

A martial artist with this kind of power is nearly unbeatable in this kind of 

match. 

If it wasn't a monster like Cary, Rattan Sakai couldn't have died miserably. 

"Yes, two or three times." Rick nodded solemnly. 

"What's more? If every QS chamber of Commerce's martial artists 

consume Yin and Yang pills, we'd better surrender." Lin Xuan, the No.9 

player who stood behind Chen Feng, is angry at the moment. 

Even the most talented person like Cary almost got killed by Rattan 

Sakai, who had taken the Yinyang pill. In the middle of their ordinary 

dark strength, they would not even have a chance to win against the QS 

chamber of Commerce martial arts. 

Rick frowned at Xavier and said, "don't talk about pessimistic things. The 

yin and Yang pills are extremely rare. The Japanese warrior can't have 

one each." 
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"Besides, the Yin Yang pill is not invincible. It only has five minutes' 

effect. After five minutes, if they continue fighting, they will explode like 

Rattan Sakai." 

Royal Dragon Husband - Chapter 548 A 

punch! 

"Directly getting himself killed?" 

Everyone's faces changed, apparently thinking of the tragic situation of 

Rattan Sakai. 

"These people from Country J must be crazy, they're risking their own life 

for this match?" 

"Do you think they want this?" 

"Well, let's not talk about it." Rick interrupted the discussion. 

He turned his eyes to Finn: "Finn, I have already told you Yinyang pill's 

disadvantages. You have to do some preparation when you fight with 

them." 

"Don't worry. I won't give those people a chance to take the Yinyang 

pill." Finn smiled faintly. Although he was injured last night and could 

only use 80% of his strength, it was still more than enough to deal with 

these martial artists from Country J. 

"Let's welcome the players." 
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As soon as Finn finished speaking, the referee's thick voice was heard. At 

the QS chamber of Commerce's side, the short young man had already 

stepped onto the arena. 

The eighth game was on. 

After Finn stepped to the arena, Chase disdainfully raised the corner of 

his mouth and said to Travis that stood beside him: "I think Rick is 

overestimating Finn's power. Those people from Country J even don't 

have to take the pill to defeat Finn." 

Generally speaking, the reason why the warriors from Country J took the 

YinYang pills was that they had no other chance to defeat their 

opponents. 

After all, the pill meant death. 

Was Finn skilled enough to push those warriors to the cliffside? 

Not at all. 

Travis frowned and didn't say anything. He always thought that what Rick 

just said had a special meaning behind, and Finn might not be as weak 

as he looked. 

On the other side, after Finn stepped on the arena, Sharon saw Fimm 

from the QS Chamber of Commerce's audience side. 

After seeing Finn, Sharon's face rapidly showed a look of shock. 

She didn't expect that Finn was a martial artist! 

Sharon was scared after she knew she used to frame a Martial Artist. 
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"Do you know him?" 

Seeing Sharon staring at Finn, Yuichi Miyamoto frowned. 

"No, I don't know him. " Sharon rapidly shook her head, Sharon couldn't 

tell him the truth. If Yuichi knew that she used to lure Finn, then he might 

kick Sharon away. 

Didn't you know him? 

Yuichi's face was full of doubt. Why was she so nervous? 

On the stage, Finn was calm while the short young man had a dignified 

look. 

Before the match even started, Yuichi had rated all ten players from the 

City Z chamber of Commerce. 

Among them, a warrior like Chase was rated C, which is the lowest level. 

Travis was A-rated. 

And Cary was the only S-Rated warrior in the group! 

As for Finn 

Yuichi had no clue about him. 

But he didn't think that Finn was weaker than Cary at all but judging by 

his yesterday performance, Yuichi knew for sure that Finn was at least S-

ranked! 

And Finn is definitely stronger than Cary! 
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"Fight!" 

The middle-aged referee indicated the match had started. 

As soon as he said that, the short young man took the lead. 

The two short daggers in his hand burst out, aiming at Finn's throat. It 

was cold and shining. This was a killing move! 

"Damn." 

Under the stage, Travis was stunned. He could felt the power of the 

dagger when he was standing ten meters away from the arena. 

"This guy doesn't move a bit. Is he stunned?" Chase was annoyed. The 

short daggers were about to hit Finn. However, Finn was standing still 

and didn't dodge. 

Cary also frowned. It was time to dodge. 

Finn didn't dodge, was the confidence told him not to dodge? Or he 

didn't know how to dodge? 

As Cary was thinking, Finn moved. 

Finn used a punch in the direction of the two daggers. 

A massive blow! 

Invincible and strong energy gushes out of Finn's fist, and the pressure 

rushed toward his opponent. 
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In an instant, the short man couldn't breathe and was stunned. He could 

only watch Finn's fist. 

"Bang" 

Finn hit the short young man in the chest. 

The short young man's breastbones were shattered, and he was thrown 

away. 

After flying seven or eight meters, the short young man fell off the arena. 

After heavily hit the ground, the short young man vomited a large 

amount of black blood. His eyes widened, and his chest was sunken. 

Obviously, he was in a difficult position. 

There was a dead silence. 

It felt time passed really slow, but in fact, it was less than three seconds 

for all that to happen. 

Three seconds, one punch, the short man was defeated! 

What kind of terrifying power was this?! 

"Zhang...Zhang! Am I dazzled? " At the moment, Chase's tongue began 

to roll up, and he stuttered. 

He couldn't believe what he had just seen. 

A martial artist only used a punch to win against an expert who had the 

same level as Travis? 
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Travis didn't speak. At the moment, his throat was dry, and he couldn't 

speak even if he wanted to. 

He had thought that Finn would win, but he didn't expect that Finn 

would win so easily! 

One punch, just one punch! 

The short man was defeated! 

Wasn't this meant that if Finn wanted to win against Travis, he just 

needed a punch, too? 

"This guy, he didn't consume The Yinyang pill, right?" Queena Yuwen 

also opened her mouth wide. She knew how strong the short man was. 

She had been defeated by him before, and now Finn won against him 

just like that. 

This is incredible! 

It wasn't only surprised the chamber of Commerce of city Z, but also the 

QS chamber of Commerce. 

Sharon covered her mouth tightly, her beautiful eyes were full of 

disbelief. For the past two days, she has been serving Yuichi Miyamoto in 

the QS Chamber of Commerce's villa area. Therefore, she knew 

something about fighting. 

It was because she knew about fighting that now she understood what 

she just saw. 

The short young man, who was an A-level master of the QS Chamber of 

Commerce, was defeated by Finn with only one blow! 
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Sharon couldn't feel her legs. At the moment, she was already thinking 

about whether to run away. After all, she had offended the horrible Finn. 

"President, what's going on here?! Didn't he say he was injured? " 

Many martial artists of the QS chamber of commerce were in a panic. 

They could accept failure, but they couldn't accept such shameful failure! 

With one punch, Finn solved an A-level master with only one punch! 

Royal Dragon Husband - Chapter 539 The 

Sword 

Who could withstand this kind of monster like Finn? 

"How can I know?" Yuichi Miyamoto was very upset because the match 

ended so quickly. Yuichi thought that even if the short guy was bound to 

be defeated by Finn, at least, he could take the pill and let Finn used a 

great amount of his strength. But he was defeated so quickly. 

"What to do next?" 

QS Chamber martial artists asked/ Finn's strength surpassed the level. It 

is not exaggeration to said that He was Ranked SSS. 

"What else can we do? Taking Yinyang pills before we fight is our only 

choice! " 

Yuichi had a fierce look in his eyes. Initially, they didn't plan to consumed 

Yinyang pills, but Finn's one-punch victory changed their minds. 
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If they don't consume the pill now, they won't have a chance to use it 

later! 

Hearing Yuichi's words, the remaining three martial artists of the QS 

chamber of Commerce turned pale. They all consumed Yinyang pills 

before the match started, which meant they were committing for their 

death. 

"Yuichi, it seems that the strength of your warriors is not very good." 

On the VIP seat, Tomei's face showed a smile for the first time. Finn killed 

that short young man with one blow. Not only has it wiped out all the 

previous downturns of the City Z Chamber of Commerce, but it also 

surprised the Country C's Martial Artists. 

"Tomei, don't be sarcastic. The fight is not over yet." At the moment, 

Yuichi's face was extremely furious. He did not expect such a result for 

today's fight. 

There was more. Finn's punch didn't look like it came out from an 

ordinary Obscure period warrior. 

"It's not over yet?" Tomei smiled, "let's wait and see." 

After he won with one punch, Finn did not step down. Instead, he stayed 

on the stage and meditated. 

This scene was seen by the public. 

Anyone could know that Finn was seizing the time to adjust his breath. 

"What's the matter? Did he use too much internal power just now? " 
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"Probably! I think the internal power in his body was drained by his fist 

just now. " 

"So, does this mean he is drained inside?" 

"I'm afraid that even if he was drained, he is still too strong for us. After 

all, he was injured last night. There's a possibility that the powerful punch 

he just used affected his body." 

Several players from the QS Chamber of Commerce held a discussion in 

disbelief. 

"Zhang, did Finn use any secret skill to stimulate his potential?" Chase 

asked while his eyes were locked at Finn. 

Country J owned the Yinyang pill that could stimulate its users' strength, 

but Country C also had secret arts that could boost potential. 

In his perception, Finn's fist was probably used the secret arts. Otherwise, 

he would not have defeated the short young man, which might be why 

he didn't walk down the ring and meditated there. 

"How do I know?" Travis shook his head a little impatiently. At the 

moment, his mood was very complicated. 

He hoped that Finn could win because this fight was related to the 

dignity of Country C. If Finn won this match, the martial arts world of 

Country C would gain so much respect. 

But on the other hand, he didn't want Finn to win, because if Finn did, 

others would think Zhang was useless. 
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As the Mount Dragon and tiger's First apprentice, he played a less critical 

role in this match than a self-taught martial artist. He was afraid the face 

of Mount Dragon and Tiger will be lost if the matter was spread out. 

Three minutes had passed, and the next match began. 

The QS chamber of commerce's martial artist was a young man with a 

sword on his back. 

Katana Saint! 

At a glance, Finn could see the origin of the young man. 

He was definitely Katana Saint's disciples, and he was the one with the 

highest-ranking in Katana Saint. 

Because the killing intent of the knife on the young man has almost 

turned into substance. 

This time, Finn's opponent was not weaker than even Cary! Under the 

stage, Cary had made a private evaluation. Because he was also a genius, 

he was intensely aware of his opponent's power. Even with a glance, he 

could know exactly the level of a warrior. 

This kind of opponent would force Finn to use all of his power. The 

young man with a sword made an unexpected move. 

He took out two Yinyang pills from his pocket and took them directly! 

At this moment, the audience was shocked! 
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Nobody expected that the man with a sword would directly swallow the 

pills even when the fight hadn't started yet. Wasn't this a bet on his own 

lives?! 

Two Yinyang pills had been swallowed, and a vigorous internal power 

burst out from the young man with a sword. 

In less than a second, the internal power swept the audience. 

Under the stage, the faces of many martial artists changed as well. After 

he took the Yinyang pill, this young man's strength was at least equal to 

the peak of the Obscure Period! 

"Die!" 

The young man with a sword roared. His eyes were red blood and stared 

at Finn. 

Finn squinted and stroke a punch. 

This blow didn't carry much power, but it gave his opponent a severe 

danger. 

The young man suddenly got a knife cut on his forehead, and his face 

turned blue. 

There was a piercing sound of air explosion. 

A shadow of a seven-meter sword appeared on the sky, and it was falling 

onto Finn. 

"Hiss" 
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Many people in the audience couldn't help but took a deep breath. The 

young man was indeed disciples of Katana Saint. The sword guy had 

wholly surpassed the level of The Obscure Period. 

Even the senior martial artist might not be able to make such an attack. 

What should Finn use to resist such a deadly sword? 

Soon, Finn figured out the answer. 

It was his hand! 

A Hand to block the sword! 

Finn stick his two palms, and two huge palm prints appeared in the sky, 

and the hands were holding the seven-meter sword. 

Gorgeous! 

Magnificent! 

This incredible scene startled the eyes of countless people. 

Even they began to doubt the two's ages because how could two young 

men just use a massive internal power in such an incredible way. 

Bang! 

Bang! 

Bang! 
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An infinite internal power crisscrossed in the void, and the harsh sound 

of the sonic boom was continually coming out. 

The opponent's face turned red, but Finn looked fine. 

"Ah!" 

As if he had reached the limit of endurance, the young man roared again. 

Regardless of the cost, he urged the internal power in his body, and even 

his seven orifices began to bleed. 

Boom! 

The sword rose in response to the sound, from seven meters to ten 

meters! 

After becoming ten meters, the young man's arms suddenly pressed, and 

the ten-meter long sword finally cut down Finn. 

"Bang" 

There was a deafening noise from the challenge arena. 

After the sword rainbow was cut off, it exploded instantly, arousing 

countless dust. 

. 

The whole arena was filled with dust, so people couldn't see what's 

happening. 

Soon, 30 seconds had passed, but the arena's dust still showed no sign 

of dissipation. 
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Royal Dragon Husband - Chapter 540 Throw 

In The Towel Early! 

"How's it going? Did Finn Chen lose or win? " 

Someone swallowed saliva and asked, the battle's development was 

entirely beyond everyone's imagination. 

The movement of the sword of Katana Saint's disciples would chop an 

ordinary Martial Artist to death, even he was a Martial Artist in the later 

stage of the Obscure Period. 

When Finn fought with Katana Saint's disciple, a group of onlookers was 

nervous. 

Half a minute later, the dust on the stage finally dissipated a lot, and the 

scene on the stage was finally revealed. 

After seeing the scene on the stage, everyone immediately gulped. 

There was a conspicuous crack on the stage! 

This crack was more than three meters long and half a man high! 

The disciples of Katana Saint used one move to cause that! 

What about Finn? 

The ring made of concrete was cut like this, so Finn should ... 

Finn was fine! 
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He was still standing in the center of the ring with his hand behind his 

back, maintaining his previous posture. 

The only difference was that his clothes were torn and his face was paler. 

Instead, the young man who had cut Finn was half kneeling in front of 

him, bleeding and looking miserable. 

"Bang!" 

The young man glanced at Finn unwilling, fell to the ground in a daze, 

and stopped breathing. 

"Finn won ..." 

Under the stage, Chase Hu's voice trembled, and his complexion was 

somewhat frightened. Finn beat the short young man with one punch in 

the last gambling fight, which shocked him, but he accepted it 

grudgingly. 

But this time, Finn caught such a stunning knife as if nothing had 

happened. 

What kind of terrible Finn's strength reached?! 

Was he still a human? 

"He won." Travis Zhang sighed, and then slowly closed his eyes. He could 

barely accept this result, but he had to take it. 

Finn's present strength was much better than other contestants of the 

two chambers of commerce. 
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"Is this your real strength?" 

Gary Wang, who was in a wheelchair, managed a smile. Last night, when 

Rick Chu said that Finn was equal to him, he still felt despised. 

But at this moment, he understood that Rick was purely to take care of 

his dignity. 

Finn's real strength was much more than his. 

To some extent, he and Finn were not on the same level at all. 

Cary could also resist the knife cut by the disciples of Katana Saint, but 

the price was losing half of his life. 

And the price for Finn to resist it was only a few holes left in his clothes. 

That was the difference between him and Finn! 

The bodies of Katana Saint's disciples were lifted down. 

Many fighters of the QS Chamber of Commerce looked mournful, and 

Yuichi Miyamoto's body trembled because of anger. 

There were two of his men died! 

And the one who just died was a disciple favored by Katana Saint. 

What should he say to Katana Saint? 

"Shameless!" 
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"Tomei, how can you let a warrior in the Transformed Period take part in 

the gambling bucket?!" 

At the VIP seats, Hanzo Miyamoto was trembling with anger, too. At this 

moment, if he couldn't see the true strength of Finn, he was a real idiot. 

The Transformed Period! 

Besides, Hanzo could see that Finn's strength had reached the 

Transformed Period for some time! 

Otherwise, Finn couldn't resist the move of Katana Saint's disciple. 

"Mr. Miyamoto, in the gambling rules, it seems that there are no rules of 

forbidding warrior in the Transformed Period from participating in 

gambling," Tomei said, at the moment, he was delighted. 

He was glad that Finn killed Katana Saint's disciples and was happy to 

see Finn's strength. 

It's so unexpected. 

Even he didn't expect that Finn's strength reached the Transformed 

Period. 

And Finn was only 25 years old! 

It was unprecedented! 

At least in the martial arts world in Country C, no one could break 

through it before twenty-five. 
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Before Finn, the youngest whose strength went into the Transformed 

Period in the martial arts world in Country C was Potter Zhou, the 

patriarch of KL Sect. 

He was thirty-three years old at that time. 

He was the holder of the record of the fastest breakthrough in Country 

C. 

Today, however, Finn created a new record. 

After today, the name of Finn would resound through the martial arts 

world in Country C! 

Hanzo was speechless. Indeed, there was no rule that didn't allow a 

warrior in the Transformed Period to participate in the gambling bucket. 

However, to prevent a warrior in the Transformed Period from doing 

that, they specially formulated the rule that a warrior over the age of 30 

should not participate in the gambling bucket. 

But who would have thought that Finn was such a freak? He broke the 

common sense of cultivation! 

Even if one started practicing in the womb, he couldn't break through 

the Transformed Period before thirty. 

"Are you going to continue the competition?" Tomei smiled and glanced 

at Hanzo. If Hanzo would continue to compete, it would just allow Finn 

to die and kill two geniuses of Country J. 
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"No more. Give up." Hanzo said through gritted teeth. There was no 

comparability between a warrior in the Obscure Period and a warrior in 

the Transformed Period. 

Even ten Martial Artists together of the QS Chamber of Commerce might 

not win Finn. 

"Give up?" Tomei asked: "Are you sure?" 

"If you indeed want to throw in the sponge, those two treasures will be 

returned to the City Z's Chamber of Commerce." 

"I'm sure!" Hanzo's teeth rattled, and there was anger pouring out in his 

eyes. 

Oh, crap! 

This time he lost! 

Although he was unwilling to admit it, it was confirmed that the QS 

Chamber of Commerce indeed lost the competition this time. 

It lost several talents, the two hundred billion-yuan bet, and the two 

treasures. 

It's all because of Finn! 

"Then let little Xu announce the result," Tomei said with regret. Initially, 

he hoped Finn kill two more talents of Country J, but he didn't expect 

Hanzo to give up. 

Xu was the middle-aged referee. 
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Hearing Hanzo directly throw in the towel, Xu was quite surprised. 

City Z's Chamber of Commerce and QS Chamber of Commerce had held 

gambling fights for seven times, and it was the first time that they gave 

up directly before the gambling fights were over. 

"This is the end of the gambling, and the final victory is--City Z's 

Chamber of Commerce!" 

Xu announced the result loudly. 

The audience immediately fell into an uproar. 

"What do you mean? Aren't there two more games? How did it end 

directly? " 

"It seems that the QS Chamber of Commerce has conceded in advance." 

"Give up in advance?!" 

Once again, the whole audience was in an uproar. In the past 35 years, 

the two Chamber of Commerces had held seven gambling fights. In the 

past, no matter what happened, the two sides always fought the last 

game. 

But this time, it was different. 

Royal Dragon Husband - Chapter 541 Senior 

Chen 

These people didn't dare to think of the reason. 
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Perhaps there is only one reason why the QS Chamber of Commerce has 

so decisively admitted defeat. 

That's because they can't see the slightest victory against Finn! 

There was no doubt that they will lose! 

And they might lose two geniuses! 

On the stage, Finn was also slightly surprised. 

Does the QS chamber of Commerce admit defeat in advance? 

That was beyond Finn's expectation. 

But on second thought, it's normal to admit defeat. 

He's afraid Yuichi Miyamoto has discovered his Transformed Period. 

There is no comparability between the Obscure period and the 

Transformed period. 

If they insisted on fighting, it would only cost them the lives of two 

Japanese talents. 

The fight ended in such a dramatic way that no one in the hall had 

expected. 

However, what makes people even more surprised is that the chamber of 

Commerce of City Z has such a dark horse as Finn. 

Finn himself has reversed the odds. 
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Before Finn came out, no one thought the city Z chamber of Commerce 

would've won. 

However, after Finn appeared twice, he forced the QS chamber of 

Commerce to admitted defeat. They don't even have the guts to 

continue the match. 

Monster! 

The real monster! 

"What kind of disciple is this Finn? Why haven't I heard of his name 

before? " 

There was a discussion before Finn stepped down. 

"I don't know. Some said Finn is a self-taught martial artist." 

"Self-taught martial artist?"? Do you believe that? How can an average 

martial artist be so mighty? Even he surpassed The Sword Sect's disciple. 

" 

"If he is a self-taught martial artist, it can be said that The Sword Sect and 

The Mount Dragon and tiger have raised a group of trashes these past 

few years." 

"……" 

The crowd was speechless for a while. Everyone can see the power that 

Finn just showed surpassed Travis and Cary. 

They don't believe that Finn was a self-taught martial artist. 
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After taking a breath, Finn stepped down. 

He returned to the camp of the city Z chamber of Commerce. 

"You are very strong." 

Cary got up from his wheelchair and spoke solemnly. 

"Thank you." Finn gave a faint smile. You can see that this time, Cary said 

this from the bottom of his heart. He was a pure martial artist. 

"If we have a chance, let's learn from each other." Although Finn's current 

strength was far beyond him, Cary will not belittle himself. Give him a 

little time, and he will catch up with Finn. 

"Yes." 

Finn nodded. After today's match, he would indeed become famous in 

the field of martial arts in country C. At that time, countless talents like 

Cary would challenge him. 

Some of them wanted to prove their skill, and some of them tried to 

surpass Finn. 

But either way, he will accept it. 

He also needed to fight to improve himself. 

At this time, Chase and Travis came over. 

"Congratulations, senior Chen." Chase's face turned to Finn. He used to 

call Finn by his first name, but now he has become senior Chen. 
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"Congratulations, senior Chen." Travis also congratulated him, but his 

smile was full of bitterness: "Brother Chen, we have been deceived." 

"If I have to, I hope senior Zhang will forgive me." Finn laughed. He did 

tell Travis that his realm is The Obscure Period. 

When he heard that Finn called himself senior Zhang, Travis immediately 

gave a bitter smile. 

"Senior Chen, don't call me senior. In the field of martial arts, strength is 

the most important thing. There is no reason why the strong should call 

the weak elder a senior. From today, all of us in this generation will take 

you as the leader and respect you as senior Chen." 

Today, Finn has become the best of his generation. 

Even Cary, who was a member of Mount Dragon and Tiger, was inferior 

to Finn. 

Finn's strength is worthy of the title of a senior. 

Finn smiled and is about to open his mouth when Yuichi came with his 

party. 

Seeing Yuichi Miyamoto, martial artist on the side of the chamber of 

Commerce in city Z, suddenly showed an alert look on their face. This old 

guy didn't come for trouble, right? 

"Your name is Finn?" After standing in front of Finn, Yuichi opened his 

mouth with a gloomy face. 

"Is there any problem?" Finn raised his eyebrows while looking at Yuichi. 
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"Do you know who you just killed?" Yuichi asked coldly. 

"I've killed them, why should I know who they are?" Finn smiles faintly. Of 

course, he knew who those two men were. The first one was the one with 

the hidden people's Association, and the other was a disciple of Katana 

saint. 

The status of them in Japan was quite prestigious. They are likely to be 

on the same level as Travis and Cary. 

But what about that? 

As he said, he has killed them, why bother knew who they are? 

Yuichi said: "one of them is a disciple of the hidden people's Association, 

and the other one is the disciple of Katana Saint..." 

"So what?" Finn interrupted. 

"Aren't you afraid of revenge from the three leaders and the Lord Katana 

saint?" 

Yuichi Miyamoto was about to be blown up. He didn't expect that Finn 

was so brave. When an average person heard that he had killed two 

master's disciples, he should be frightened. But Finn didn't scare at all. 

"Revenge?" "Let them come," said Finn 

If he were afraid of revenge from the three leaders of the hidden 

people's Association and Katana saint, he would not kill them two in the 

first place. 
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Besides, he had a problem with the hidden people's Association. As for 

Katana saint's disciples, he had killed one of them before this match, and 

it was no different from killing another one. 

"Good! Very good! " 

Yuichi Miyamoto was furious. He can see that Finn was not afraid of 

death. 

Even if he sent out two Japanese martial arts masters, he could not scare 

Finn at all. 

After the fierce words, Yuichi turned his head and left. His original 

Planned to kill Finn with the help of Katana saint and the hidden people's 

Association. However, he did not expect that Finn would easily defeat 

him. 

"That old man's words are mostly to scare you. The three leaders of the 

hidden people's Association and Katana saint will not trouble you over a 

disciple." 

Cary spoke with a low voice after Yuichi left. 

"I know." Finn smiles. Katana saint's strength is needless to say. They are 

one of the top groups in the world. 

And The three leaders of the hidden people's Association, even if they 

were not masters, their powers were not far from each other. 

It is hard for ordinary people to imagine the noble status and status of 

these two figures. 

Finn didn't believe that they would go into country C to kill people. 
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Moreover, the nine great masters of country C were not innocents. Even 

world-class martial arts masters like Katana saint might come to Country 

C. 

Royal Dragon Husband - Chapter 542 20 

Billion! 

"But if they don't come themselves, they might send their disciples, so 

you have to be prepared." Cary Wang reminded Finn Chen again. 

Finn nodded lightly, which had occurred to him as well. 

Although it was unlikely that these two would come to Country C 

themselves, sending someone would still not be a problem. 

However, the person's cultivation couldn't be too low, and he would kill 

as many as such people came. 

Warriors in the mid-stage or later stage transformed period may come, 

but such martial artists were very rare. 

Even in the Hidden People's Association in Country J, there were not 

many martial artists in the later stage of the transformed period. 

But this was all for the future. For the time being, he did not need to 

think so much. 

The wager that had attracted countless attention from both countries 

ended dramatically. 

That evening, Finn and Tomei Guan returned to Country C by helicopter. 
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Hinds Wang was escorted back alone. The Warriors' League and the 

Martial Arts' League formed a joint investigation team to look into Hinds' 

case. 

Eveline Peng, Sonya Wang, and Gaspar Li woke up and were interrogated 

again. The interrogation turned out to be just as Finn had predicted, but 

the three had no idea. 

They did not know that Hinds had put poison in his food, that he was a 

martial artist, or worked in the Warriors' League. 

In the end, the investigation team let the three go. 

Finn, by this time, was back at Country C. 

As soon as he stepped off the helicopter, Finn received a call from Rick 

Chu. 

"Finn, are you at Country C yet?" Rick sounded cheerful, obviously 

because they won the fight. 

"I'm here." Finn smiled. Rick didn't come back with him and Tomei. At 

this point, Rick and Huson Wang were supposed to be heading to 

Country J to get that Supreme Treasure, and the 100 billion yuan bet 

given by the QS Chamber of Commerce. 

"Did anyone attack you on this journey?" Rick's reason for sending Finn 

and Tomei back together was to protect Finn. After all, Finn showed 

transforming power in the ring yesterday. 

This would surely send the entire martial arts world of Country J into a 

panic. 
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Finn could no longer be described as a genius, but rather a monster. 

If Finn developed well, he would surely be Country C's tenth martial arts 

grandmaster! 

A warrior in the Transformed Period wasn't really scary. 

Country C had hundreds of warriors in the Transformed Period. 

But what's scary was the warriors that are expected to become a martial 

arts master! 

The martial arts world of both countries was at loggerheads. And every 

new martial arts master in Country C was a catastrophe for Country J. 

Garrett Xiao broke through to the martial arts master level after the Dark 

Ages battle. After that, he killed the Hidden People's Association. 

After that battle, he commanded the martial arts world of Country J. 

Today, Country C was likely to have a second Garrett. 

Country J couldn't allow this to happen again, so they would most likely 

send their best fighters to kill Finn. 

And the journey back to Country C at ML Island was a good opportunity 

to do just that. 

"No." Finn shook his head, "As long as Tomei is here, they won't dare to 

take a shot at me. Unless they send a martial arts master over." 

"A martial arts master?" Rick laughed. It wasn't like the martial arts 

masters were big white men, and Country J couldn't just send them. 
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"Did you get the stuff?" 

Finn asked a question. The gambling was over. Country J should have to 

give back that greatest treasure that belonged to Country C. 

"I got it, and I was a little surprised that the process went so smoothly." 

Rick had also thought that the QS Chamber of Commerce wouldn't give 

them the stuff so easily. But it was surprising that when he and Huson 

arrived at the mansion, the staff didn't give them a hard time and just 

handed it over. 

They also sent a military plane and a few strong men to escort them to 

the airport. 

"That's good." Finn nodded and didn't think much of it. 

The QS Chamber of Commerce handed over their stuff so easily. Because 

they had signed a betting agreement with City Z Chamber of Commerce, 

in front of the International Wushu Federation (IWUF) before the betting 

fight. 

The IWUF was the supreme body of the martial arts world. 

Every country had a master sitting in the IWUF. 

If the QS Chamber of Commerce dared to cheat, the IWUF would not sit 

idly by. 

"We were able to take this bet thanks to you." 
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"So, after discussing, we decided to take out twenty billion yuan to you 

as a reward. Other than that, feel free to ask for anything else, as long as 

we can do our best." Rick said. 

This victory was entirely Finn's alone. 

So the 100 billion yuan bets won should rightfully have Finn's share. Even 

in his opinion, twenty billion yuan was a bit too little. 

Finn smiled helplessly, "The reward is not necessary. It is because of you 

and Chastity's face that I am doing this. Besides, I'm a Country C person, 

so even without you guys, I would have stepped up." 

Finn said it from his heart. 

Even without Chastity Chu and Rick, he would have stepped up to the 

plate for this bet. 

Because he was the last of Garrett's disciples. 

"You'd better take this twenty billion. If everyone is penny-pinching like 

you, then our Chamber of Commerce won't have the face to come back 

to you if we encounter anything in the future." Rick said with a smile. He 

could tell that Finn didn't want the twenty billion, but it was one thing if 

he didn't want it. But it was another thing for the City Z Chamber of 

Commerce to give it or not. 

"Okay, I'll take it." Finn smiled bitterly. Now that his industry in City C had 

been blocked by Chen's Family, there was indeed not much cash that 

could be used. This twenty billion would indeed solve his immediate 

problem. 

"What exactly is that item?" 
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As if he had remembered something, Finn suddenly asked. 

He knew very well that the 200 billion cash was just a cover for this bet 

between the two chambers of commerce. 

What mattered was the two 'supreme treasures' that should have been 

the same. 

Finn was curious about what kind of 'supreme treasure' could be more 

important than 200 billion. 

Royal Dragon Husband - Chapter 543 The 

Right Solution! 

"Convenient. What's the inconvenience?" Rick answered with a smile: 

"Even if you don't ask me, I'm going to tell you." 

"These two treasures are solutions." 

"Solutions?" Finn was shocked because it sounded like kung fu. 

"Yes, Solutions." 

"The full name is The true solution." Rick continued. 

"The True Solution?!" Finn's pupil shrinks. If he wasn't wrong, then this 

True Solution was worth more than 200 billion. 

It's not too much to say that it's priceless. 
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"Finn, have you ever heard of The True Solution before?" Rick asked it 

might not be the first time Finn has heard about that judging by his 

surprised expression just now. 

"Yes." Finn nodded solemnly. He had heard Garrett talked about the real 

solution before. 

The real solution is the ultimate understanding of martial arts! 

In this world, there is only one kind of person who can write the best real 

solution. It was the martial arts masters! 

There is no doubt that it was a martial arts master that left the right 

solution to Rick. 

Before that, Finn didn't understand what thing could worth more than 

200 billion yuan. 

Now Finn understood, it was the right solution! 

It is the right solution that can make one a martial arts master! 

Suppose the martial arts master with the peak of the transformed period 

got the right solution. In that case, the probability of him becoming a 

martial arts master would be at least 50% higher than the original! 

It is no exaggeration to say that the right solution can make someone 

became a martial master! 

No wonder the QS Chamber of Commerce and The City Z chamber of 

Commerce was so crazy that they wanted to win the bet so severely. It's 

because the right solution was very critical. 
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If someone can get a real solution, then that person can become a 

martial arts master! 

That is enough to affect the pattern of the field of martial arts! 

"Since you have heard of the true solution, you should have understood 

the importance of it." 

"To tell you the truth, the true solution in my hand right now, it was left 

by the great master Lin." Rick's said in a deep voice. 

"Master Lin?" Finn was stunned. There is an unwritten rule in the martial 

arts world, not to say the master's name directly. 

However, according to the surname mentioned by Rick, Finn can tell who 

the grandmaster Lin was. 

Jordi! 

The only martial arts master of city Z! 

Finn hasn't heard Jordi's name in 20 years, and he didn't want to, but 

Rick mentioned his name. 

"Well, there is a rumor that this piece of true solution was left by the 

great master Lin 18 years ago." 

"After leaving the true solution, the great master Lin disappeared 

mysteriously." 

"But it was robbed by his disciples. In the end, they divided the right 

solution into two parts. One was in the hands of the City Z chamber of 
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Commerce. The other was in the hands of the QS chamber of Commerce. 

" 

Rick explained the history of the right solution to Finn. 

Finn was shocked. He didn't expect that there was such a history of the 

right solution. 

"Brother Chu, what are you going to do with the true solution?" Finn 

asked. There was only one piece of the right solution here, but four 

prominent families in the chamber of Commerce of City Z. 

They are the Chu family, the Wang family, the Qin Family, and the Song 

family. 

No matter which one gets the right solution, the other three will not let 

that happen. 

It's because the family that obtained the right solution will most likely 

create a martial arts master for themselves. 

A martial arts master can completely break the live pattern of City Z. 

Eighteen years ago, when Jordi was in City Z, the entire City Z respected 

him. 

At that time, there was only one voice in City Z, which was Jordi's voice. 

Now, suppose any family of the four families gets the right solution. In 

that case, the future City Z must be in that family's hand. 
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"Right now, we haven't thought about it yet. Although we have got the 

true solution, we haven't found the descendants of great master Lin. only 

the descendants of great master Lin can open the way." Rick answered. 

Although the right solution was a part of kung fu, it was not an ordinary 

kung fu. 

For ordinary kung fu, as long as you write it down, everyone can read it. 

However, the right solution was written by the master with his mind and 

internal power. Every martial arts master devoted his whole life only to 

produce a piece of it. 

There are different ways to open each right solution. 

The way to open the right solution that left by Jordi was lies in his 

immediate descendants. 

Only by finding his immediate descendants can we find a way to open 

the right solution. 

Moreover, even if they managed to open the right solution, it can only 

be understood by one person. 

That is the reason why Finn talked about how to deal with the right 

solution. 

The right solution can only bring up one martial arts master. 

However, within the Commerce of City Z chamber, four prominent 

families are not suitable for each other. 

"Grandmaster Lin's descendants?" 
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Finn frowned slightly. For some reason, as Rick said this, Wendy flashed 

through his mind. 

Wendy, isn't she Jordi's daughter? 

Finn can't help but be frightened by the idea that comes out of his mind. 

There was a reason why Finn suspected Wendy. 

When Katana saint's disciples tried to assassinate him, Wendy saved him. 

At that time, Wendy's body erupted a grand master's power. 

It was this power that saved Wendy's life. 

Now that he thinks that Jordi was the one who left that power into 

Wendy's body. After all, there were not many masters in China, only nine, 

and Wendy's surname was Lin. 

Even if she was not a Jordi's descendant, he was afraid she had a close 

relationship with Jordi. 

All sorts of thoughts pass through Finn's mind, but he doesn't talk. 

He must keep this as a secret. 

For now, Wendy was an ordinary person. 

If she were the key to the right solution, she would become a chip that 

the four families must fight for, and she will instantly be involved in a 

monstrous vortex. 

Slacked a bit, and Wendy will be in significant danger. 
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So even if he had a close relationship with Rick, he would not tell him. 

Human nature cannot stand the test. 

Especially when it comes to becoming a martial arts master, everyone will 

go crazy because of it. 

After hanging up on Rick, Finn was in a solemn mood. 

By now, he was almost sure that there is a link between Wendy and Jordi. 

Although Wendy has always been in City C, she has never been to City Z 

before. 

But Jordi was likely to have been to City C. 

It was not difficult for him to give birth to Wendy there with his mother. 

After taking a deep breath, Finn decided to call Wendy to ask about this 

situation. 

But when he was about to call her, there was a phone call coming in. 

It's Zac! 

Finn's pupil shrinks. Why does Zac call at this time? 

Is there something wrong with Wendy... 

Royal Dragon Husband - Chapter 544 

Wendy Lin Is Missing! 
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A feeling of impending doom crossed Finn Chen's mind. He pressed the 

answer key, and then Zac Chen's voice came from the mobile phone: 

"Uncle Chen, I am sorry for you ..." 

"Is there something wrong with Wendy?" Finn asked in a hushed tone. 

Since he discovered that Wendy Lin had the internal power in her body, 

he ordered Zac to protect Wendy secretly. If nothing happened to 

Wendy, Zac wouldn't call him. 

"Yes. Wendy was just taken away." Zac answered. 

After Zac finished speaking, Finn's heart suddenly sank to the bottom, as 

if he had suffered a bolt from the blue. 

"Did you see what he looked like?" Finn took a deep breath and asked. 

"No ... no, the other party seems to be a Martial Arts Master. He flashed 

in front of me, and Wendy disappeared." 

"I see." Finn nodded with a sunk heart--if that man could make Zac 

unable to react, he was sure to be a Martial Arts Master. 

"Uncle Chen, I'm sorry for you. I promised you that..." Zac felt guilty. 

"Don't blame yourself. I don't blame you for this. I was negligent." Finn 

interrupted. He indeed couldn't blame Zac for this. A Martial Arts Master 

personally took Wendy away, and Zac couldn't do anything at all. 

Finn could only blame himself for not being considerate in advance. 

However, he didn't have the ability to predict the thing in the future. 

Before Rick Chu told him about The True Solution, Finn never thought 

that Wendy was related to Jordi Lin. 
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After hanging up the phone, Finn looked unhappy. 

He couldn't be sure who took Wendy. 

Naturally, the Four Families were the most prominent suspects, and 

secondly, the QS Chamber of Commerce. 

If the Four Families captured Wendy, they would use Wendy to open The 

True Solution, but they would not hurt Wendy. 

After all, Wendy was a descendant of Jordi. 

If Jordi didn't die, they were afraid to touch Wendy. 

Anyway, they couldn't afford the result if they provoked the Martial Arts 

Masters. 

What Finn was afraid of now was that the QS Chamber of Commerce 

would take Wendy away. 

The QS Chamber of Commerce didn't afraid of Jordi. It was very likely 

that they would directly kill Wendy and stop the Four Families from 

making a Martial Arts Master. 

After taking a deep breath, Finn dialed Davin Shi's phone. 

"Davin, Wendy is gone." 

Finn told Davin the whole story. Now, among the officials, Davin's the 

only official he could trust. 
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"You mean, it may be one of the Four Families or QS Chamber of 

Commerce that takes away Wendy?" Davin's voice turned solemn. He 

never thought that Wendy, who looked ordinary, would be so important. 

"Yes, I am not sure who it is yet. I want to ask Davin to help me use the 

official power to check if there is any clue left by the person who took 

away Wendy." Finn said. 

"Okay. I'll check it now, but don't expect too much. If the other party is a 

Martial Arts Master, modern monitoring is useless for him." 

"I know." Finn nodded gently, and when a Martial Artist reached the 

Transformed Period, there would indeed be thousands of means to avoid 

modern monitoring. However, there would be a vulnerability, so Finn 

thought the other party would show up anyway. 

After hanging up Davin's phone, Finn forced himself to calm down. 

He couldn't put all his hopes to Davin, and he had to do something 

about it himself. 

First of all, it took a lot of hands to find people. 

But in City Z, he had few people he could trust. 

"It's time for Lowe Han and Thad Gu to come over." 

Finn murmured. He originally planned to let Lowe and Thad stay in City C 

to help him watch the territory of City C, but now it was not necessary. 

He must let Lowe and Thad come to City Z as soon as possible. 

Otherwise, when something happened to him, he had no one to turn. 
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After editing a short message and sending it to Han Lowe, Finn returned 

to Royal Villa No.1. 

It's no use worrying about Wendy. His top priority was to improve his 

strength. 

Although the gambling bucket helped the City Z's Chamber of 

Commerce win The True Solution and 200 billion yuan, Finn also became 

a thorn in the side of some people. 

The Martial Arts World in Country J couldn't wait to get rid of him, and in 

Country C, there were bound to be quite a few peerless Martial Artists 

who were coming to challenge him. 

If he kept his previous strength, he would become a stepping stone for 

these people sooner or later. 

Therefore, he had only one thing to do now--practice! Became stronger! 

When Finn was concentrating on practicing, news of the Chamber of 

Commerce of City Z won the gambling fight spread through various 

channels. 

Finn, the biggest dark horse in this gambling fight, was known by 

countless people in the Martial Arts World overnight. 

Martial Arts' League, Warriors' League, and Talents' league represented 

the official forces of Country C! 

The Sword Sect, Hsing-I Sect, which represented the Sects of Country C! 

There were countless ancient martial arts forces, hidden families! 
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Everyone knew the name-Finn! 

At the gambling fight, Finn used one punch to blast the genius of the 

Hidden People's Association, and he forcefully killed the disciples of 

Katana Saint. 

Finn almost reversed the outcome of the gambling fight by himself. 

Whether it's Travis Zhang, the best disciple from Mount Dragon and 

Tiger, or Cary Wang, the first talent of The Sword Sect, they served as a 

foil to Finn in this gambling fight. 

There were also two different versions of Finn's realm. 

One version was that Finn had set foot on the Obscure Period's peak, 

and the other version was that Finn had already broken through the early 

stage of the Transformed Period and broke the record of the master of 

KL Sect. 

There was no doubt that most people preferred the former version. 

Because it's too strange that Finn's strength reached the early stage of 

the Transformed Period at the age of twenty-five, even if Finn practiced 

when he was a baby in his mom's womb, it's impossible to reach that 

level at the age of twenty-five. 

But a 25-year-old warrior with such a high level was already mighty. 

At least in the Martial Arts World in Country C, few young people could 

break through to the Obscure Period's peak at the age of twenty-five. 

Mount KL was one of the seven major mountain systems globally, 

located in the hinterland of Eurasia, spanning four countries, including 
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Country C from east to west. It was the most extensive independent 

zonal mountain system globally, the farthest mountain system from the 

ocean in the world, and the most massive mountain system in arid 

regions in the world. 

In Country C, Mount KL was called Snow Mountain, covered with snow all 

year round, and was also called Holy Mountain by many local people. 

There were many mythological stories, such as the Ancestral Temple of 

Queen Mother of the West. In addition to these accidents, KL Sect was 

well-known in country C's martial arts circles since ancient times. 

KL Sect had always been one of the powerful forces in the martial arts 

circle of Country C. Still, it was far away from the central region of 

Country C, and it seldom participated in the martial arts competition, so 

KL Sect was not so famous. 

Royal Dragon Husband - Chapter 545 One 

After Another! 

However, Tan Zhou, the contemporary patriarch of KL Sect, was once one 

of the most famous people in the martial arts world in Country C. He was 

the fastest Martial Artist to break through the Transformed Period in the 

martial arts world in Country C. 

At the age of thirty-three, Tan stepped into the Transformed Period. 

This year, Tan was 58 years old. 

In terms of Martial Artists, This age was the prime of life. 

Now, Tan stepped into the later stage of the Transformed Period. 
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His break-through speed remained as terrifying as ever. 

Even though KL Sect had disappeared from the scene in recent years, few 

people dared to underestimate KL Sect. 

At early in the morning, the red sun rose, and the morning glow ran 

through the sky. It fell over the continuous snow-capped mountains, just 

like putting a golden gauze layer on the white snow-capped mountains, 

which was beautiful. 

Halfway up a snowy mountain, some wooden houses were built there, 

and they were almost covered by lush branches, which were hard to see 

even when looking down at high altitude. 

That was the seat of KL Sect, which had existed for thousands of years. It 

was just like a paradise. 

On a hill more than ten kilometers away from the door of KL Sect, a man 

with long hair and white robe sat cross-legged on a stone. 

That man's eyes were closed. He breathed in the morning glow. 

A white sword was placed beside him. The scabbard was white like ice 

crystals, and a lifelike dragon was engraved on its hilt. 

It was Dragon Sword--the handed down sword of KL Sect. 

Thousands of years ago, this sword was not named like this, but it was 

broken once, recast and repaired, and then changed its name to Dragon 

Sword. 

This handed-down sword was placed beside the youth, which proved the 

identity and status of the youth in KL Sect. 
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He was Vince Zhou, a contemporary descendant of KL Sect, and a 

disciple of Tan. 

Just as Vince closed his eyes and breathed, there was a slight noise 

around him, which might be wild animals walking in the snow. 

However, Vince seemed to have not heard it, sitting still like an old 

monk. 

Gradually, the voice became louder, and dozens of huge gray wolves 

appeared from all directions, surrounded Vince. 

Grey wolf, a ferocious and social animal, played a significant role in the 

biological chain of nature, almost worldwide. 

Generally speaking, a wolf would not pose a great danger to other 

animals, and even human beings would not afraid of it. However, in the 

face of wolves, even the mountain king, the tiger, recoiled. 

At that moment, dozens of gray wolves flocked to Vince from all 

directions, with fierce eyes shining. 

"Howl!" 

Suddenly, the leader wolf roared, giving orders to attack. 

With the wolf's orders, dozens of wolves rushed to Vince like the tide 

and launched an attack! 

At this moment, Vince suddenly opened his eyes, and murder emerged 

from his body, centering on his body, and spreading around him. 

He heard the sound of wolves running, and also saw bloodthirsty wolves. 
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But he didn't draw his sword, just stood up slowly. 

As he got up, his murderous intent instantly burst into flames, and the 

whole person was like a peerless sword born, which was quite sharp. 

The next moment, almost all the wolves approaching Vince were 

shocked by Vince's sudden terror and murder outbreak. 

They all stopped in unison, clawing at the ground and looking warily at 

Vince. 

As perennial predators, they felt an extremely dangerous breath in Vince, 

which was dangerous enough to make their souls shudder. 

Therefore, even if the leader wolf had given orders to attack, they would 

not dare to attack rashly. 

After that, under wolves' gaze, Vince walked quietly down the mountain 

with his Dragon Sword in his hand. He was quite relaxed as if wolves did 

not besiege him, and he appreciated the mountain's scenery. 

"Howl!" 

Seeing this scene, the wolves roared uneasily. Instead of approaching the 

siege of Vince, they retreated uncontrollably. 

"Howl!" 

Suddenly, the leader wolf gave a quick roar, and dozens of wolves turned 

and ran away from Vince. 

He scared off the wolves before he drew his sword. 
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That was the power of Vince, a contemporary descendant of KL Sect. 

An hour later, Vince returned to KL Sect. 

Tan called Vince to his room. 

"Vince, your opponent, has appeared," Tan said straight to the point. 

"An opponent?" Hearing it, Vince felt surprised, and he had been in KL 

Sect for twenty years, this was the first time he heard Tan said that. 

A man who could be his rival must be no weaker. 

"Well, an opponent." 

"He is a very good young man. He broke through the record of mine--

stepping into the Transformed Period." Tan looked extremely calm. Tan 

preferred the version that Finn was at the beginning stage of the 

Transformed Period, not the Obscure Period's peak. 

"Master, this is ... impossible." Vince's tone was somewhat hesitant. 

Master Tan had always been a genius who was rare in one hundred years 

outside the external reputation. He broke through the early stage of the 

Transformed Period at the age of thirty-three. How could anyone be 

faster than him? 

"Nothing is impossible." Tan smiled. He shook his head and said, "Each 

new generation excels the last one. Your generation is destined to be 

stronger than ours. Even if that person does not break my record, you 

will break my record." 

Tan was sure that no one knew Vinece's strength better than him. 
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At the age of thirty-three, Vince broke through and became known as 

the Martial Arts World's once-in-a-century genius. However, Vince, who 

was only twenty-six years old this year, was already a warrior at the 

Obscure Period's peak. 

Up to 28 years old before, he was bound to break through the Obscure 

Period! 

"Master, how old is he?" Vince suddenly asked. 

"Don't ask. There's no point in asking. The reason why I tell you this is 

not to compare you with anyone, but to compare you with yourself." Tan 

said in a hushed tone. Although it was essential to break records, the 

foundation was more important. 

If Vince ignored the foundation of Martial Arts to break through the 

realm of it, it would be contrary to his original intention. 

"Vince, I want you to remember one thing. In history, someone with a 

lower realm once won over a warrior at the Transformed Period. For the 

Martial Artists, the realm is not all, but the combat power is everything!" 

"Thank you for your teachings." Vince respectfully answered. 

Tan nodded slightly: "Well, go down the mountain. It's time for people in 

the Martial Arts World to know about our KL Sect's existence." 

"Yes, Master! I must live up to expectations and make KL Sect famous in 

the Martial Arts World! " Vince said with a confident face. 

Royal Dragon Husband - Chapter 546 The 

Descendant of Li's Family 
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"OK." 

Tan Zhou nodded slightly, then waved Vince Zhou to leave. 

He did not tell Vince that Finn Chen killed two Japanese geniuses, which 

seemed to him unnecessary. 

He had absolute confidence in Vince! 

... 

At the same time. 

Mount WG, Southwest. 

Li's Family progenitor land. 

The leader of Li's Family also called the descendant of Li's family to his 

room. 

"Be prepared and go out with your father tomorrow." The leader made 

the same decision as Tan. 

As the oldest hermit family in Country C, Li's family was not involved in 

disputes in the martial arts world. Li's family has never been on the list of 

hidden talents set up specifically for geniuses in Country C's the martial 

arts world. 

The reason why they were not on the list was not that Li's family heirs 

were not strong enough, but Li's Family heirs disdain to enroll in the list! 

But this time, Finn made the Li's Family notice something abnormal. 
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Unlike the so-called geniuses on the Country C hidden talents list, Finn 

was a real evildoer! 

His current strength was likely to be the early stage of the Transformed 

Period, rather than the Obscure Period's peak that was widely rumored 

outside! 

Suppose he was the early stage of the Transformed Period. In that case, 

he must be paid attention even if a descendant of Li's family. 

"Out of the mountain?" Jeffery was a little surprised and immediately 

raised a disdain touch: "Grandpa, what are we doing out of the 

mountain? To compete with those idiots in the world for the so-called 

genius name?" 

"Jeffery, don't be so arrogant. The martial arts world of Country C still has 

top enchantments." The leader frowned. The descendant cultivated by 

Li's family is good at everything, but he is a little too arrogant. He does 

not look at other peers at all, and always refers to the martial arts world 

of Country C as the secular world. 

The reason for saying this was not that he didn't know this common 

sense. Still, in his opinion, country C's martial arts world was no different 

from the secular world. 

"Top enchanting?" Jeffery was even more disdainful: "Are you talking 

about the geniuses on the list of hidden talents? If I remembered 

correctly, when I came out three years ago, I cleaned up seventh on the 

list, who haven't survived with my ten moves..." 

"This time is different." The leader interrupted Jeffery: "This time, your 

goal of going out of the mountain is not the list of hidden talents." 
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Jeffery was puzzled. Was the goal not the hidden talents list? What was 

that? As far as he knew, at the martial arts world of Country C, all internal 

power geniuses were on the Qianlong list. 

The list of hidden talents was a list set up specifically for the younger 

generation of Country C. Only the genius among the younger generation 

of Country C could be on the list. 

"Your target is a young man. This young man appeared in the public 

eyes yesterday. His appearance caused the turbulence of the martial arts 

world in Country C." 

There was no exaggeration in his remarks. The appearance of Finn did 

cause 

the turbulence of the martial arts world in Country C. 

Before Finn, there were many geniuses in country C's martial arts world, 

but there was no leader. 

But the appearance of Finn was a faint sign. 

He hit the Hidden People's Association to death and killed Katana Saint's 

disciples forcefully. 

Finn's demonstrated strength completely surpassed the younger 

generation. 

Jeffery's expression became serious. He was arrogant, but he was not 

stupid. The person who can cause turmoil in the martial arts world was 

not the genius on the list of hidden talents. 
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"By the way, there is one more thing. This young man is only twenty-five 

years old this year. And his current state is very likely to be in the early 

stage of Transformed Period." The leader said again. 

These words made Jeffery completely nervous. 

Twenty-five years old, in the early stage of the Transformed Period! 

How could that be? 

"Jeffery, there is someone better than us. The martial arts world of 

Country C has indeed not seen a real genius for many years, but this 

does not mean that the martial arts world of Country C has no real 

genius!" 

"I want you to go out this time because I hope you can see the martial 

arts world of Country C. Don't just focus on the hidden family." The 

leader said solemnly. Hidden-family like Li's family, there are eight in 

Country C. 

There will be some arena competitions that belong to the hidden 

families among many hidden families in daily life. 

The hidden family rarely participated in the contest between the martial 

arts world of Country C. 

Over time, many hidden families developed a sense of psychological 

superiority. Children born in a hidden family always felt that they were a 

bit better than the Martial Artist of country C's martial arts world. 

This mentality should also be beaten. 
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"OK, grandpa. Tomorrow I will go out with my father. I want to meet that 

young man." Jeffery sneered. Although the young man mentioned from 

grandfather was likely to be in the Transformed Period's early stage. 

But so what? 

Wasn't it commonplace for geniuses like them? 

A scene like Mount WG happened almost everywhere in Country C. 

The ancient martial arts forces and the eight hidden families almost all 

sent their descendants. 

These people chose to appear at this time, Finn only accounted for part 

of the reason. But a large part of the reason was that the martial arts 

world didn't have a martial arts master for almost 30 years. 

Thirty years was too long. 

It's time for a new master to appear. 

Who could take the lead at this time, stepping on the bones of the 

younger generation of Tianjiao, then he had the hope of advancing to a 

new master! 

The West Mountain of City Y was a branch of Taihang Mountain. It was 

called "the head of Mount TH" in ancient times. It was also called Mount 

QL. It was like a rising python, and it guarded the city of City Y against 

the west. 

After the founding of Country C, West Mountain was a military station 

for a long time. The military giants and some special institutions set up 

offices there. 
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Now, with the development of the times, many institutions have moved 

out of West Mountain. However, West Mountain was still marked by a 

strong military brand, and some special institutions remained there. 

For example, the headquarters of the military's most mysterious Blase 

Special forces group was there. 

According to rumors, the Blase Special forces group was a team 

composed of pure martial artists. 

In addition to practicing martial arts, they would also learn various 

special skills, rock climbing, a nuclear submarine, tactical sniper... 

All in all, the Blase Special forces group was a special operations force 

that combined modern technology and ancient martial arts. 

A single member of the whole special forces team's strength may be 

worse than some geniuses in the martial arts world. But their combined 

strength was amazingly strong. 

If you put ten special forces and ten geniuses on the same battlefield 

and let them fight, then the ten special forces must win in the end! 

Because their cooperation was seamless. 

They can even fight across tiers. Ten special forces in the late stage of the 

Transformed Period, using various high-precision modern weapons, 

could completely be besieged and killed the early stage! 

This was the original intention of the military to establish the Blase 

Special Forces Group. When encountering some urgent tasks, a martial 

artist in the Obscure Period could also be used as a Martial Artist in 

Transformed Period. 
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Royal Dragon Husband - Chapter 574 Blade 

Special forces group 

At this moment. In the meeting room of Blade Special forces group. 

Several middle-aged men dressed in military uniforms were staring 

seriously at the screen, playing Finn's video fighting with the Katana 

Saint's disciple. 

As the disciple of Katana Saint played his unique skill, everyone was 

shocked by what they saw. 

At that time, they knew Finn was much more powerful than they thought 

before. 

Because Finn could parry the unique skill from the disciple of Katana 

Saint. Finn was completely beyond the level of the Obscure Period! 

Everyone in the Blade Special forces group was much weaker than Finn. 

Even nobody could defeat the disciple of Katana Saint. 

After they watched the video, the meeting room went quiet. 

A moment later, Tomei asked, "how do you fell?" 

"Finn is really powerful." A middle-aged man next to Tomei said. 

After the middle-aged man said, an older man dressed in a military 

uniform asked Tomei. "Is he really the disciple of Chen's Family, but I 

have never heard about him." 
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"He is a bastard of Chen's Family," Tomei answered. 

A bastard, no wonder Chen's Family never mentioned that. 

If he were a normal disciple of Chen's Family, Chen's Family would 

propaganda him as a hero. 

Tomei put forward his purpose "how about my advice?" 

The old man thought for a moment and said, "Lord Tomei, I agree to 

your advice that he can serve as the instructor of Blade Special forces 

group, but..." 

The older man waited for a moment and said. "But he is the bastard of 

Chen's Family, so if we let him as the instructor of Blade Special forces 

group, Chen's Family will..." 

"The army needs to consider the thought of Chen's Family?" Although 

the older man did not finish his sentence, Tomei understood his 

meaning. 

The older man feared Chen's Family. 

That was because if Finn became the Blade Special forces group's 

instructor, he was also a part of the army. 

This method meant that the army was willing to support Finn. 

Although Chen's Family was no danger to the army, it was a danger to 

both the older and the middle-aged man. 
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"If Chen's Family threatens you, you can tell them it's me who did this." 

In fact, the older man's position was not low in Country C, but Chen's 

Family was much higher than him. 

Therefore, he was afraid. 

However, Tomei was different from the older man. 

He did not fear Chen's Family. 

"Okay, I'll paper for an appointment letter at present. The instructor's 

rank is a major general, but Finn is too young to hold it, so I tend to 

provide senior colonel." The older man could not understand why Tomei 

wanted to provide major general to Finn, who was just 25 years old. 

"NO, providing Major general to him!" Tomei said. Finn was in the initial 

stage of the Transformed Period. He was the best one of the young 

generation in Country C. Finn would provide a lot of positive influence 

on the army. 

Even the rank of lieutenant general, if he wanted, the army could give it 

to him. 

The older man was shocked by Tomei's words again, but he had to give 

the major general to Finn. 

When the army talked about Finn's ranking, some influential people of 

Chen's Family gathered in their courtyard. 

The first one was Bowie. 

Bowie didn't look well. 
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He had not been so angry for a long time. The last time he became so 

angry was because his daughter, Irene, was beaten up by Finn. 

And this time was also due to Finn! 

"Brother Bowie, has that guy really reached Transformed Period?" 

A strong man asked Bowie. His name was Yon, and he was the owner of 

the 7th house of Chen's Family. 

The Master of Chen's Family had four wives, and these wives bore 

thirteen children. 

These children were divided into 13 houses of Chen's Family. 

1st Jason. 

2nd Bowie. 

... 

13th Henry. 

Henry was Finn's father, the youngest one of thirteen siblings. 

Although Henry was the youngest one, the Master of Chen's Family 

loved him best. If Henry didn't marry Shay, which made his father angry, 

the family leader would be Henry instead of Jason. 

"He had reached Transformed Period." Reaching the Transformed Period 

in just 25 years old! What a terrible thing! What a monster Finn was! 
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There were several hundred disciples in the third generation of Chen's 

Family. Still, the highest level of them was the top of the Obscure Period. 

Although the top of the Obscure Period was just one step to the 

Transformed Period's initial stage, overcoming this step was severely 

hard. 

There were lots of people spending several years in overcoming this 

step. 

However, Finn overcame it. 

Chen's family was outraged when Finn reached the Transformed Period. 

Because the normal disciples of Chen's Family had many more sources of 

martial arts than Finn. Though Finn reached a much higher level than all 

the normal disciples of Chen's Family. 

Royal Dragon Husband - Chapter 548 Jason 

Chen's Real Intention 

"Brother Jason has long known that this bastard's strength has broken 

through the Transformed Period?" Yon Chen couldn't help asking. Three 

months ago, Jason Chen suddenly announced the successor of Chen's 

Family. 

At that time, everyone thought that Jason would choose one of his sons 

to be Chen's Family's heir. 

Unexpectedly, Jason chose an illegitimate child to be the heir of Chen's 

Family. 
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There was no doubt that Jason's choice caused an uproar in Chen's 

Family. 

Almost all of the other dozen heads of Chen's Family raised objections. 

But in the end, it was rejected by Jason. 

Unlike other prominent families, in Chen's Family, Jason had absolute 

control over Chen's Family. What he said was the golden rule, and even 

General Chen would not refute it. 

In the past, people still couldn't understand why Jason made an 

illegitimate child the heir of Chen's Family. 

At the moment, after Yon said this, many people suddenly woke up. 

Jason probably knew about Finn's strength long ago. 

That was the real reason why Finn Chen, an illegitimate child, was the 

heir of Chen's Family! 

"Brother Jason might be determined to make the bastards inherit Chen's 

Family." Yon was sullen. Jason let an illegitimate child inherit Chen's 

Family, and Yon didn't know what Jason thought. 

"Jason still has half a month to go through. So, why don't we..." 

At this moment, a middle-aged woman dressed in fancy clothes 

suddenly opened her mouth and suggested. Although she didn't finish 

her words, all the people in the hall knew her meaning. 

To kill Finn before Jason went out! 
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At that time, even if Jason was dissatisfied, he couldn't trouble so many 

people for a dead man. 

"No way." Bowie Chen shook his head. 

"Not to mention that the bastard has now broken through to the early 

stage of the Transformed Period, and we can't kill him at all." 

"Even if we can kill him ..." Bowie continued: "Do you think that if we kill 

him, Brother Jason will not kill us?" 

Looking at Bowie's eyes, other people couldn't help shivering. 

Yes, Jason might kill them! 

They were nominally brothers and sisters with Jason, but they were not 

related by blood. They only have the same father. 

But in a large family, this kind of half-brother relationship was the most 

tricky. 

"Brother Bowie, is there a possibility that Finn is what big Brother used to 

fish with us?" Yon swallowed saliva and asked. 

When he talked about fishing, he meant that Finn was the bait, they were 

fish, and Jason was the fisherman. 

Once they killed Finn, they swallowed the bait. 

At that time, Jason could dispose of them at will. 
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"Be cautious." Bowie took a stern look at Yon. Yon's martial arts realm 

only reached the late period of the Obscure Period. He didn't understand 

what the words of Martial Arts Grandmaster meant. 

Even if Jason was practicing in the back hill, it was not difficult for him to 

hear what everyone said. 

After Bowie stared at him, Yon brought out in a cold sweat. 

"Brother Jason won't do this, and he doesn't need it," Bowie spoke in a 

calm voice. In his view, what Yon said about fishing was pure nonsense. 

With Jason's present strength, there was no need to use Finn as bait. 

If he wanted to kill them, it's just a matter of thought, and using Finn as 

bait was superfluous. 

"Then what should we do now? Let that waste make a name for himself, 

and then come back and take charge of Chen's Family?" Yon Chen asked 

with some impatience. Today, many people of Chen's Family were most 

afraid that Finn would be in charge of Chen's Family because when Shay 

Su was in Chen's Family, they mistreated her--Finn's mother. 

If Finn was in charge of the Chen's Family, the first thing Finn would do 

was to get back at them. 

"We can't do anything now, at least openly, we can't deal with that 

bastard." 

"Because many people in the outside world now know our relationship 

with that bastard. There are already many eyes staring at us. At this time, 

if we openly deal with that bastard, we will inevitably become the target 

of public criticism." Bowie calmly analyzed. 
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"However, although we can't do it, we can use the relationship we have 

against that bastard." 

"Brother Bowie, what do you mean?" 

"I have a little friendship with the leader of the Jing Family. After the 

bastard became famous in the Martial Arts World, the Jing Family's 

leader will inevitably send someone down the mountain to challenge the 

bastard. In the process of the challenge, if something happens, that's 

none of our business. "Bowie sneered. He could, more or less, guess 

Jason's intention. 

Jason didn't use Finn as bait and didn't use them as fish. 

Jason wanted to make them the grindstones of Finn! 

He wanted to make Finn a sharp and unparalleled treasure knife! 

Although Bowie didn't know what Jason's intention was in turning Finn 

into a treasured knife, he knew very well that Jason would never blame 

him as long as he dealt with Finn within the scope permitted by the rules. 

Therefore, the descendant of the Jing Family was the right choice. 

"Jing's Family?" Yon was surprised--the Jing Family was an ancient family 

practicing martial arts. Unlike the noble family like Chen's Family, the 

ancient families like the Jing Family didn't have much industry in the 

secular world, and they only concentrated on studying martial arts. 

They were a group of pure fighters. 

Pure often meant strong. 
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Generally speaking, the strength of this ancient family's descendants was 

much higher than that of their peers in the Martial Arts World. 

What they were best at was fighting over different stages. 

Although Finn's strength was at the beginning of the Transformed 

Period, the Jing Family's descendants might kill him easily. 

Finn didn't know that the martial arts world began to surge undercurrent 

because of his reasons. 

At this time, Finn was concentrating on cultivation, and it was almost half 

a year since he advanced to the early stage of the Transformed Period. 

And, his strength was not yet stable. 

Now what he had to do was to stabilize thoroughly and then look for an 

opportunity to break through the middle stage of the Transformed 

Period. 

It would typically take at least five years for a Martial Artist to break 

through from the early stage to the middle stage. 

Finn wanted to shorten the breakthrough time by half to two years. 

If he could do it, he was entitled to return to Chen's Family to get back 

something that originally belonged to him. 

Now he was still too weak. 

Royal Dragon Husband - Chapter 549 

Special Operations Department 
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Finn Chen breathed a sigh of relief after a day of practice. 

After getting out of bed and briefly washing up, Finn took out his phone. 

He wanted to call Davin Shi and ask about Wendy Lin. But he was in the 

middle of dialing the number, and Finn dismissed the idea. 

Davin shouldn't have made much progress, and if he had, he would have 

said so. 

Finn still decided to call Maura Shawn and ask her how she was doing. 

At that moment, there was a knock at the door. 

Finn's brow furrowed, who could it be at this hour? Few people knew he 

lived here. 

He walked to the door and pulled it open. 

Three figures in military uniforms came into Finn's eyes. 

The one standing in the middle was a middle-aged man with a smile, and 

behind him were two hard-looking thirty-something soldiers. 

"Hello, Mr. Chen." The middle-aged man smiled and extended his hand. 

"Hello." Finn shook hands with the middle-aged man with some 

confusion. These three people in front of him were soldiers, and judging 

from the middle-aged man's epaulets, they were not lowly in the military. 

But why were the military looking for him? 
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"My name is Fahn Wang, Director of the City Y Special Operations 

Department." The middle-aged man introduced himself. 

Special Operations Department? 

Finn was slightly surprised that it was this organization. 

Fahn had been observing Finn's expression. When he saw that Finn was a 

little surprised, Fahn couldn't help but say, "Mr. Chen seems to know 

about our department?" 

"Know a little." Finn nodded. 

He had heard it before. It was a pilot division that the military had set up 

in conjunction with the martial arts world. 

It said that this department had been in existence for over thirty years. It 

was originally established to test the feasibility of combining martial arts 

and modern technology. 

Because in recent years, the martial arts and technology development in 

Country C had reached a bottleneck. 

More than thirty years ago, someone proposed combining the two to 

push the limits of human strength. 

At first, this idea was well received by many people. 

But when it came to concrete development, this idea encountered great 

difficulties. 

The martial artist's power was too strong for most of the instruments 

made by modern technology to carry their power. 
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In the obscure and obscure period, modern technology was barely able 

to carry the power. A part of modern technology can even increase the 

power of martial artists. 

But in the transformed period, this increase was much smaller. 

Even the power of some warriors in the transformed period was far 

beyond the limit of modern technology. 

Thus, this idea was not continued in the end. 

But, the department that was created to realize this idea retained and 

became the current Special Operations Department. 

Today's Special Operations Department was still mainly composed of 

martial artists. 

To be precise, it should be army martial artists. 

They both studied martial arts and conducted professional special forces 

training. They might not have martial arts talent, but their strength was 

not inferior to those geniuses in the martial arts world. 

Moreover, they were all equipped with high-precision modern thermal 

weapons. In terms of combat ability, they were a whole lot better than 

the traditional martial artists. 

It could say that army martial artists were killing machines created for 

killing. 

Their duty was to perform some special tasks. 

"Since Mr. Chen has heard of us, that's good to know." 
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"A few days ago, our Blade Special forces group's instructor left, which 

left the entire group without a leader. So, we'd like to hire Mr. Chen as an 

instructor." Fahn stated his purpose simply and plainly. 

"Sorry..." 

Finn subconsciously wanted to refuse. But as soon as he said that, Fahn 

smiled and said, "Mr. Chen, don't refuse yet. You only need to spare two 

or three days a month to come to teach the team members martial arts 

techniques. We don't need you to come every day." 

"Only two or three days a month?" Hearing Fahn said that Finn was a 

little tempted to say yes. He had worried that being an instructor would 

need him to stay on base all the time, but now Fahn's statement allayed 

his fears. 

"Yes." Fahn nodded, "It's Tomei Guan's idea. He said that being an 

instructor can't delay your training." 

Tomei? 

No wonder Fahn had come looking for him. It was all Tomei's idea. 

But why did Tomei do it? 

"Okay, I promise." 

Finn didn't think twice about it and made his decision directly. 

The Special Operations Department was an extremely important 

department of the military. Serving in such a department, in a sense, he 

had a military background. 
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It wouldn't be so easy for certain people to touch him again. 

"Song." Fahn looked at the person behind him. 

Then, a man with an upright posture walked up to Finn and gave him a 

standard military salute. 

After the salute, Song took a box from the other man and brought it to 

Finn. 

"Mr. Chan, here is your uniform, as well as your medallion papers." Fahn 

spoke with a smile, "Next time you come to W Hill, just show this ID, and 

the guard at the gate will let you in." 

"Thank you." Finn thanked. If he went into service, then Fahn would 

probably be his colleague from now on. 

"It's nothing." Fahn smiled and shook his head. 

"If there's nothing else, we'll be off." 

"Well, I'll see you off." 

Fahn came and went as quickly as he could. 

In less than three minutes, they were gone from in front of the villa. But 

Finn had a dark green uniform and medals in his hand, along with an ID. 

Finn took a glance at the information on the document and was a little 

surprised. The instructor of the Blade Special forces group was a Major 

General. In other words, his current rank in the army was considered to 

be Major General. 
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This rank was not too high. After all, he was only twenty-five years old. 

At this point, Finn was more and more certain that Tomei was trying to 

help him. 

He wanted to give himself a military status so that Chen's Family 

wouldn't be as evil in doing things. 

Royal Dragon Husband - Chapter 550 Cheng 

Song 

After taking a deep breath, Finn Chen pressed down his agitation in his 

heart. 

Although Tomei gave him a good identity, in the end, it all depended on 

himself. 

Only when he was strong could this identity be useful. 

If he was not strong, then this identity could only protect him for a while, 

but it could never protect him for a lifetime. 

At this moment, Finn's phone rang. 

The caller was Davin Shi. 

"Davin, how is it going?" After pressing Answer, Finn sank his mouth. 

"There is news." 

Davin's voice was depressed, which made Finn's heart sank: "Davin, tell 

me. I'm prepared." 
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Davin nodded and continued: "Ten minutes ago, someone sent a video 

to Rick Chu's mobile phone. The video showed that Wendy was in a dim 

little house." 

"Did they say who they are?" Finn took a deep breath and asked. 

"No, they didn't show their identity. The other party only said that 

Wendy is a descendant of Grandmaster Jordi. If you want Wendy to live, 

you will exchange her with The True Solution. " 

"What did the City Z's Chamber of Commerce say?" Finn asked. He 

wanted to know their attitude. 

"The City Z's Chamber of Commerce has already quarreled over this 

matter. The Chu Family agreed to send out the book, but the Song 

Family and the Qin Family strongly opposed them, and the Wang 

Family's attitude is somewhat unclear. I don't know what they think yet." 

"I see." Finn nodded irritably. Things were very tricky now, and The True 

Solution was a book that could help bring up martial arts Grandmasters, 

and the opinions of The Four Families were not unified. 

"Finn, don't worry for the moment. This matter has a great influence. If 

Wendy is indeed a descendant of Grandmaster Jordi, then the Martial 

Arts' League and Warriors' League should step in immediately, and they 

won't let anything happen to Wendy." Davin said in a hushed tone. 

Martial Arts Grandmasters were also human beings, and they would also 

have children and grandchildren. 

Although Jordi had disappeared in this world for more than 20 years, if 

Wendy was a descendant of him, then the Martial Arts' League and 

Warriors' League must protect Wendy. 
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Anyway, she was a descendant of the Martial Arts Grandmaster. 

If the Martial Arts' League and Warriors' League couldn't even protect 

the Grandmaster's descendants' safety, how did they protect Country C's 

Martial Arts World? 

Besides, there was a rule in the Martial Arts World, which was that Martial 

Artists couldn't hurt the opposite's family. 

If there were hatred between Martial Artists, they could find trouble with 

each other, not family members. That was the bottom line between the 

Martial Arts' League and the Warriors' League. 

If everyone threatened each other with their families, the Martial Arts 

World would have been a mess because most Martial artists had parents, 

wives, and children. If they killed each other's families wantonly, what 

was the difference between the so-called Martial Arts World and 

heterodox doctrines? 

"Well. I'll go to the headquarters of the City Z's Chamber of Commerce 

first." Finn nodded, believing that the Martial Arts' League and the 

Warriors' League would intervene, but he did not know when and how to 

intervene. 

Therefore, he must do something himself. 

Half an hour later, Finn came to the headquarters building of City Z's 

Chamber of Commerce. 

At this point, the heads of The Four Families had got together. 

After Finn entered the conference hall, he immediately attracted the 

attention of many people. 
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"Finn, why are you here?" Rick Chu took the lead in standing up, with 

some consternation. 

"Brother Chu, I need to see you." 

"What's up?" 

"Half an hour ago, did someone send you a video?" Asked Finn. 

"How do you know?" Rick was appalled. Half an hour ago, someone sent 

him a video, but only the Four Families and the Warriors' League knew 

the video's content. How did Finn know? 

"A friend of mine told me." 

Finn did not say the name of Davin because it was inappropriate to say it. 

It's illegal that Davin told him the news of Wendy in the Warriors' 

League. 

"Finn, do you know the girl in the video?" Rick soon realized the purpose 

of Finn. 

"She is my sister ..." Finn cut to the chase. 

"Sister?!" 

All the people in the hall burst into an uproar, and all of them looked 

surprised. 

"Brother Chu, you should know the purpose of my coming here." 

"Give me The True Solution, and you can ask for the conditions." 
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Finn spoke directly, but a dissenting voice began to rise in the hall when 

he just finished his words. 

"Impossible!" 

It was a handsome young man who spoke out against Finn. At the 

moment, the young man was staring at Finn coldly: "You said she was 

your sister. How do you prove it?" 

"If I remember correctly, you seem to be surnamed, Chen?" 

"Who are you?" Finn frowned and looked at the handsome young man. 

He had never seen this handsome young man before, but why did this 

handsome young man show such deep hostility to him? 

"My name is Cheng Song." The handsome young man announced his 

name. 

"Have we met before?" Finn frowned again--Cheng should belong to the 

Song Family, but when did he make an enemy with the Song family?. 

"Met?" Cheng suddenly sneered. "Of course, we haven't seen each 

other." 

"However, I'm afraid you don't know that Irene is my fiancee." 

Irene Chen?! 

Finn's face turned gloomy. No wonder this handsome young man was so 

hostile to him. It turned out that he was Irene's fiancee. 
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So everything made sense. Finn broke Irene's legs, abolished Irene's 

martial arts foundation, and ultimately turned Irene into a disabled 

person. This handsome young man should hate him. 

"You want to trouble me?" Finn's tone suddenly calmed down. He didn't 

expect to meet Irene's fiancé here. However, he was not afraid of him. If 

Cheng wanted to trouble Finn, Finn would fight back. 

"Looking for trouble?" Cheng laughed and said, "You are overthinking. I 

am not the kind of person who does not distinguish between public 

affairs and private. I will settle with you sooner or later. Now we are 

talking about The Real Solution." 

Everyone in the hall frowned and remained silent, and no one thought of 

the sudden attack of Cheng. 

However, the information revealed in his words made all the people on 

the scene feel scared. 

Finn turned out to be the vicious person who crippled Irene. 

In the past, everyone only heard that something happened to Chen's 

Family, but people were not very clear about the matter's specific truth. 

People knew that after Irene became a disabled person, Cheng, who had 

been envied by all the Four Families, became a joke of City Z. 

After all, he was going to marry a beautiful woman, but her legs were 

broken overnight, and her Martial Artist foundation was lost. 

 


